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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
An Improved Bus Signal Priority System for Networks with Nearside Bus Stops.  
(December 2004) 
Wonho Kim, B.S., Chungbuk National University; 
M.C.P., Seoul National University 
Co-Chairs of Advisory Committee:  Dr. Laurence R. Rilett  
Dr. Amy Epps Martin 
 
 
 
Bus Signal Priority (BSP), which has been deployed in many cities around the world, is 
a traffic signal enhancement strategy that facilitates efficient movement of buses 
through signalized intersections. Most BSP systems do not work well in transit 
networks with nearside bus stop because of the uncertainty in dwell time. Unfortunately, 
most bus stops on arterial roadways are of this type in the U.S.  
This dissertation showed that dwell time at nearside bus stops could be modeled 
using weighted least squares regression. More importantly, the prediction intervals 
associated with the estimate dwell time were calculated. These prediction intervals were 
subsequently used in the improved BSP algorithm that attempted to reduce the negative 
effects of nearside bus stops on BSP operations.  
The improved BSP algorithm was tested on urban arterial section of Bellaire 
Boulevard in Houston, Texas. VISSIM, a micro simulation model was used to evaluate 
the performance of the BSP operations. Prior to evaluating the algorithm, the 
parameters of the micro simulation model were calibrated using an automated Genetic 
Algorithm based methodology in order to make the model accurately represent the 
traffic conditions observed in the field. 
It was shown that the improved BSP algorithm significantly improved the bus 
operations in terms of bus delay. In addition, it was found that the delay to other 
 iv
vehicles on the network was not statistically different from other BSP algorithms 
currently being deployed. It is hypothesized that the new approach would be 
particularly useful in North America where there are many transit systems that utilize 
nearside bus stops in their networks.   
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
Both traffic congestion and commuting travel time in metropolitan areas have increased 
during the last decades, which has resulted in an increase in transit travel time, transit 
travel time variability, and transit operating cost. Transit agencies have been seeking 
technologies that can improve the service quality and reduce operating cost. The 
development of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) has promoted transit-oriented 
technologies such as automatic fare collection, real-time traveler information, and transit 
signal priority. Intuitively, an improvement in transit performance provides an additional 
incentive for automobile based travelers to switch modes and reduce overall traffic 
congestion. 
Bus Signal Priority (BSP), which has received considerable attention lately, is a 
traffic signal enhancement strategy that facilitates efficient movement of transit vehicles 
through signalized intersections. BSP provides preferential treatment to transit vehicles 
approaching an intersection by altering the normal traffic signal operations so that transit 
vehicle delay is reduced. BSP strategy improves transit operation and service quality, but 
its implementation is a sensitive issue because BSP strategies traditionally favor transit 
users over passenger-car drivers. Moreover most BSP systems that preempt the normal 
operations in the traffic controllers have a tendency to disrupt the signal coordination 
and this interrupts the progressive flow of vehicles along an arterial. Consequently it 
may unduly deteriorate overall traffic performance. 
Another resistance to its implementation is that existing BSP systems do not 
work well with nearside bus stops. A majority of bus stops along arterials in U.S. cities 
are on the nearside of intersections. For example, approximately 80 percent of Metro’s 
bus stops in Houston, Texas are nearside stops (1). The nearside stops have the potential 
to negate priority service at some intersections because of passenger boarding and 
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alighting activities in advance of the traffic signal. For these reasons, BSP has not been 
widely deployed and still remains a challenging task. However, recent enhancements in 
the field of ITS including smart buses, communications, detection, optimization 
algorithms, and simulation modeling have created new capabilities to support BSP 
deployment in the traffic signal system. This dissertation presents a methodology for 
estimating the dwell time at nearside stops and the associated prediction interval. 
Subsequently a new BSP algorithm that can 1) provide adequate priority services 
without disrupting signal coordination, 2) work with nearside bus stops through the 
accommodation of the variability/randomness of dwell time, and 3) minimize a negative 
impact to the non-priority traffic at the intersection is developed.  
 
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT  
The use of BSP at intersections with nearside stops has been the subject of much debate. 
The primary issue focuses on the variability in dwell times at nearside stops which could 
increase the uncertainty of the bus arrival during the priority phase. The uncertainty may 
cost buses the benefits of the priority treatment while adding additional delay to the non-
priority movements. Therefore, the primary research question for BSP with nearside 
stops is when and how to activate the signal priority service. Most current BSP systems 
start to change the normal signal timing plan immediately after a priority request is 
placed. Prompt response to the request is based on the assumption that buses will arrive 
at the intersection after a pre-defined travel time from the point where the bus is first 
detected. Therefore any disturbance such as bus stop that alters the pre-defined travel 
time may deteriorate the efficiency of BSP operation. Without consideration of the dwell 
time and its variability in the bus travel time, there is a high likelihood that significant 
number of buses will fail to arrive at the intersection during the priority phase that is 
timed by an anticipated arrival of the bus. The primary objective of this research is to 
develop new BSP algorithm that can accommodate the bus dwell time as well as its 
associated variability.    
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The bus dwell time and its variability need to be predicted in order to be 
accounted for in the BSP algorithm. Most prior studies relating to estimating dwell time 
focused on the estimation of the service time for alighting and boarding passengers using 
ordinary least squares regression models. The regression models require the numbers of 
alighting/boarding passengers to be estimated in advance of the bus’ arrival at the stop if 
they are employed in predicting dwell time. However, because of the absence of 
available technologies for detecting boarding and alighting passengers in advance, the 
application of these models has been limited to evaluations of route-specific 
performance which focuses on analyzing the bus travel time. Some progress has been 
made with respect to addressing the problems with the deterministic passenger demand. 
The probabilistic models which consider alighting/boarding passengers as random 
variables allow for a better representation of stochastic nature of dwell time. Once 
probability density functions for the number of alighting and boarding passengers are 
successfully defined, the dwell time can be predicted using the expectations of the 
probability distributions and other given quantities such as marginal service times for 
alighting and boarding activities. Due to the randomness of the numbers of 
alighting/boarding passengers and the variation of the service time for each passenger, 
some errors in prediction are inevitable even with well defined distributions and 
estimated quantities. Therefore, prediction interval is more informative than mean dwell 
time for the successful BSP implementation. One goal of this research is to develop a 
methodology for predicting the mean dwell time, and the associated prediction interval, 
that will be used in a new BSP methodology.  
The variability in dwell time can be accommodated by integrating the prediction 
interval into the BSP algorithm. In order to incorporate the prediction interval of dwell 
time, a BSP system needs 1) to be able to re-evaluate a travel time including dwell time 
for each bus in real-time, and 2) to facilitate signal priority strategies that are capable of 
carrying out the prediction interval. The focus of the research described in this 
dissertation is on developing a better bus signal priority algorithm and a better bus dwell 
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time prediction methodology in order to improve bus operations at the intersections with 
nearside bus stop.     
 
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
It is hypothesized that a BSP system that incorporates the variability of the dwell time in 
the signal timing will give superior results over BSP systems that do not consider the 
length of dwell time at nearside stops. The desirable features of a BSP system would be 
exploiting real-time information of buses in the priority granting process and 
incorporating a prediction model for bus dwell time within the local intersection level of 
a BSP system. The objectives of this research are 1) to develop a prediction algorithm 
for mean dwell time and its associated prediction interval, 2) to develop a BSP strategy 
that can accommodate the prediction interval of the dwell time, and 3) to conduct an 
experimental study to evaluate the methodology proposed. 
 
1.3 SCOPE OF STUDY 
The study is intended to show that the predicted dwell time and the prediction interval 
can be used to intelligently adjust signal timings and phasing to provide priority 
treatment to buses without causing severe impacts on traffic. This study is not intended 
to be an exhaustive evaluation of the different methods for predicting bus dwell time, nor 
of the criteria for determining priority. The primary focus of this study is to illustrate that 
incorporating the prediction interval of dwell time could be used to make better control 
decision that improves bus operations. While many approaches could be used in 
implementing the improved BSP algorithm, only one approach was examined in this 
study. 
 In addition, the new BSP algorithm is designed to provide priority only using 
extension of green in the current phase, ending another phase early to give an early green 
to the bus, or insertion of an extra bus phase to allow the bus to pass before returning to 
the regular timing. Other strategies such as stretching window, skipping phase, and 
reordering phases are not considered. Testing of the algorithm is limited to traffic micro-
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simulation model in a laboratory setting. Although the evaluation is performed on a test 
bed in Houston, Texas, no field testing is performed as part of this dissertation. Note that 
the traffic micro-simulation model is calibrated using empirical data. Testing is 
conducted on an arterial section with three signalized intersections under AM peak 
demand.   
 
1.4 STRUCTURE OF DISSERTATION 
This dissertation contains a total of eight chapters and three appendices. Chapter I 
summarizes the problems addressed by this study and establishes the objectives and 
scope of this dissertation. Chapter II provides a literature review of the state of the art of 
the main research. It includes an introduction to current methods and technologies for 
providing priority, and estimation models for bus dwell time. Chapter III provides 
descriptions for the study site and the data. It also contains the simulation methods for 
evaluation of the new BSP algorithm. A methodology for estimating dwell time and its 
associated prediction interval is developed in Chapter IV. Chapter V provides a detailed 
description of the development of a new BSP algorithm incorporated with the prediction 
interval of dwell time. Chapter VI presents a methodology for calibrating the 
microscopic traffic simulation model. The results of simulation study to assess the 
impacts of using the priority algorithm on traffic and bus operations are summarized in 
Chapter VII. The major conclusions and recommendations for future research are 
provided in Chapter VIII.  
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CHAPTER II 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to review of the relevant literature pertaining to 1) the 
different types of transit signal priority1 strategies that have been employed in the field 
and in the laboratory, and 2) the estimation of bus dwell time. The chapter begins with a 
discussion of the different type of BSP strategies, followed by a discussion of the 
proposed real-time BSP strategies currently being developed. This discussion is followed 
by a section that summarizes the estimation models for bus dwell time that have been 
previously studied. 
  
2.1 BUS SIGNAL PRIORITY SYSTEMS  
The concept of bus signal priority (BSP) was established with experiments in the early 
1960s (2). Research performed prior to 1990 provided most of the foundation for the 
current bus priority systems. The objective of bus signal priority is to reduce delay for 
buses at signalized intersections. The rationale for special treatments of buses has its 
basis in the high occupancy of these vehicles. One of objectives in timing traffic signals 
is to minimize the total delay to all vehicles at an intersection. However, minimizing 
vehicle delay may not be optimal if the passenger load of the vehicles is considered. 
Granting priority to buses, therefore, is more likely to minimize total person delay and 
maximize total person throughput.  
Figure 2-1 illustrates how a bus experiences delay at a traffic signal in the 
absence of bus signal priority. The trajectory of a bus is represented on a time-space 
diagram. The horizontal band in the figure represents a traffic signal. If the bus arrives 
during the red traffic signal, the bus is delayed until the signal turns green and the bus 
can proceed. Bus signal priority attempts to reduce the bus delay either by reducing the 
                                                          
1 For the purpose of this dissertation transit signal priority will be referred to as Bus Signal Priority (BSP)  
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probability of a bus arriving during red signal or alternatively, reducing the waiting time 
until the green signal if the bus is stopped.  
 
 
Figure 2-1 Bus delay without signal priority 
 
BSP systems can be classified into three strategies; passive, active, and 
adaptive/real-time (3,4,5,6,7). Passive strategies operate continuously regardless of 
whether bus is present or not, and does not require a bus detection system. Active 
strategies utilize a bus detection system for sensing the buses that are qualified for 
priority. Adaptive/real-time strategy provides priority while simultaneously trying to 
optimize a given performance criteria. Each strategy will be discussed in the following 
section. 
 
2.1.1 Passive BSP Strategies  
Passive BSP strategies (3,4,5) attempt to improve bus operations at the intersections by 
providing a signal timing plan designed to more frequently serve a phase that has high 
bus demand based on historical data. Passive priority operates regardless of whether a 
bus is present or not, and does not require detection of the bus on the upstream link of 
the signalized intersections. Thus, passive priority strategies operate independently on 
the buses. Passive priority strategies can be efficient when bus headways are short (i.e. 
Green time 
Red time 
Distance 
Delay 
Time 
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high volume of the bus), traffic volumes are low, and passenger demand is stationary (i.e. 
small variation in dwell time). One of the passive BSP strategies that can be considered 
in bus-favorable circumstances is a signal progression for buses. Because the signal 
timing is adjusted in order to coordinate the bus flow along an arterial, the traffic on the 
cross streets may experience unnecessary delay and stops. Passive BSP strategies 
generally are known to cause unnecessary delays to the traffic on non-priority 
approaches due to preferential treatment for buses every cycle regardless of whether 
buses are present. Other passive priority strategies that are commonly used are (3,4): 
• Adjustment of cycle length: Under certain circumstance, reducing cycle lengths 
means that transit vehicles will receive service more often thus reducing delay. 
• Splitting phases: Splitting a priority phase into multiple phases that can served 
more than once every cycle without necessarily reducing the cycle length.  
• Increasing phase: Increasing green time for movements serving the transit 
vehicles increases the likelihood that transit vehicles will be served. 
• Metering vehicles: Metering vehicles limits the number of vehicles allowed into 
the system, while it provide benefit to buses by allowing buses to bypass the 
metered signal. 
 
2.1.2 Active BSP Strategies  
Active BSP strategies (7,8) give more flexibility to the signal control system because 
they rely on specific information with respect to bus location. In general, active BSP 
strategies improve upon the passive BSP strategies in that priority is given only when a 
bus is present. These strategies are more infrastructure intensive than passive strategies, 
because they requires 1) detection devices that can sense approaching buses upstream of 
the intersection, and 2) advanced controllers to activate the priority strategies for 
granting priority. The common active strategies that a controller can perform in response 
to the detection of a bus are: 1) extending the green time in the current phase, 2) ending 
another phase early to give an early green to the bus, and 3) inserting an extra bus phase 
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to allow the bus to pass before returning to the regular timing. The response used will 
depend on when in the cycle the vehicle is detected. 
 
2.1.2.1 Green extension strategy 
In this strategy the green phase is extended for buses that approach the intersection 
during a green indication. If the bus is approaching the intersection near the end of the 
green interval for its approach, the current interval can be extended until the vehicle has 
passed through the intersection, as shown in Figure 2-2. Without extension, the vehicle 
would have to wait for green in the next cycle thus increasing its delay. It is considered 
one of the most effective BSP strategies because no clearance interval for changing 
phases is required. 
 
 
Figure 2-2 Phase change for green extension strategy 
 
2.1.2.2 Early green strategy 
When buses are detected during a red indication, the non-priority phases are truncated in 
order to expedite the starting phase for the bus movement. If the vehicle will arrive at the 
signal near the end of the red period for its approach, the current phase can be ended 
early to allow the green phase for the bus to be started early. This strategy is often used 
Green time 
Red time 
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in clearing queues on the bus approach so that the bus does not have to wait for queues 
to clear before passing through the intersection. An illustration of the early return 
strategy is provided in Figure 2-3. 
 
 
Figure 2-3 Phase change for early green strategy 
 
2.1.2.3 Phase insertion strategy 
With the phase insertion strategy, a special phase is provided when a bus is detected 
upstream of the intersection. If the bus will arrive at the signal in the middle of the red 
period for its approach, a bus phase is inserted within the normal signal sequence. The 
controller returns to normal operation once the bus has passed through the intersection. 
Figure 2-4 illustrates this strategy, where a special phase is inserted to serve the bus.  
Active BSP strategy in most traffic signal controllers is frequently accomplished 
by preempting the normal operation in the controllers, which can cause a disruption to 
the system if it is operating in a coordinated mode. Some research efforts have focused 
on developing strategies that can keep the traffic controller in the progression while 
simultaneously providing a signal priority to buses (9,10). The strategies proposed from 
previous studies adjust the signal timing parameters within a background cycle length so 
as to maintain signal coordination. This constraint of a cycle length limits the amount of 
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Red time 
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Time 
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time that can be allocated to a priority phase, and requires more complicated control 
logic in adjusting signal timing parameters within the cycle.  
 
 
Figure 2-4 An example of phase insertion strategy  
 
2.1.3 BSP Strategies in Adaptive Signal Control Systems 
BSP strategies in adaptive signal control systems (11-27) are implemented by systems 
based on a real-time evaluation of a selective performance criterion through continuous 
feedback between the priority request generator (i.e. bus or detector) and the priority 
request server (i.e. local controller or transit management center). Some systems 
determine if, and how, to grant priority using optimization-based control schemes. In 
such schemes, total intersection delay is considered as a primary measure in evaluating 
the alternative timing plans or optimizing the signal timing parameters (13). Delay may 
be defined with respect to passenger delay, vehicle delay, weighted vehicle delay or 
some combination of these measures. Because common signal timing parameters such as 
cycle length, splits, and offset are continuously adjusted in real-time in response to the 
changes in traffic conditions, strategies in adaptive signal control systems do not require 
predefined specific priority actions. The bus priority is accomplished within most 
adaptive signal control systems by giving more weight to buses in the traffic signal 
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Red time 
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parameter optimization procedure. BSP strategies in adaptive signal control systems has 
been studied and/or implemented at both local intersection and street network level.  
 
2.1.3.1 Local intersection level strategies 
Within the last several decades a number of local-intersection-based strategies have been 
developed. The Signal Priority Procedure of Optimization in Real-Time (SPPORT) 
system is based on the optimization procedure based upon generic lists of rules 
(including rules aimed specially at transit) that allocate different priorities to key traffic 
events (14,15,16,17). SPPORT evaluates several timing plans that accommodate the 
highest priority events from the predefined list and selects the best timing alternative. A 
discrete-event-based microscopic traffic simulator is used to predict the impacts of 
potential future switching decisions. The evaluation is accomplished using an expert 
system approach that considers a set of rules to select the solution. Chang, et al. (18) 
developed an adaptive signal system that utilizes a cellular automata traffic flow model 
to predict and estimate vehicle arrivals, queues, queue discharge flows and the signal 
control states. The provision of priority is determined based on a composite objective 
function consisting of estimated passenger delay, vehicle delay and schedule delay. A 
performance index is evaluated for each possible signal setting for the next second, and 
then the best signal plan is selected for implementation. In subsequent work (19,20), 
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) technology was employed to overcome 
shortcomings in the bus detection capability in the original design of this algorithm. It 
was found that the total passenger delay for the adaptive control with AVL information 
significantly decreased in heavy traffic volume conditions. The strategy reported by Lin 
et al. (21) integrates an adaptive transit operation into an adaptive signal control system. 
The adaptive signal control strategy is based on assessing the operating cost which is a 
function of passenger car delay, total number of vehicle stops, and bus delay. This 
strategy utilizes historic traffic patterns, current operating state, and predicted arrival to 
project the operating cost for a priority treatment. The analysis involves a comparison of 
headway versus schedule based dispatching and the effects of traffic volumes. The 
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authors found that a bus delay time was reduced by 55 percent and the combined 
operating cost was reduced by 6 percent. 
 
2.1.3.2 Street-network level strategies 
Most adaptive signal control systems under operation are capable of implementing bus 
priority at a street-network level. The Split Cycle Offset Optimization Technique 
(SCOOT) is an on-line version of TRANSYT that has been adjusted to work as a real-
time system (22,23). It automatically adjusts the cycle time, splits, and offsets in 
accordance with the change in traffic state. Transit signal priority is provided through 
either phase extension or early green. SCOOT provides a preferential treatment to transit 
through the use of weighting factors that result in favorable treatment to movements 
containing transit vehicles. Performance results showed that transit delay per intersection 
was improved by 22 percent. With low traffic volume, transit delay was significantly 
reduced by as much as 70 percent.  
The Urban Traffic Optimization by Integrated Automation (UTOPIA) is a 
hierarchical real-time control system that provides absolute priority to transit vehicles at 
intersections (24). Performance results indicate an approximate 15%-20% increase in 
speed for both transit and private vehicles compared with traditional control.  
PRODYN (25) is a real-time control system developed in France and 
implemented in several French cities. The original transit priority in PRODYN was 
achieved in a non-optimal way by assuming a detected bus to be worth several passenger 
cars in the optimization process. However, more recently a version of PRODYN has 
been specifically developed to provide priority to buses based on minimizing the total 
delay at an intersection. Coordination is provided by sharing vehicle arrival forecasts 
with adjacent intersections. The implementation of the revised system showed a 15% 
reduction in travel time for private vehicles with no increase in delay for transit vehicles. 
Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System (SCATS) system is an example of 
both passive and active transit priority in a centralized system (26). SCATS adjusts 
signal plans based on traffic conditions at critical intersections. These critical 
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intersections control coordination within the subsystems and the subsystems coordinate 
with other subsystems as traffic demands vary. Transit priority is accomplished in 
SCATS through either phase extension or early green. Flexibility is provided allowing 
priority to be given depending on the time of day, tidal flow determination based on 
traffic flows, or congestion level of the intersection. Evaluation of the system showed a 
six to nineteen percent reduction of transit travel time, with benefits to passenger cars of 
between one and seven percent.  
Duerr (27) discussed certain limitations of implementing bus priority within 
existing street-network level control strategies. A general problem occurs from the fact 
that the systems consider network-wide effects, while providing bus priority is a local 
intersection concern. Conflicting goals in the optimization may lead to sub-optimal 
results. The macroscopic models of traffic flow may result in another problem with 
using adaptive/real-time strategies because these models can not capture certain details 
of bus movements such as bus dwell time and interaction with other vehicles, 
consequently bus travel time may be underestimate, which can lead to inefficiencies in 
the system.  
 
2.1.4 BSP Strategies with Nearside Stops or Dwell Time 
It is important to note that facility design may affect the performance of the priority 
strategies. Nearside bus stops complicate the priority strategies because the priority 
green phase may be extended even if the bus is servicing passengers at the bus stop. 
Even if the dwell time is taken into consideration, the priority green time required will 
always be uncertain because of the variability in dwell time (5,9) Therefore, these green 
time extension may be to short and the bus is still stopped at the signal or it may be too 
long leading to greater delay to the non-transit vehicles.  
Several studies of BSP systems have considered nearside bus stops at the local 
intersection level. Ngan (28) examined the impact of nearside bus stop on BSP 
implementation using the micro-simulation model VISSIM. Nearside bus stops were 
found to cause higher bus delay than far-side bus stops, all else being equal, because 
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uncertain dwell time at the stop lowered the BSP success rate. Another disadvantage of 
nearside stops is that queues from traffic signal can block the bus from reaching the 
nearside stop. Balke et al. (29) proposed “intelligent bus priority concept” employing 
AVL system that is capable of detecting a bus blocked by queues and implementing a 
signal priority to allow the bus to get to the bus stop. The dwell time was also taken into 
account when the algorithm calculates the bus arrival time at the intersection. However, 
the variability in dwell time was not considered. Koonce et al. (30) identified an 
operational deficiency with nearside stops, which effects specifically the detection range 
of the buses. The nearside bus stops were found to substantially reduce the detection 
range, which decreases the overall effectiveness of the BSP system.  
The variability of bus dwell time has been addressed in predictive street-network 
BSP systems in which the arrival time of a bus at the intersection needs to be predicted 
and an advanced detection of buses is required. Head (9) addressed a difficulty with 
stochastic dwell times in providing anticipatory network priority that attempts to provide 
a bus progression band along a corridor. Because the uncertainty (i.e. randomness) of the 
dwell times inhibits the ability to predict the trajectory of the bus through the corridor, 
the prediction horizon of the bus trajectory was limited to the distance between bus stops. 
Wadjas and Furth (31) proposed a simulation study for the signal priority using 
advanced detection. The transit travel time including dwell time was predicted using a 
linear function of transit headway. The linear model was based on the fact that transit 
vehicle with longer headways are likely to have greater boarding and alighting volumes 
at intervening stops. Small variation in dwell time was found because the passenger 
model for dwell time used in the study could not consider the variation in passenger 
boarding and alighting times.   
 
2.1.5 Effectiveness of Bus Signal Priority 
The implementation of the bus signal priority systems are generally accepted to have 
several benefits including the improvement of bus schedule reliability, the reduction in 
bus travel time, reduction in emission, and ultimately, an increased attractiveness of bus 
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created by an increased competitiveness to the single-occupancy automobile (32). 
Besides the benefits, BSP systems also have negative impacts on the traffic operation at 
the intersection.  
 BSP systems have been implemented extensively throughout Europe since 1968, 
generally with moderate success (33). BSP implementation under SCOOT control in 
London has resulted in the reduction of 32 percent in bus signal delay, with only 2.7 
seconds increase in average traffic delay per vehicle during the peak periods. An 
installation in Angouleme, France resulted in 16 percent increase in the number of buses 
passing through intersection without stopping. The bus signal delay was also reduced by 
approximately 10 seconds per bus. The greater success in BSP implementation in Europe 
is attributed to the philosophy to BSP that provides a high reward for transit vehicles and 
passengers (33). 
 Several cities across North America have implemented BSP systems. Other cities, 
such as Houston, Texas, have BSP projects in the development stage or that are being 
planned. One of the earliest BSP installations in U.S. was the Bus Priority System (BPS) 
as part of the Urban Traffic Control System (UTCS) project (34,35). The field test in 
Washington, D.C., over a period from 1972 to 1976, resulted in a significant reduction of 
up to 20 percent in bus signal delay. The recent implementation of a BSP system in Los 
Angeles is cited as providing an 8-10 percent reduction in travel time on the lines 
equipped with priority, with minimal adverse impact on cross-street traffic (36). The city 
of Portland, Oregon has conducted field tests at fourteen intersections. By utilizing Tri-
Met’s AVL system, the priority can be provided to selective buses that are running 
behind schedule. The results indicated that bus travel times are reduced by up to 8 
percent and average bus signal delay reduced by 20 percent (37). A BSP system was 
deployed at nine intersections along Rainier Avenue in Seattle, Washington since 2000. 
Before and after studies showed that BSP reduces the average bus signal delay by 34 
percent for BSP-eligible buses. In addition, the signal delay for non-transit vehicles did 
not significantly increased (38). In Toronto the signal priority has been provided to the 
buses and streetcars in mixed traffic at 36 intersections. The reduction in transit signal 
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delay ranges from 15 to 49 percent, which has justified expansion to over 300 signalized 
intersections (39). BSP systems have been deployed in other cities such as Bremerton, 
WA; Minneapolis, MN; San Francisco, CA; and Chicago, IL. Detailed information for 
the effectiveness of BSP for these cities can be found elsewhere (5,29,32,40).       
 
2.2 ESTIMATION OF BUS DWELL TIME 
2.2.1 Characteristics of Dwell Time 
The bus dwell time is defined by Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) as the amount of 
time that a bus spends while stopped to serve passengers at a specific stop (41). It is the 
time required to serve passengers at the busiest door, plus the time required to open and 
close the doors. Bus dwell time consists of several components as shown in Figure 2-5 
where the amount of time that a bus spends at bus stop is divided into several time 
components (41). The bus trajectory and time duration were shown in time-space 
diagram. Each of the components is discussed further as follows: 
 
 
Figure 2-5 Dwell time components 
 
• OC+OC` is known as “door opening and closing time” that ranges typically 2 to 5 s 
for normal operations. 
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• Pure service time is the minimum service time for alighting/boarding passengers. It 
should be less than typical passenger service times. The service time for 
alighting/boarding for each passenger is mainly dependent on the number of doors 
(42). The Highway Capacity Manual provides the service times according to the 
service conditions, bus types, and door configurations (i.e. conventional bus with one 
front door with single coin fare: 2.6 to 3.9 sec. for boarding, 1.7 to 2.0 sec. for 
alighting). Pure service time is the product of the number of alighting/boarding 
passenger and marginal service time. 
• Service delay is a random delay associated with alighting/boarding activities. In 
alighting activity, passenger inertia and elderly/handicapped people delay door 
closing (43). The fare collecting system is most significant factor in service delay of 
boarding activity (44). The complexity in fare collection of the bus causes wide 
range of service delay.  
• Schedule slack time is the remaining time until scheduled departure at stop if a bus is 
ahead of its schedule (9). Usually scheduled departure times are assigned to schedule 
check points that are transferring or high demand stops. The driver is required to wait 
until the schedule departure time at the schedule check points, otherwise slack time 
varies according to the driver’s decision. 
• Clearance time consists of the time for a bus to start up and travel its own length 
while exiting a bus stop. For bus turnout stops, the reentry delay takes account the 
delay associated with the wait for a sufficient gap in traffic to allow a bus to pull 
back into the travel lane. HCM reports that bus start-up times range from 2 to 5 s 
while time for a bus to travel its own length after stopping is approximately 5 to 10 s, 
depending on acceleration and traffic conditions. In most previous studies, clearance 
time was excluded because dwell time was defined the amount of time it takes for 
bus to serve passengers at the stop. 
In the absence of other information, Highway Capacity Manual recommends that 
dwell time can be assumed to be 60 seconds for central business district (CBD), transit 
center, major on-line transfer point, or major park-and-ride stops; 30 seconds for major 
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outlying stops; and 15 seconds for typical outlying stops. Levinson (45) found that dwell 
time ranges from 20 to 60 seconds in CBD, 10 to 15 second for non-CBD stops, which 
accounts for up to 26 percent of travel time. However Maloney and Boyle (46) found 
that dwell time accounts for up to only 11 percent of travel time, representing a 
significant difference from previous study by Levinson. This was due to the recovery 
time (i.e. schedule slack time) being excluded in the measurement of dwell time.  
Dwell time has been generally accepted as a major factor causing vehicle 
bunching, which results in variability of headways (47). Significant headway variation 
may result in longer average passenger waiting times and congested passenger loads in 
some vehicles, both of which degrade the quality of the transit service. The variability in 
bus dwell time is measured by the coefficient of variation (C.V.) of dwell times, which is 
the standard deviation of dwell time observations divided by the mean. In several U.S. 
cities, the C.V. of dwell times typically ranges from 40 to 80 percent (41).  
 
2.2.2 Regression Models for Dwell Time Estimation   
The literature on bus dwell times has been sparse because the data collection typically 
involves labor-intensive works. Therefore most prior studies have focused on route-
specific analyses for various issues causing bus delay, based on small samples. Most 
models proposed for estimating dwell time have been based on the linear relationship 
between number of alighting/boarding passenger and dwell time. Several ordinary least 
squares (OLS) regression models have been proposed for relating dwell time to 
passenger demand, specifically boarding and alighting passengers. Kraft and Bergen 
(48) found from the regression analyses that the marginal service time varied according 
to the time of day, service times during off-peak period were longer than those during 
peak period. The boarding times were found to be greater than alighting times, and 
service times were not different between front door and rear door. They also found that 
boarding times increased when a complex fare collection system, such as the cash and 
change fare structure, was used. Guenthner and Hamet (44) studied the relationship 
between dwell time and fare structure using the regression models. Lin and Wilson (49) 
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developed several linear and non-linear regression models for estimating dwell time of 
light rail system. They included the number of standees in order to analyze the effect of 
passenger crowding on the dwell time. Adding crowding variables improved the 
explanatory power of most models.  
With the popularization of Automatic Passenger Counter (APC) among transit 
agents in U.S. since 1990’s, a rich set of dwell time observations can be collected at the 
level of individual bus stops (50). In addition, the large quantity of data allows analysis 
of rare events, such as lift operations. Dueker et al. (51) utilized the dwell time data from 
APC in estimating delay associated with bus lift use operations for passengers with 
disabilities in the Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (TriMet). 
They also examined various determinants of bus dwell time, such as low floor buses, 
time of day, and route type effects. The passenger activity was revealed as most 
important determinant. Bertini and El-Geneidy (52) developed a linear regression model 
with the number of boarding and alighting passengers from APC of TriMet. The 
estimate of dwell time was used in modeling the bus trip time. It was found that when 
the dwell time model was incorporated into a trip time model, the results of the 
performance analysis were improved. Rajbhandari et. al. (47) developed several 
regression models relating dwell time to number of passenger boarding/alighting, 
achieved from onboard APC system of New Jersey Transit Corporation. The analyses 
revealed that the level of crowding in the bus and the time of day were not to be 
effective on the bus dwell time of the intercity bus service.   
The literature on regression modeling of dwell time indicated that the most 
significant determinants of dwell time are total of boarding and alighting passengers, 
number of boarding passengers, number of alighting passengers, and number of standees. 
It was also found that marginal service time for each alighting/boarding was greater than 
typical values in HCM. The difference was up to 4 seconds for boarding activity and 2 
seconds for alighting activity.  
 Similar to the regression models studied previously, a general form for 
estimating dwell time was proposed for the case of absence of detailed information. 
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Highway Capacity Manual (41) presents an additive form for estimating bus dwell time 
based on the linear relationship between passenger demands and passenger service times. 
Lost time for door opening/closing is another input variable as shown in Equation 2-1. 
Like the constant term in the regression models, door opening/closing time oct  represents 
the lost time associated with bus stopping to service the passengers.  
 
ocbbaad ttPtPt ++=  (2-1) 
where     
dt  = bus dwell time (sec),  
aP  = alighting passengers per bus through busiest door during peak 15 min (p), 
at  = passenger alighting time (sec/p), 
bP  = boarding passengers per bus through busiest door during peak 15 min (p), 
bt  = passenger boarding time (sec/p), and 
oct  = door opening and closing time (sec). 
 
The passenger volumes in the model are required to be adjusted by the peak-
hour-factor in order to reflect peak 15-min conditions. When the numbers of alighting 
and boarding passengers are already known, the dwell time is determined by the service 
time per each passenger. Boarding and alighting times for base conditions are 
determined by the number of doors and fare collection structure as shown in Table 2-1.  
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Table 2-1 Typical bus passenger boarding and alighting service times for selected bus types 
and door configurations (41) 
Available Doors or Channels Typical Boarding Service Times1 (s/p) 
Bus Type 
Number Location Prepayment2 Single Coin Fare 
Typical 
Alighting 
Service 
Times 
1 Front 2.0 2.6 to 3.0 1.7 to 2.0 
1 Rear 2.0 N/A7 1.7 to 2.0 
2 Front 1.2 1.8 to 2.0 1.0 to 1.2 
2 Rear 1.2 N/A 1.0 to 1.2 
2 Front, rear3 1.2 N/A 0.9 
Conventional  
(rigid body) 
4 Front, rear4 0.7 N/A 0.6 
3 Front, rear, center 0.94 N/A 0.8 
2 Rear 1.25 N/A --- 
2 Front, center3 --- --- 0.6 
Articulated 
6 Front, rear, center3 0.5 N/A 0.4 
Special single unit 6 3 double doors6 0.5 N/A 0.4 
Note: 
1 typical interval in seconds between successive boarding and alighting passengers. Does not allow for 
clearance times 
2  also applies to pay-on-leave or free transfer situation 
3  one each 
4  less use of separated doors for simultaneous loading and unloading 
5  double-door rear loading with single exits, typical European design. Provides on-way flow within vehicle, 
reducing internal congestion. Desirable for line-haul, especially if two-person operation is feasible. May 
not be best configuration for busway operation 
6  examples: Denver 16th street mall shuttle; airport buses used to shuttle passengers to planes. Typically 
low-floor buses with few seats serving short, high-volume passenger trips 
7 no data available 
 
2.3.3 Probabilistic Models for Dwell Time 
As discussed in previous section, prior studies on modeling dwell time have focused on 
regression models relating dwell time to the passenger demand. However, the 
application of the regression models is limited to the situation when the exact number of 
alighting/boarding passengers can be observed or have been observed. Some efforts have 
been made for representing the number of passengers as independent random variables 
with given density functions. In the case of steady-state demand conditions, a binomial 
distribution has been known as the most suitable representation of the number of 
alighting passenger (48,53). When the passenger load is unknown, the distribution of 
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passenger alighting can be explained by Equations 2-2 and 2-3. In the case where the 
number of passengers on bus is known through APC system, the passenger alighting 
follows a binomial distribution ),( pLBi . 
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(2-3) 
where 
A  = number of passenger alighting (p), 
L  = total number of passengers on the bus, and 
p  = probability of alighting for a randomly chosen passenger on bus. 
 
For high bus service frequency (i.e. shorter headway between buses), passenger 
arrivals have been frequently represented by Poisson distribution (43,48,53,54,55). 
When the arrival intensity rate was known, the number of boarding passengers can be 
expressed by Equations 2-4 and 2-5. 
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∫= ba dttm )(λ  (2-5) 
where 
B  = number of passenger arrivals during preceding headway  (p), 
a  = departure time of previous bus, 
b  = arrival time of current bus, and 
)(tλ  = passenger arrival intensity (p/sec), for stationary arrival, )( abm −= λ . 
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For better representation of the bus operations in the microscopic traffic 
simulation models, the schedule adherence was considered in the estimation of dwell 
time (56). A stochastic dwell time model was proposed as shown in Equation 2-6. The 
model is similar to HCM model except an additional variable for schedule slack time. 
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 (2-6) 
where  
st  = schedule slack time (sec), and  
α  = slack time fraction, [0..1]. 
  
The numbers of alighting/boarding passengers at each stop are approximated by 
the binomial distribution and passenger arrival rate as discussed previously. The 
probability of alighting at each stop should be predefined using historical data. The 
number of passengers waiting at stop when a bus arrives is estimated by Equation 2-7. 
Because the number of passenger arrivals was assumed to follow a Poisson distribution, 
it can be estimated by a pre-defined passenger arrival rate and headway plus dwell time.  
 
)( dbuspb thP +⋅= λ  (2-7) 
where 
pλ  = passenger arrival rate (p/sec), and 
bush  = bus headway between the previous and currently arriving buses. 
  
Guenthner and Sinha (57) found that negative binomial distribution was an 
acceptable descriptor of the number of boarding and alighting passenger, especially on 
higher demand routes. This result is attributed to the fact that the distribution was 
examined for total number of alighting/boarding passengers instead of individual 
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number of alighting/boarding. Adamski (43) proposed probabilistic models of passenger 
service processes at bus stops. He developed three density functions for 
boarding/alighting times based on the exponential, gamma, and erlangian probability 
distributions. The means and standard deviations of dwell time were calculated using 
moment function for each density function. The comparison with real-world observation 
indicated that the approximation by each distribution obtained quite good estimations for 
the mean and the standard deviation of dwell time.  
 
2.3 SUMMARY 
Bus Signal Priority (BSP) can be classified as passive, active, and adaptive/real-time 
strategy. Passive priority strategies, which employ static signal settings that favor buses, 
are easily implemented in the field with existing hardware. Active priority and 
adaptive/real-time strategies, however, require specialized bus detectors and controller 
hardware that can respond to detected vehicle in real time. The priority service is 
generally provided by using adjusting signal timing plan in the manner of extension of 
the current green interval, starting the green interval early, and inserting an extra phase 
for the bus. Adaptive controllers allow more flexible logic to be defined for providing a 
signal priority. Buses are given more weight in optimizing the operational criteria so as 
to minimize the bus signal delay.  
 Most studies for dwell time estimation are based on the linear relationship 
between dwell time and alighting/boarding passengers. Ordinary least squares regression 
model was generally used in the explanation of the relationship. Some probabilistic 
models have been proposed with stochastic representations for the number of 
alighting/boarding passengers. Because most prior studies had focused on route-specific 
analyses for mainly bus operation performance, modeling passenger activity and bus 
operation at specific bus stop has been sparse.  
 The research in this dissertation aims to develop and evaluate a BSP algorithm 
incorporated with prediction interval of dwell time in a microscopic simulation 
environment. A methodology for dwell time prediction interval is developed in Chapter 
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IV, and a new bus signal priority algorithm is developed to improve the effectiveness of 
BSP at the intersections with nearside bus stops in Chapter V.      
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CHAPTER III 
 
DATA COLLECTION AND STUDY DESIGN 
 
The fundamentals of bus signal priority and dwell time prediction were introduced in 
chapter II. It was concluded that a dwell time prediction model and an improved BSP 
algorithm which incorporate dwell time prediction interval are needed to implement 
efficiently BSP at local intersections with nearside bus stops. In the first section of this 
chapter, the test bed for this study will be discussed. Subsequently, the methodologies 
used to develop these two new algorithms will be introduced. The dwell time prediction 
model and the improved BSP algorithm will be developed in Chapters IV and V, 
respectively. 
The evaluation of the improved BSP strategies requires information on each 
vehicle whose travel behavior is stochastic. Because of the difficulty in obtaining 
empirical information, a microscopic simulation model that can simulate vehicles, buses, 
and bus passengers was utilized. The VISSIM micro-simulation model was selected. 
This model also provides vehicle actuated programming (VAP), an optional add-on 
module, for programming the user-defined traffic signal logic. Therefore, the improved 
BSP strategies can be implemented simultaneously with the traffic signal controller logic, 
using the VAP module.   
 
3.1 STUDY SITE SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION 
A study site was chosen among several candidate locations. The site was determined 
based on several criteria corresponding to the purposes of this dissertation: 
• The site must have regular bus service routes 
• The intersections must be signalized  
• The intersections must be part of a coordinated system  
• The site must have at least one nearside bus stop. 
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Careful consideration of the above criteria resulted in the selection of an arterial 
section of Bellaire Boulevard in Houston, Texas as shown in Figure 3-1. This arterial 
section is approximately 1.1km in length and is located between Bintiff Drive and 
Hilcroft Avenue as shown in Figure 3-2. The test bed includes four intersections, three 
signalized and one two-way stop-controlled intersection. Three Metro bus stops 
including two nearside stops are located along the eastbound approach. The improved 
BSP strategy will be implemented for the buses on the eastbound approach. In addition 
to satisfying the above criteria, this arterial was a test bed for a BSP demonstration 
project funded by Houston Metro in 2000.  
The Bellaire Blvd is one of the major west-east arterials located in the southwest 
of the city of Houston. It is also a heavily traveled cross town arterial primarily 
traversing high-density residential areas. The southern area of Bellaire Blvd is mainly 
occupied by single family residences. In contrast, in the northern area, multiple family 
residences are dominant.     
Three regular bus routes operate on the test bed. They connect suburban 
residential areas in the west and the Central Business District Figure 3-2 provides a 
schematic map of the bus routes operating in the study area. All routes stop at the far 
side stop near Tarnef Drive (Stop A). The nearside stop at Rookin Street (Stop B) is 
served by routes numbered 2 and 163. At nearside stop at Hilcroft Ave (Stop C), only 
route 2 operates. The service frequency (i.e. bus headway) of each route is summarized 
in Table 3-1. Both standard buses and articulated buses operate on these routes and all 
buses have two doors.  
 
Table 3-1 Scheduled bus headway  
 Route 17 Route 163 Route 2 
Peak Hours 1 20 min 8~10 min 6 ~ 8 min 
Off-peak Hours 30 ~40 min 20 ~40min 10~30 min 
Note: 
1 7:00~8:30 AM, 5:00~6:30 PM 
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Figure 3-1 Site map for Houston and test bed 
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Figure 3-2 Schematic route map and location of stops 
 
3.2 DATA COLLECTION 
3.2.1 Bus Dwell Time Data 
The data to be collected were determined by the type of the dwell time prediction model 
being considered. Because, in this dissertation, both a probabilistic model and a 
regression model will be explored for predicting dwell time at specific stop, input data 
for the models were collected at the level of individual bus stops. The input requirements 
for the probabilistic model are the probability distributions for random variables such as 
the number of alighting/boarding passenger and marginal alighting/boarding time. In 
order to define each distribution, information for both passengers and buses listed in 
Table 3-2 were required. For regression models, determinants of bus dwell time explored 
in this dissertation should be defined first. The bus dwell time can be affected by a 
variety of factors such as passenger demand (including transfer demand), time of day, 
the type of bus, schedule adherence, fare collection system, bus driver’s behavior, the 
number of mobility-impaired passengers, etc. Because it is almost impossible to collect 
all data listed above, the number of determinants employed in this dissertation need to be 
constrained. The data used here are confined to the data that can be collected by the 
automatic passenger counter (APC) and automatic vehicle location (AVL) systems 
equipped on the buses. Because the popularity of APC and AVL systems have grown 
among transit agencies, it is reasonable to expect that these types of data are or will be 
available in many cities in North America. The retrievable data from APC/AVL system 
2
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are including the input requirements of the probabilistic model except the passenger 
arrival time at each bus stop as shown in Table 3-2. Additional information such as the 
dwell time of each bus, the schedule adherence, and the time of day can be retrieved 
from the bus data.   
 
Table 3-2 Required data for probabilistic model and regression model 
Type of Data Data APC/AVL 
Passenger arrival time at each stop   
Number of boarding passenger for each bus √ 
Number of alighting passenger for each bus √ 
Passenger data 
Number of passenger on the bus (passenger loads) √ 
Time for which the bus doors have fully been opened √ 
Bus data 
Time for which the bus doors have fully closed √ 
 
  The data were collected by placing observers at each bus stop and all observers 
were equipped with digital timers synchronized to a reference time. The data collection 
was performed between 7:00 AM and 10:00 AM on five weekdays in 2003. A total of 
217 buses were observed during the entire data collection period: 35 observations of 
route #17, 67 observations of route #163, and 115 observations of route #2.  
 
3.2.1.1 Schedule adherence 
The information regarding each bus’ adherence to its schedule was obtained by 
comparing the observed arrival times and the scheduled arrival times at each stop. It was 
decided that a bus is on schedule when it arrives at a specific stop within ± 2 minutes 
deviation from its scheduled arrival time. The analysis revealed that 33 percent of buses 
were on schedule during the entire study period. Approximately 36 percent of the buses 
were more than 5 minute late from their scheduled arrival time. It was noticed that more 
buses arrived on schedule during the peak period as shown in Figure 3-3. This might be 
because all bus routes are crossing major arterials before reaching the study site, and the 
delay at the intersections upstream of the study site during peak period may affect the 
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schedule adherence of buses at the stops of interest during off peak period. Table 3-3 
summarizes the schedule adherence and the lateness for each route and time of day.   
 
Table 3-3 Schedule adherence and lateness 
Route # #2 #17 #163 Overall 
 On Late On Late On Late On Late 
Peak 41.6 % 33.3 % 45.0 % 20.0 % 31.1 % 33.3 % 38.7 % 31.4 % 
Off Peak 25.6 % 51.2 % 33.3 % 26.6 % 18.1 % 40.9 % 25.0 % 43.7 % 
 
 
Figure 3-3 Lateness to scheduled arrival during AM peak and off peak periods 
 
3.2.1.2 Dwell time 
For the purpose of this dissertation, the bus dwell time was defined as the time period 
between the time when the doors open and time when the doors close. The average bus 
dwell time and its standard deviation for each bus stop are summarized in Table 3-4. 
Dwell times during off-peak period were longer than those during the peak period 
because of longer scheduled headways. However, the coefficients of variation (C.V.) 
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were slightly higher during peak period because of the large variation in passenger 
arrivals. The values of C.V. for all stop were higher than the HCM suggestion of 60%. 
The variance in the number of passenger arrivals during 5 minute-period was 2.0 for 
peak period while the variance of 1.59 was observed during off peak period.  
 
Table 3-4. Summary of bus dwell time 
Peak Period ( 7:00 ~ 8: 30 ) Off-Peak Period ( 8:30 ~ 10:00 ) 
 Average 
( sec ) 
S.D. 
( sec ) 
Coefficient of 
Variation 
Average 
( sec ) 
S.D. 
( sec ) 
Coefficient of 
Variation 
Stop A 11.8 9.37 79 % 16.6 13.27 79% 
Stop B 10.3 9.82 95 % 10.5 9.61 92% 
Stop C 16.9 10.77 64% 19.8 11.67 59% 
 
Figure 3-4 is a histogram of dwell time for all buses at all bus stops. There was 
cases of stop-skipping (i.e. 0 sec. dwell time) and the number of dwell times less than 15 
seconds was 353 (i.e. 69 percent).  
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       Figure 3-4 Dwell time distribution for all stops 
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3.2.2 Geometric and Traffic Data of the Intersections 
The intersection data including geometrics, signal control, and traffic volume were 
collected at three intersections along the study site. Because the improved BSP strategies 
will be evaluated using a microscopic traffic simulation model, the traffic network and 
traffic volumes must be coded accurately in order to represent the traffic system being 
studied.  
The intersections of Bintiff Drive at Bellaire Blvd and Rookin Street at Bellaire 
Blvd have identical geometric designs and signal phase plans. The geometric conditions 
and traffic volumes for the intersections of Bintiff Drive at Bellaire Blvd and Rookin 
Street at Bellaire Blvd are shown in Figure 3-5. The eastbound and westbound 
approaches have landscaped medians and consist of two through lanes, one through and 
shared right-turn lane, and one-exclusive left-turn. The northbound and southbound 
approaches have one through/left-turn shared lane and one through/right shared lane. 
The traffic demand on the eastbound approach is dominant because of the commuting 
traffic toward downtown during the peak hour. The north-southbound approaches 
experience unnoticeable congestion. Traffic volumes were collected at the intersection 
between 7:30 AM ~ 10:00 AM on October 16, 2003 using video cameras located on 
opposite corners of the intersections. The volumes were converted later into 15-minute 
period volumes. Traffic volume during the morning peak period (7:30 AM ~ 8:30 AM) 
was chosen as a representative peak volume.  
The intersection signal operates in a coordinated-actuated mode with a 120-
second cycle length. The coordinated phase operates on the eastbound and westbound 
through approaches, Bellaire Boulevard. Protected left-turn phases are provided for the 
eastbound and westbound approaches. These are actuated phases that can be skipped 
with no vehicle call. The phases for the northbound and southbound approaches are 
actuated and only permitted left turns are provided. The signal phase plan for the 
intersections of Bintiff Drive at Bellaire Blvd and Rookin Street at Bellaire Boulevard is 
illustrated in Figure 3-6. The signal control variables in normal mode are shown in Table 
A-1 and A-2 in Appendix A.  
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Figure 3-5 Geometry and traffic counts for Bintiff at Bellaire and Rookin at Bellaire 
 
 
Figure 3-6 Signal phase plan for Bintiff at Bellaire and Rookin at Bellaire 
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The geometric conditions and traffic volumes for the intersection of Hilcroft 
Avenue and Bellaire Blvd are shown in Figure 3-7. Both streets have landscaped 
medians. The eastbound and westbound approaches have two through lanes, one 
through/right-turn shared lane, and one exclusive left-turn. The northbound approach has 
two through lanes, one exclusive left-turn lane, and one through/right shared lane. The 
southbound approach has two through lanes, two exclusive left-turn lanes, and one 
through/right shared lane. The eastbound approach (toward downtown) experiences 
traffic congestion during the peak hour while the north-southbound approaches have 
moderate traffic demand.  
 
 
Figure 3-7 Site detail for the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire 
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Figure 3-8 illustrates a signal phase plan for the intersection of Hilcroft Avenue 
Street and Bellaire Boulevard.  It shows the leading and lagging green phase sequences 
possible with the eight-phase controller. The phasing is similar to the National Electrical 
Manufacturers Association (NEMA) standard eight-phase controller with the addition of 
alternate phases where left and through movements may operate concurrently. The 
intersection signal operates in a coordinated-actuated mode with a 120-second cycle 
length. The eastbound and westbound through movements on Bellaire Boulevard are for 
a coordinated phase. Protected left-turn phases are provided for all approaches. These 
are actuated phases which could be skipped if there is no vehicle call. The through 
phases for northbound and southbound approaches are actuated but phase recalls are 
placed at every cycle (i.e. no skipping). The signal control variables operating in normal 
mode are shown in Table A-3 in Appendix A.  
 
 
Figure 3-8 Signal phase plan for the intersection of Hilcroft Ave and Bellaire Blvd 
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3.3 STUDY DESIGN 
3.3.1 Prediction Algorithm for Bus Dwell Time 
The use of BSP at intersections with nearside stops has been the subject of much debate. 
The primary issue focuses on the variability of dwell times at nearside stops that could 
increase the uncertainty of the bus arrival during the priority phase. The uncertainty may 
cost buses the benefits of the priority treatment while adding additional delay to the non-
priority movements. Therefore, the primary research question for BSP with nearside 
stops is 1) how to predict the dwell time and its variability accurately, and 2) how to 
incorporate the dwell time into the BSP timing plan.  
 The bus dwell time depends on several characteristics of the site and the bus 
operations including the passenger demand at stop, the frequency of the bus service, the 
schedule adherence, the number of bus doors, the type of the fare collection system, and 
other factors. Because of the large variability in dwell time, it has been a challenging 
task to predict the dwell time at the level of the individual bus stop. In the context of 
advanced traveler information systems (ATIS), the dwell time is treated as a component 
of the bus travel time and predicted in conjunction with the link travel time and the 
intersection delay for entire bus routes or a section of the route. Therefore, for the 
implementation of local BSP strategy at the intersections with nearside bus stops, a 
prediction model for the dwell time at the level of the individual bus stop need to be 
developed.  
In this dissertation, a probabilistic model is employed for the representation of 
the stochastic nature of dwell time. This is because the probabilistic model can consider 
all determinants as random variables and use the probability density functions as input 
requirements. A weighted least squares (WLS) regression model has also been 
developed to model the situation where the variance of dwell time is not constant. The 
field observation indicates that larger dwell time tends to have larger variation. WLS 
regression models are known to be useful for estimating the values of model parameters 
when the response values have differing degrees of variability over the values of the 
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independent variables, which violates the common assumption of the constant variance 
for regression modeling. 
The forecasting process, including the prediction model for dwell time, is itself 
subject to some prediction error. Moreover, the large variations in dwell times introduce 
additional errors in the prediction model. In order to accommodate the variability in 
dwell time, the prediction error bound (i.e. prediction interval) will be incorporated into 
BSP algorithm. The prediction interval will be obtained from the WLS regression model. 
The weighting function for the variance results in non-constant prediction interval that 
increases as the dwell time increases. The prediction models for bus dwell time will be 
developed in Chapter IV. 
 
3.3.2 Bus Signal Priority Strategy 
The Bus Signal Priority (BSP) is a strategy that aims to provide some priority service 
opportunities without significantly impacting other traffic. When a bus is detected by the 
detection system, the BSP system generally places a priority request immediately upon 
the detection of a bus. The signal controller, if not in transition or recovery mode, reacts 
to the priority request immediately by either extending current green phase or truncating 
current red phase to start the requested phase earlier. The conceptualization of the most 
common active BSP system is shown in Figure 3-9. As discussed in Chapters I and II, 
the normal BSP can operate in inefficient ways when the intersections have high utility 
nearside stops.  
The location of the detector is based on the average bus travel time between the 
detector and stop line, and is selected so as to ensure that there is a green light when a 
bus arrives at the intersection (6,10,11). With nearside bus stops, there is a high 
likelihood that many of the buses will fail to arrive at the intersection during the priority 
phase whose timing is based upon an anticipated arrival of the bus. The effect of 
nearside stop in BSP implementation can be taken into account by including an average 
dwell time in the bus travel time. Note that this approach still assumes that the travel 
time including dwell time is constant (i.e. pre-defined). If the dwell time varies 
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significantly, the implementation of BSP may result in unnecessary stops and delay of 
transit vehicles at the intersection and consequently, it diminishes overall performance of 
the traffic signal control system.  
 
 
           Figure 3-9 Conceptualization of active bus signal priority 
    
In order to reduce the problem of the variability in dwell time, the BSP system 
needs 1) to be able to re-evaluate a travel time for each bus, and 2) to facilitate signal 
priority strategies that are capable of accommodating the variation in dwell time. 
Therefore, the new bus signal priority system has to be developed so as to provide a 
priority phase that can accommodate the prediction interval of the dwell time without 
disrupting signal coordination. This improved BSP system will be developed in Chapter 
V. 
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3.3.3 Microscopic Simulation Model  
The evaluation of the improved BSP strategy requires information on each individual 
unit of traffic, that is, the vehicles and buses. Therefore, a microscopic simulation model 
based on behavior and periodic-scan is required for this simulation study. The traffic 
signal logic, including BSP strategy, needs to operate in the simulation model as close as 
possible to the way they operate in the field. Most existing simulation models such as 
CORSIM do not provide traffic signal functions for implementing BSP strategies. 
Recently, the development of new simulation models, including the VISSIM 
microscopic traffic model, has increased the realism in modeling traffic signal control. 
VISSIM is a discrete, stochastic, time step based microscopic model, with driver-
vehicle-units as single entities. It provides VAP, which is an optional add-on module for 
the simulation of programmable, phase-based, traffic-actuated signal control. VAP is 
essentially a computer program used to emulate complex control strategies such as 
preemption and priority system. Therefore, most functions for BSP implementations can 
be modeled only with traffic simulation software. All signal functions including BSP 
strategies and actuated-coordinated signal control can be programmed using VAP.  
Prior to the evaluation of a proposed BSP algorithm, the traffic simulation model 
needs to be calibrated to make the model accurately represent the traffic conditions 
observed in the field. The calibration of a simulation model is defined as the process by 
which the individual parameters of the model are adjusted or tuned so that the model 
represents the interaction between drivers, vehicles, and the environment. The 
components of a simulation model that require calibration include the model parameters 
for traffic flow characteristics and driver’s behavior. In this dissertation, an automated 
calibration procedure is developed based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) automated 
calibration program originally developed at the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) 
TransLink® Research Center (58,59,60) in Perl language. The proposed procedure 
utilizes GA algorithm and non-parametric testing methods to find a best parameter set of 
VISSIM for the simulation of the test bed. The calibration parameters will be the driver 
behavior parameters for the car-following model and lane change behavior. Two 
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measures of performance were selected for the calibration process. The first measure 
will be the eastbound travel time for passenger vehicles on Bellaire Blvd. Bus travel time 
between stops will be used as second performance measure in order to reflect the 
heterogeneous characteristics of the buses in the simulation studies. The modified 
calibration methodology will be presented in Chapter VI.     
 
3.4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR EVALUATION OF BSP STRATEGIES  
3.4.1 Emulating Realistic Dwell Time Variation in the Simulation  
 As discussed previously, the improved BSP strategy aims at providing a priority phase 
that accommodates the variability of dwell time at nearside stops. In order to evaluate 
the improved BSP strategy, the variation in dwell time has to be input accurately in 
VISSIM. 
The dwell time for each stop in VISSIM is determined by either user-defined 
dwell time distributions or dwell time calculation using its embedded passenger model 
(56). The VISSIM passenger model emulates more realistic passenger service process at 
each bus stop, but it cannot represent the variability in the dwell time correctly because it 
can only model a constant alighting or boarding time for all passengers. The method 
using user-defined dwell time distributions can correctly represent the expected dwell 
time and its associated variation. By defining the cumulative distributions for observed 
dwell time in VISSIM, the dwell time can be determined by selecting a cumulative 
percentage between 0.0 and 1.0 randomly. An example result of the computation for 
route #2 at stop C is shown in Figure 3-10. This would be true if all buses have the equal 
expectation of dwell time regardless of bus headways or passenger loads. Previous 
studies and field observations found that the buses with longer headway tend to have 
longer dwell time because of more passenger arrivals at stops. Because the dwell time 
distribution in VISSIM, however, cannot be altered during simulation runs, the 
expectation of the dwell time can not be varied according to the change in bus headways. 
Therefore, each simulation run can represents a specific level of dwell time and 
associated variability.  
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     Figure 3-10 Observed dwell time and cumulative distribution for route #2 at stop C 
 
For emulation of the realistic variation in dwell time in VISSIM, the bus 
headways are grouped into several levels and then defined based on empirical dwell time 
distribution for each group of headways. The simulations are performed for each group 
of headways, which means that buses with value of headways falling in the same group 
will have equal expected dwell time. The following steps illustrate an example for route 
#2 at stop C: 
 
Step 1: Divide the bus headways into several groups. For example, the headways for 
route #2 at stop C are divided into five groups as shown in Figure 3-11. The 
headways of less than 2 minutes are excluded because the improved BSP 
algorithm is designed not to grant more than one priority service within a 
cycle (2 minutes). The headways greater than 17 minutes are excluded 
because the number of observations is not enough to derive a cumulative 
distribution. 
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Step 2: Define empirical cumulative distributions from observed dwell times for each 
headway group.  
 
Step 3: Set the bus headway at the median of each headway group in order to 
generate buses with pre-defined simulation interval in VISSIM. Because the 
bus headway needs to vary for realistic emulation, a dummy bus stop at the 
dedicated dummy link is introduced. By assigning an adequate dwell time 
distribution to the dummy stop, the bus headway varies within the interval for 
each headway group. 
 
Step 4: Perform the simulation for each headway group with its empirical cumulative 
distribution in step 2 and by using pre-defined headways from step 3 for the 
buses.   
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       Figure 3-11 An example of bus headway groups for route #2 at stop C 
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3.4.2 Evaluation of the Improved BSP Strategy 
The improved BSP strategy will be evaluated using VISSIM simulation model (with 
VAP). The simulation time chosen for the analyses is 1 hour and 10 minutes, including a 
normalization period of 10 minutes at the beginning to stabilize the traffic over the 
network. The traffic volume and signal timing of the base case (morning peak period) 
will be used for the all the simulation scenarios modeled.  
The improved BSP strategy will be evaluated by comparing its performance with 
the following three signal operations: i) Normal operation (without BSP), ii) Basic BSP, 
and iii) BSP which considers average dwell time. The term ‘Normal operation’ implies 
the current coordinated-actuated signal logic operating in the test bed as discussed in 
3.2.2. The terms ‘Basic BSP’ and ‘BSP with average dwell time’ will be discussed 
briefly in the following sections. The details on system architecture for BSP with 
average dwell time logic can be found in Appendix B. Four different VAP codes, 
including improved BSP strategy, were developed as parts of this dissertation. 
 
3.4.2.1 Basic BSP 
An active BSP system that is commonly implemented in practice was developed for the 
purposes of this dissertation. The basic BSP strategy utilizes a check-in detector which 
sense approaching buses upstream from the stop line. When a bus reaches the check-in 
detector, a priority request is immediately sent to the controller. The request is assessed 
based on pre-defined criteria such as number of passengers on the bus. If the request is 
eligible, the BSP strategy is implemented according to the current signal status at the 
approach of interest.  A green extension strategy will be selected when a bus is detected 
during green time. For the bus arriving during a red period for its approach, an early 
green strategy is selected. The maximum green extension was set at 20 seconds and the 
allowance of early green was subjected to the minimum phase requirements of non-
priority phases such as minimum green and change interval including yellow change 
interval and vehicle clearance time. Check-in detectors were located 200 meters 
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upstream from stop lines of the intersections. Complete details of the basic BSP strategy 
can be found elsewhere (5,9,10).  
   
3.4.2.2 BSP with consideration of average dwell time 
This BSP strategy incorporates the dwell time into the BSP timing plan through the 
addition of average dwell time in the calculation of the bus travel time from the check-in 
detector to the stop line. Once a bus is detected at check-in detector, the BSP algorithm 
assesses whether a priority service is granted through the evaluation of pre-defined 
criteria (i.e. number of passengers on the bus). If the bus satisfies these criteria, an 
adequate priority is implemented depending on when in the cycle the bus arrives at the 
intersection. The bus dwell time is taken into consideration in calculating bus arrival 
time at the intersection. The strategies used to provide priority include green extension, 
early green, and phase insertion strategy. Based on the bus arrival time in the cycle, 
multiple strategies can possibly be selected to service the bus. The algorithm examines 
which strategy can accommodate the approaching bus with the minimum change in the 
background signal plan. In other words, the selected strategy has the phase durations 
most closely matched with those of the background timing plan.  
The traffic signal cycle can be divided into periods that define where the different 
strategies can be used to service the arriving buses. The time period for each strategy is 
determined by the variable green time (i.e. a split minus minimum green and change 
interval) of non priority phases adjacent to the priority phase. Through adjustments in 
the lower/upper bounds of the periods, the cycle can be divided into multiple periods that 
do not overlap each other. At any specific point of time in the cycle, only one strategy is 
available to be implemented. The anticipated arrival time of the bus is compared to the 
threshold values of the periods to determine which priority strategy is to be implemented. 
Figure B-1 in Appendix B shows the periods of each of the strategies in a four-phase 
traffic signal. A check-in detector is placed 360 meters upstream from the stop line and 
the observed average travel time for buses is used in calculating the bus arrival time. 
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The primary objective is the reduction in bus delays at the intersections. The 
measures of effectiveness (MOE) are the average signal delay per bus, bus travel time 
along the test bed, and the percentage of bus arrivals in green time. The secondary 
objective will be to minimize the negative impacts of non-priority movement and the 
MOEs will be the average delay per vehicle on non-priority approaches and the overall 
average delay at a given intersection. Because the performance of BSP implementation 
depends on traffic demand at the intersections, a sensitivity analysis will be performed. 
Four signal operations will be tested at various traffic volume levels, including 70%, 
80%, 90%, 100%, 110%, 120%, and 130% of AM peak demand. The width of the 
priority window (i.e. prediction interval) in BSP strategies affects both the bus delay and 
the overall performance at the intersection. A wider priority window reduces bus delay 
but increases additional delay to non-priority traffic. The effects of the prediction 
interval will be assessed with different significant levels including α=0.3, α=0.2, α=0.1, 
α=0.05, and α=0.01. Ten simulation runs with different random seed numbers were 
performed for each scenario in order to allow a statistical analysis of whether a 
difference in MOE occurs as result of implementing the different BSP strategies.   
 
3.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The prediction models for the dwell time/interval and the improved BSP strategy were 
introduced in this chapter. The prediction models for dwell time will be developed using 
both the probabilistic model and the WLS regression model in Chapter IV. The 
improved BSP strategy, where the prediction interval of bus dwell time was incorporated 
into the BSP timing plan, will be developed in Chapter V. 
 The VISSIM micro-simulation model, a behavior and periodic-scan based micro-
simulation model, was chosen for this study because it provides VAP (vehicle actuated 
programming), which is an optional add-on module for the simulation of programmable, 
phase-based traffic-actuated signal controls. Using VAP, BSP functions that are not 
provided by either vendor-specific controllers or conventional simulation models could 
be modeled within the simulation environment. All signal control logic in this study 
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including the coordinated-actuated signal control, current BSP system, and the improved 
BSP system, were programmed in VAP. 
 The test bed chosen for this study was the arterial section of Bellaire Blvd in 
Houston, Texas. The arterial section is approximately 1.1 km in length and is located 
between Bintiff Drive and Hilcroft Avenue.  Three bus stops including two nearside 
stops were chosen for developing the dwell time prediction models. Two signalized 
intersections (Rookin and Bellaire, Hilcroft and Bellaire) were chosen as the test bed for 
the development of the improved BSP system. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
DWELL TIME ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION INTERVAL 
 
Implementation of a BSP system at local intersections with nearside bus stops requires 
the ability to forecast bus dwell time at stops. However, because of large variability in 
dwell time, an accurate prediction is difficult to achieve and there can be large 
differences in the forecast and actual arrival time. The uncertainty in bus dwell time in 
the BSP system can be mitigated by employing a prediction interval instead of a 
predicted dwell time.     
In this chapter, a probabilistic model will be examined for predicting the bus 
dwell time. Because probabilistic models utilize the probability distributions for both 
alighting and boarding passengers at each bus stop, the probability distributions for the 
numbers of both alighting and boarding passengers will be defined for each stop. As an 
alternative, a weighted least squares (WLS) regression model will be developed because 
WLS regression models are known to be useful for estimating the values of model 
parameters when the response values have differing degrees of variability over the 
values of independent variables. The weighting function for the variance will result in a 
non-constant prediction interval that increases as bus headway increases.  
 As discussed in Chapter III, the dwell time data were collected from three Metro 
bus stops along an arterial section in Houston, Texas. Dwell time and passenger counts 
were measured at each stop. Even though the prediction model has been developed using 
the bus and passenger data at specific bus stops, the methodology is applicable to any 
location where similar data are available. 
 
4.1 PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR ESTIMATING DWELL TIME 
The probabilistic models that consider alighting/boarding passengers as random 
variables allow for a better representation of the stochastic nature of dwell time (43,53). 
Once the probability density functions for the number of alighting and boarding 
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passengers are successfully defined, the dwell time can be predicted using the 
expectations of the probability distributions and other given quantities such as the 
marginal service times for alighting and boarding activities.  
 
4.1.1 Determinants of the Probabilistic Model  
The bus dwell time consists of the time needed for the following events to occur; 1) 
opening and closing doors, 2) passenger boarding, 3) passenger alighting, 4) schedule 
slack, and 5) clearance of bus from the bus stop. Note that some of these activities are 
sequential while others are simultaneous. Details of each of these time component were 
discussed in Chapter II. In the probabilistic model, all components of dwell time may be 
random variables. However, in this dissertation the passenger boarding and alighting 
times were assumed as determinants of the dwell time because dwell time is defined as a 
time period in which the bus doors are opened to serve passengers at a specific stop. By 
this definition, the schedule slack time should be included in dwell time. Because the 
field observation found that only two buses at stop C waited with their doors open until 
the scheduled departure time, it was decided that the scheduled slack time would not be 
considered in the model. 
The probabilistic model has been defined as a function of passenger alighting 
time and passenger boarding time. If the numbers of passengers alighting and boarding 
are independent of each other, the dwell time was expressed by the sum of two random 
variables as shown in Equation 4-1. The marginal passenger alighting and boarding time 
were assumed constant. 
Equation 4-1 is a reduced form that excludes the door opening and closing time, 
schedule slack time, and the clearance time from Equations 2-1 and 2-6. An appropriate 
probability distribution for each determinant (i.e. number of alighting and boarding 
passengers) needs to be defined to estimate the dwell time.  
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bbaad tNtNt ⋅+⋅=  (4-1) 
where  
dt  = bus dwell time (sec), 
aN  = alighting passengers per bus (p), 
at  = marginal passenger alighting time (sec/p), 
bN  = boarding passengers per bus (p), and 
bt  = marginal passenger boarding time (sec/p). 
 
4.1.2 Probability Distribution for the Number of Boarding Passengers 
The number of boarding passengers for a specific bus can be defined as the number of 
passenger arrivals during the headway between buses at a specific bus stop. It has been 
assumed that all passengers for a given bus route that arrive in the time points between 
two buses (i.e. bus headway) will get aboard the following bus. In an urban environment, 
the bus dispatching frequency is high during peak periods in order to meet the demand. 
Previous studies (42,43,53,54) suggested that the Poisson distribution is an appropriate 
probability distribution for passenger arrivals at stops during the peak period. The 
Probability Mass Function (PMF) of the Poisson distribution for random variable X  can 
be calculated according to Equations 4-2 and 4-3.    
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where 
bN  = number of passenger arrivals during preceding headway, 
a  = departure time of previous bus, 
b  = arrival time of current bus, and 
)(tλ  = passenger arrival intensity (p/sec).  
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The preliminary evaluation of the dwell time data collected from the test bed 
showed that the number of passenger arrivals during a specific time period (i.e. 5-minute 
interval) had large variation. For example, the coefficients of variance were 77% and 
94% for the peak period and off peak period, respectively. It was noted that variance 
during the peak period (i.e. 7:00 ~ 8:30 AM) was greater than that during off peak period. 
The statistics for the passenger arrivals at each stop are summarized in Table 4-1 where 
the units are a number of passenger arrivals during a 5-minute period. 
 
Table 4-1 Summary of statistics for passenger arrivals during 5 minute period 
Stop A Stop B Stop C 
 Mean 
(pass/5 min) 
Variance 
(pass/5 min)2
Mean 
(pass/5 min)
Variance 
(pass/5 min)2
Mean 
(pass/5 min) 
Variance 
(pass/5 min) 2
Peak 
7:00 ~ 8:30 
1.57 1.60 1.6 1.65 2.28 2.62 
Off peak 
8:30 ~ 10:00 
1.53 1.87 0.66 0.88 1.35 1.66 
 
As shown in Table 4-1, the large variation in passenger arrivals led to the 
employment of the negative binomial distribution. This Probability Density Function 
(PDF) may be characterized as having a variance higher than the mean whereas Poisson 
distribution requires a variance equal to the mean. The PDF of the negative binomial 
distribution for a random variable X  can be calculated according to following equations 
(57,61):  
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where 
X  = number of passenger arrival, 
r  = number of success, and 
p  = probability of success. 
µ  = sample mean 
2s  = sample variance 
 
From Equation 4-5 and 4-6, the parameters p  and r can be derived based on the 
mean and variance of the sample population as follows: 
 
2s
p µ=  (4-7) 
µ
µ
−= 2
2
s
r  (4-8) 
 
The chi-square (χ2) test, a goodness of fit test, was performed to evaluate the null 
hypothesis that the observation of passenger arrivals at each stop is drawn from assumed 
distribution (i.e. Poisson and negative binomial). Because the number of passenger 
arrivals during 5 minutes is a multinomial random variable, Pearson’s chi-squared test 
was selected. As shown in Table 4-1, passenger arrival rates varied according to the time 
of day. The arrival rate during peak period was much higher than that during off peak 
period. In order to consider the variation of passenger arrival rate by time of day, 
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passenger arrivals are divided into two time-periods: peak (7:00 AM – 8:30 AM) and 
off-peak (8:30 AM – 10:00 AM). Table 4-2 gives the observed number of passenger 
arrivals and projected values from assumed distributions for each bus stop during the 
peak period. Mean Absolute Percentage Errors (MAPE) by Equation 4-9 are presented in 
the table. The Poisson distribution and the negative binomial distribution gave similar 
results. This was because the mean and variance during peak period were similar, which 
satisfies the assumption of the Poisson distribution (i.e. mean and variance are equal). 
Figure 4-1 also illustrated the observed data and projected values for stop A.     
 
1001(%) ×−= ∑ observed
projectedobserved
N
MAPE  (4-9) 
where 
N  = number of classes 
 
Table 4-2 Passenger arrivals with Poisson and negative binomial distribution during peak 
period (7:00~8:30 AM) 
STOP A STOP B STOP C Number of 
passenger 
arrival Obs. Poisson N.B. Obs. Poisson N.B. Obs. Poisson N.B 
0 19 18.6 18.9 16 18.2 19.1 8 9.1 11.6 
1 30 29.3 29.3 35 29.1 29.2 27 20.9 22.2 
2 21 23.1 22.9 21 23.3 22.7 25 23.9 22.7 
3 12 12.2 12.0 79 12.4 12.0 12 18.2 16.4 
4 6 4.8 4.8 5 5.0 4.8 8 10.4 9.5 
5 2 2.0 2.1 4 2.1 2.2 4 4.8 4.6 
6+ - - - - - - 6 2.6 3.1 
MAPE (%) - 6.0 6.2 - 28.9 29.6 - 30.9 24.3 
 
The observed and projected numbers of passenger arrivals during off peak period 
were given in Table 4-3 and Figure 4-2. The negative binomial distribution provided 
better projected estimates than Poisson distribution because the variance was larger than 
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the mean for all stops during the off peak period. However, the improvements by using 
the negative binomial distribution were not substantial.     
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  Figure 4-1 Observed and predicted passenger arrival during peak period at stop A 
 
Table 4-3 Passenger arrivals with Poisson and negative binomial distribution during off-
peak period (8:30~10:00 AM) 
STOP A STOP B STOP C Number of 
passenger 
arrival Obs. Poisson N.B. Obs. Poisson N.B. Obs. Poisson N.B 
0 24 19.4 22.5 49 46.2 51.5 25 23.6 26.9 
1 29 29.8 28.3 27 30.8 25.1 35 31.8 29.7 
2 17 22.8 20.3 11 10.3 9.2 16 21.5 19.1 
3 10 11.7 10.9 1 2.3 2.5 9 9.7 9.3 
4 6 4.5 4.9 2 0.4 1.3 3 3.3 3.9 
5+ 3 1.8 3.0 - - - 3 1.1 2.1 
MAPE (%) - 23.0 9.2 - 47.2 42.7 - 30.2 24.4 
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Figure 4-2 Observed and predicted passenger arrival during off peak period at stop A 
 
A chi-square (χ2) goodness of fit test was performed for each distribution. A 
significance level of 5 percent was used. This means that if the hypothesis that the 
passenger arrival distribution is Poisson distribution is rejected, there is a 5 percent 
chance that the data may, in fact, be Poisson distribution. The observed χ2 value along 
with the test value was shown for each data set in Table 4-4.  
It can be concluded that passenger arrivals during 5 minutes at each stop for both 
peak and off-peak period give no evidence of a statistical difference from either Poisson 
or negative binomial distribution. It can be seen that the calculated χ2 values of both 
distributions during peak period did not show much difference. During the off peak 
period the negative binomial distribution always resulted in much lower calculated χ2 
values than Poisson distribution.  
From the evaluation of projected passenger arrivals in Table 4-2 and 4-3 as well 
as the result of the goodness of fit test in Table 4-4, it can be concluded that the negative 
binomial distribution performs slightly better than the Poisson distribution for the stops 
in the study site of this dissertation.  
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Table 4-4 Chi-square goodness-of-fit test for Poisson and negative binomial distributions 
Poisson Negative Binomial 
Time of Day Stop 
Chi-Square Test Value Chi-Square Test Value 
STOP A 0.52 9.49 ( 4 df ) 0.47 7.81 ( 3 df ) 
STOP B 4.26 9.49 ( 4 df ) 4.06 7.81 ( 3 df ) Peak Period 
STOP C 9.06 11.1 ( 5 df ) 6.60 9.49 ( 4 df ) 
STOP A 5.97 9.49 ( 4 df ) 1.33 7.81 ( 3 df ) 
STOP B 6.99 7.81 ( 3 df ) 2.35 5.99 ( 2 df ) 
Off Peak 
Period 
STOP C 4.97 9.49 ( 4 df ) 2.17 7.81 ( 3 df ) 
 
 
Although the negative binomial distribution resulted in lower χ2 values than the 
Poisson distribution, there was no statistical evidence in favor of the negative binomial 
distribution because both distributions had not been rejected in any data set. The 
negative binomial distribution was selected as an appropriate descriptor for the number 
of passengers arriving at stop for a given time period because the underlying assumption 
of the Poisson distribution (i.e. equality of mean and variance) could not be held. With 
the assumption of stationary passenger arrivals, the negative binomial distribution can 
provide an expected number of passenger arrivals for various levels of bus headway. The 
details about this assumption can be found in Appendix C.  
 
4.1.3 Probability Distribution for the Number of Alighting Passengers 
In the case of independent alighting and steady-state demand conditions, a binomial 
distribution is known to be an appropriate representation for the number of alighting 
passenger (48,53). If the alighting proportion for a given bus stop is stationary, the 
distribution of the number of alighting passengers can be derived from the conditional 
probability as shown in Equation 4-10. 
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where 
aN  = number of passenger alighting (p), and 
L  = total number of passengers on the bus.  
 
The conditional probability of ‘ x ’ alighting passengers for a given passenger 
loads ‘ L ’ has a binomial distribution. If the number of passengers on bus is known, for 
example, through an APC system, the probability distribution for alighting passengers is 
binomial ),( pLBi . 
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where 
p  = probability of alighting for a randomly chosen passenger on bus. 
 
In the probabilistic model for dwell time estimation, the number of passenger alighting 
at each stop will be assumed to follow the binomial distribution. The probability of 
alighting and passenger loads will be the parameters for the model. 
 
4.1.4 Marginal Alighting and Boarding Times  
The marginal service time required for passengers alighting and boarding had been 
provided in Table 27-9 in the HCM 2000. For an articulated bus with two doors the 
values are 2.6 s for each boarding passenger and 1.0 s for each alighting passenger. Note 
that these values are quite different from the observed data. Because the values drawn 
from HCM indicate the typical time headways between successive alighting or boarding 
passengers, they exclude the delays caused by passenger’s retardation in alighting or 
boarding activity and in collecting the fare. Therefore, the actual alighting and boarding 
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time for each passenger including passenger retardation must be estimated from the 
observed dwell time data.  
 In order to estimate marginal passenger service time, a multiple linear regression 
(MLR) model was developed. The estimated coefficients of the MLR for the number of 
alighting and boarding passengers are shown in Equation 4-12. 
  
bad NNt 07.655.2 +=  (4-12)
where  
dt  = bus dwell time (sec), 
aN  = alighting passengers per bus (p), 
bN  = boarding passengers per bus (p), and 
 
The regression output revealed that the adjusted 2R  value was 0.33, with 
parameters that are significant at the 95% level. The model indicated that each alighting 
passenger requires 2.55 second and an additional 6.07 seconds are consumed for each 
passenger boarding through both doors. Therefore, the marginal passenger alighting and 
boarding times were estimated as 2.55 s and 6.07 s, respectively.    
 
4.1.5 Estimation of Bus Dwell Time Using a Probabilistic Model 
As discussed previously, the probabilistic model for dwell time estimation assumes that 
the number of alighting or boarding passenger are random variables. It was found that 
the Poisson and binomial distribution, respectively, were appropriate descriptors for 
boarding and alighting passengers at each stop. Based on the definition of the binomial 
distribution, the number of alighting passengers aN  in Equation 4-1 can be substituted 
by the production of the ‘conditional expectation given passenger load l ’ and ‘alighting 
probability p ’. The number of boarding passengers can also be expressed by the 
conditional expectation given arrival rate λ  and bus headway h . Based on these 
substitutions, expected bus dwell time can be estimated using a model that assumes a 
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linear relationship between passenger demand and marginal passenger service time as 
follows: 
 
[ ] [ ]htbNEtpPlLaNEttE bbaad =∆=Λ=⋅+===⋅= ,,][ λ  (4-13)
)()( htlptt bad ⋅+⋅⋅= λ  (4-14)
where     
dt  = bus dwell time (s), 
at  = marginal passenger alighting time (sec), 
p  = alighting probability for passenger in bus, 
l  = passenger loads (p), 
bt  = marginal passenger boarding time (sec/p),  
h  = bus time headway (min), and 
λ  = passenger arrival rate (p/min). 
 
As discussed in Chapter III, the bus dwell time only was estimated for route #2 
because the other routes do not provide service for all the stops. The alighting 
probability p  and passenger arrival rate λ  for each stop were estimated by Equation 4-
15. Table 4-5 showed alighting probability and passenger arrival rate for each stop 
during the peak and off peak periods 
 
∑= ibusofloadpassengerobserved ibusofalightingobservednpk 1  (4-15)
where     
kp  = alighting probability at stop k, 
kN  = number of observed bus at stop k, 
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Table 4-5 Probability of alighting for passengers on buses at each stop (Route #2) 
Stop A Stop B Stop C 
 
Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak 
alighting probability 
(0~1.0) 
0.071 0.131 0.065 0.040 0.125 0.171 
arrival rate 
(passenger/minute) 
0.169 0.238 0.169 0.111 0.411 0.313 
 
 
The dwell times for stop A were plotted as a function of bus headway in Figure 
4-3. For the purpose of the illustration, dwell times were arranged by bus headways (i.e. 
X axis) because dwell time data collected from the test bed showed a positive linear 
relationship with bus headway. The predicted dwell time showed a strong linear relation 
with bus headways and fluctuated moderately with variation in the number of alighting 
passengers. Because the dwell time itself has large variability caused by randomness in 
the passenger demand and passenger’s service delay, large average absolute error (see 
Table 4-6) resulted. Same plots for stop B and C can be found in Figure D-1 and D-2 in 
Appendix D.  
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Figure 4-3 Predicted and observed dwell time at stop A 
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The average absolute error (AAE) of predicted dwell time was calculated by 
Equation 4-16. For all bus stops during peak and off peak period, AAE and average 
predicted dwell time are summarized in Table 4-6. The ratio of AAE to average 
predicted dwell time was also provided. 
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where  
kAAE  = average absolute error at stop k ( k =1,2,3), 
kiO  = observed dwell time for bus i at stop k ( k =1,2,3),  
kiP  = predicted dwell time for bus i at stop k ( k =1,2,3), and 
kN  = number of buses at stop k ( k =1,2,3). 
 
Table 4-6 Average absolute error and average predicted dwell time for all stops 
Stop A Stop B Stop C 
 AAE 
(sec) 
Average  
Dwell Time 
AAE 
(sec) 
Average 
Dwell Time 
AAE 
(sec) 
Average 
Dwell Time 
Peak 5.46 (54%) 9.93 3.87 (39%) 9.82 7.84 (36%) 21.98 
Off peak 7.63 (37%) 20.46 3.80 (44%) 8.62 9.98 (36%) 27.53 
Overall 6.35 (44%) 14.24 3.84 (41%) 9.33 8.71 (36%) 24.24 
 
Because of the large AAE values for dwell time, it was decided to conduct the 
diagnosis on the linear relationship between dwell time and its determinants such as 
alighting and boarding passengers. Through examining the significance of each 
determinant to dwell time, the probabilistic model proposed in this study will be 
evaluated and an alternative approach can be proposed, if necessary. 
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4.2 DETERMINANTS FOR DWELL TIME 
The probabilistic model in section 4.1 was based on the assumption of a linear 
relationship between the number of alighting passengers and the number of passengers 
on the bus, and the number of boarding passengers and bus headways. These relations 
were presented in Equation 4-13. Therefore, the probabilistic model is valid only when a 
linear relationship exists between the determinants. In the following section, by using the 
analysis of coefficients of correlation and multiple linear regression model, the 
assumption of linear relationship between determinants will be examined. In addition, 
most statistically significant determinants of dwell time will be identified.     
 
4.2.1 Analysis of Relations between Determinants and Dwell Time 
4.2.1.1 Analysis of coefficient of correlation 
A linear relationship between two random variables can be measured by the correlation 
coefficient (62). The correlation coefficient is a measure of the degree of linear 
relationship between variables and it lies between -1 and 1, inclusive. High absolute 
value indicates strong relationship. The correlation coefficient of variable X  and Y  can 
be obtained using Equation 4-17. 
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where 
ϕ  = correlation coefficient,  11 <<− ρ , 
ix  and iy   = random variables, ,,..1 ni = and 
n  = number of sample population. 
    
The correlation coefficients between the number of alighting (boarding) 
passenger and passenger loads (bus headways) were calculated to examine the linear 
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relationship. Figure 4-4 illustrates the relationship between the number of alighting 
passengers and passengers on the bus at stop A. No linear relationship was found and the 
value of correlation coefficient was 0.199. The number of alighting passengers and 
passenger loads at stop B and stop C also had no linear relationship as illustrated in 
Figure D-3 and D-4 in Appendix D. The correlation coefficients were 0.073 and 0.21 for 
stop B and stop C, respectively.  
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Correlation = 0.199 
 
Figure 4-4 Relationship between passenger alighting and passenger loads at stop A 
   
A visual examination of Figure 4-4 confirmed the correlation coefficients results. 
Base on these results, it can be concluded that no linear relationship exists between the 
number of alighting passengers and passengers on the buses at any of the stops. This is 
important because the probabilistic model is on the basis of the assumption of linear 
relation between alighting passengers and passenger loads. 
 The relationship between bus headway and the number of boarding passengers, is 
illustrated in Figure 4-5. It can be seen that there is a strong linear relationship as 
evidenced by the value of correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficients of 0.726, 
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0.496, and 0.702 for stops A, B, and stop C, respectively (The plots for stop B and C can 
be found in Figure D-5 and D-6 in Appendix D). Although the correlation coefficient for 
stop B indicated only a moderate linear relationship, it can be concluded that the number 
of boarding passengers and bus headways has a linear relationship, in general.  
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Correlation = 0.726 
 
Figure 4-5 Relationship between passenger boarding and bus headway at stop A 
  
The correlation coefficient analysis led to the conclusion that the number of 
boarding passengers has a linear relationship to the bus headway while the number of 
alighting passengers has no linear relationship to passengers on the bus for the stops in 
test bed.  This conclusion indicates that an assumption of the probabilistic model was 
violated. Therefore, an alternative method was needed for estimating dwell time. The 
alternative methods do not guarantee better results than the probabilistic model. 
However, the alternatives can provide more reliable results if they satisfy underlying 
modeling assumptions.    
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4.2.1.2 Analysis of coefficient of parameter in multiple regression model  
Multiple linear regression models were developed in order to evaluate the relationships 
between determinants and dwell time. The determinants of dwell time at a specific bus 
stop could include passenger loads, bus headways, schedule adherence, time of day, 
dwell time at adjacent upstream stop, etc. In this dissertation three variables were 
considered in the model: schedule adherence, passenger loads, and bus headways. These 
determinants have been commonly used variables in the estimation of dwell time or bus 
travel time in previous studies (47,50,51,53). In addition, the preliminary analyses 
indicated that these were good candidates. 
The regression model in Equation 4-18 was developed for each bus stop, and two 
sided t-tests at a 0.05 significance level were conducted to determine statistical 
significance. The test results of the models were summarized in Table 4-7. P-values and 
t-test statistics of the estimated coefficients of the parameters are shown in the table. 
Because the 2R  value can only increase by adding more X  variables, an adjusted 2R  
was employed. The adjusted 2R  accounts for this phenomena and effectively allows 
models with different number of parameters to be compared.  
 
iiiii XXXY εββββ ++++= 3322110  (4-18 ) 
where 
iY  = bus dwell time of i th bus (sec), 
β   = parameter, 
1iX  = schedule adherence (sec), 
2iX  = passenger loads (person), 
3iX  = bus headway (minutes), and 
iε  = random error, ).,0( 2σN  
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Table 4-7 Summary of multiple regression models 
STOP A STOP B STOP C  
 P-Value t Stat P-Value t Stat P-Value t Stat 
Schedule adherence 0.09 1.73 0.94 0.07 0.81 -0.23 
Passenger loads 0.38 0.88 0.56 0.59 0.63 0.48 
Bus headway 0.00 7.45* 0.000 5.16* 0.00 7.64* 
Adjusted 2R  0.49 0.27 0.43 
Note: 
* indicates statistically significant at 0.05 level 
 
The results of MLR analysis shown that the estimated coefficient of the 
parameter for passenger loads was high p-values (0.38~0.63) in all stops, which implies 
that passenger load is not a significant determinant in the model. This was confirmed by 
the t-statistic results. The schedule adherence was insignificant in the models for stop B 
and C. Low 2R  values of the MLR models indicated that the observed data have large 
variation and the prediction with these models would results in large prediction errors.  
 
4.2.2 Simple Linear Regression Model 
The MLR analysis concluded that the bus headways among three determinants have a 
linear relationship with bus dwell time but not schedule adherence nor passenger loads. 
Therefore a simple linear regression model was built for each bus stop. Figure 4-6 shows 
an estimated regression line for stop A. 
The results are shown in Table 4-8. It can be seen that the estimated regression 
coefficients (i.e. parameters) were significant at the significance level, 05.0=α . The 
adjusted 2R  value for the simple regression model was 0.44 which is only 0.05 lower 
than that of a multiple linear regression model. The models for stops B and C had 
slightly higher adjusted 2R  values to those of the multiple regression models. The 
regression models for stops B and C can be found in Figures D-7 and D-8, respectively, 
in Appendix D.  
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Figure 4-6 Estimated regression line at stop A 
 
Table 4-8 Summary of simple regression models 
STOP A STOP B STOP C  
 P-Value t Stat P-Value t Stat P-Value t Stat 
Bus headway 0.0001 9.42* 0.0001 6.72* 0.0001 9.42* 
Intercept 0.0001 4.96* 0.0001 4.15* 0.0001 4.96* 
Adjusted 2R  0.44 0.28 0.44 
Note: 
* indicates statistically significant at 0.05 level 
 
   Plots of the residuals against the predictor variable are not only helpful in 
determining whether a linear regression function is appropriate, but also in examining 
whether the variance of the error terms is constant. A common assumption underlying 
most process modeling methods, including linear least squares regression, is that the 
standard deviation of the error term, the residual, is constant over all values of the 
predictor variables (63). This assumption, however, clearly does not hold, even 
approximately, in every modeling application.  
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A residual plot against the predictor variable, bus headway, is shown in Figure 4-
7. The plot suggests that the spread of the residuals increases as the predictor variable 
(i.e. bus headway) increases. Because the relation between dwell time and bus headways 
is positive, this suggests that the error variance is larger for longer bus headway than for 
shorter ones. The residual plots for stop B and C also were presented in Figure D-9 and 
D-10 in Appendix D, and also showed the funnel shaped variance over bus headways.   
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Figure 4-7 Residual plot of the regression model for stop A 
 
4.2.3 Tests for Constancy of Error Variance 
When a residual plot gives the impression that the variance may be increasing or 
decreasing in a systematic manner related to X  or }{YE , a statistical test such as the 
modified Levene test or the Breusch-Pagan test (63), is recommended to ascertain 
whether the error terms have non-constant variance. In this dissertation, the modified 
Levene test was performed as follows (63): 
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Step 1: Divide the 115 cases in order into two groups with approximately same 
population in each group (at 7 minutes of headway). 
611 =n , 542 =n  
 
Step 2: Obtain the sample means of absolute deviations of the residuals around 
their group median 
   
111
~eed ii −=                       222 ~eed ii −=  (4-19) 
where 
ikd  = absolute deviation of the residual i in group k ,  
ke~   = median of the residuals in group k , and 
ike  = residual i  in group k . 
 
Step 3:  Calculate the two-sample t test statistic by: 
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where 
*
Lt  = test statistic for the modified Levene test, 
kd  = sample mean of the ikd  in group k , 
n   = sample size, 21 nnn += , and 
2s  = pooled variance. 
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Step 4: Compare the test statistic with the table value of t  distribution with 2−n  
degree of freedom. If  2,2/1
*
−−> nL tt α , it can be  concluded the error 
variance is not constant. The tests were performed at 0.05 significance 
level. 
 
The results of the modified Levene test are summarized in Table 4-9. The test 
statistics for all stops were greater than the table value (i.e. value of t distribution with 
113 degree of freedom at 0.05 significance level). It can be concluded that the error 
variance of the dwell time is not constant and varies with the level of bus headways in all 
three bus stops.  
 
Table 4-9 Summary of the modified Levene test 
 
*
Lt  113,975.0t  If test statistic is: Error variance is: 
Stop A 5.72 1.982 113,975.0
* ttL >  Not constant 
Stop B 2.76 1.982 113,975.0
* ttL >  Not constant 
Stop C 3.57 1.982 113,975.0
* ttL >  Not constant 
 
 
The diagnosis of the residual plots and the modified Levene tests confirmed that 
the error variance is not constant and increases with bus headway. In situations like this, 
when it may not be reasonable to assume that every observation should be treated 
equally, weighted least squares can be used to maximize the efficiency of parameter 
estimation. This is done by attempting to give each data point its proper amount of 
influence over the parameter estimates.  
 
4.3 WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION 
 
Like all of the least squares regression method, weighted least squares (WLS) is an 
efficient method that makes good use of small data sets. It also shares the ability to 
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provide different types of easily interpretable statistical intervals for estimation, 
prediction, calibration and optimization. In addition, the main advantage that WLS enjoy 
over other methods is the ability to handle regression situations in which the variance of 
the data points are varying with the predictor variable. If the standard deviation of the 
random errors in the data is not constant across all levels of the explanatory variables, 
using weighted least squares with weights that are inversely proportional to the variance 
at each level of the explanatory variables yields the most precise parameter estimates 
possible. 
In weighted least squares parameter estimation, as in regular least squares, the 
unknown values of the parameters in the regression function are estimated by finding the 
numerical values for the parameter estimates that minimize the sum of the squared 
deviations between the observed responses and the functional portion of the model. 
Unlike least squares, however, each term in the weighted least squares criterion includes 
an additional weight, iw , that determines how much each observation in the data set 
influences the final parameter estimates. 
 
4.3.1 Weighted Least Squares Procedure 
The details about theoretical backgrounds of WLS can be found elsewhere (63,64,65). 
The general estimation process for WLS can be summarized as following: 
 
Step 1: Fit the regression model by unweighted least squares and analyze the 
residuals. 
Step 2: Estimate the variance function or the standard deviation function by 
regressing either the squared residuals or the absolute residuals on the 
appropriate predictor. 
 
Step 3: Use the fitted values from the estimated variance or standard deviation 
function to obtain the weights  iw . 
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Step 4:  Estimate the regression coefficients using these weights. 
 
Step 5: If the estimated coefficients differ substantially from the estimated 
regression coefficients obtained by ordinary least squares, it is usually 
advisable to iterate the weighted least squares process by using the 
residuals from the weighted least squares fit to reestimate the variance or 
standard deviation function and then obtain revised weights. 
 
A linear regression line for dwell time at stop A was fitted by unweighted least 
squares to conduct some preliminary analyses of the residual. The fitted regression 
function is: 
 
hY 478.194.1ˆ +=  (4-22)
where 
h  = bus headway (min) 
 
To obtain the standard deviation function, the absolute residuals were regressed 
against bus headways as shown in Figure 4-8. A standard deviation function for stop A 
was obtained as follows: 
 
hs 4196.00955.3ˆ +=  (4-23)
 
The standard deviation functions for absolute residuals for stop B and stop C 
illustrated in D-11 and D-12 in Appendix D. 
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Figure 4-8 Absolute residual plot and regression line for stop A 
 
The weights are then obtained by standard deviation function shown in Equation 
4-23. The weight for each data point is generally set to equal to the reciprocal of the 
sample variance (63,65). 
  
2)ˆ(
1
i
i s
w =  (4-24)
 
Using these weights, the following estimated regression function was obtained: 
 
hY 5.17688.1ˆ +=  (4-25)
 
Weighted regression functions for stop B and stop C can be found in Equations 
D-1 and D-2 of Appendix D. The estimated regression coefficients are not much 
different from those in Equation 4-25 obtained using unweighted least squares. Figure 4-
9 illustrates two estimated regression lines for stop A: weighted and unweighted lines.  
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Figure 4-9 Estimated weighted and unweighted lines for stop A 
 
It can be seen in Figure 4-9 that the estimated lines lie right on top of another 
over almost the entire range of the data. Even at the highest levels of bus headway, the 
models diverge slightly. This is fairly common result because WLS model shares the 
theoretical background of ordinary least squares regression model. The only difference 
between these models is non-constant variance over the predictor variable, which allows 
to calculate a prediction interval that varies according to the bus headways.  
The average absolute error (AAE) of WLS regression model was calculated and 
compared with AAE of the probabilistic model for all the bus stops shown in Table 4-10. 
Even though WLS models were built based on one predictor variable, their performance 
was similar to the probabilistic model.    
 
Table 4-10 Comparison of AAE from probabilistic models and WLS models 
 Stop A Stop B Stop C 
Probabilistic Model 6.35 sec. 3.84 sec. 8.71 sec. 
WLS Regression Model 6.45 sec. 3.84 sec. 6.47 sec. 
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4.3.2 Prediction  Interval of Dwell Time 
The forecasting process, including the prediction model for dwell time, is itself subject 
to some prediction error. Therefore, interval estimations of the dwell time are more 
informative than point estimations of dwell time for the successful BSP implementation. 
The prediction interval of WLS regression model can be obtained by the definition of 
prediction interval in the linear regression model.  
Let 0x  denote a specified value of the independent variable x . Then, once the 
estimates 0βˆ and  1βˆ  have been calculated, 0yˆ  can be regarded as a prediction of Y  
value that will result from a single observation made when 0xx = . The prediction by 
itself gives no information concerning how precisely Y  has been predicted. This can be 
remedied by developing a prediction interval for a single Y  value. If 2ˆ iσ  from standard 
deviation function is an unbiased estimator of 2σ , the variance of the error, a 
)1(100 α− % prediction interval on a future observation 0Y  at the value 0x  is given by 
Equations 4-26 and 4-27. 
 
)}ˆˆ({ˆ 01002,2/0 xYVarty n ββα +−⋅± −  
 
(4-26)
( )
( )∑ ∑−
−++⋅±= − 22
2
0
02,2/0
11ˆˆ
ii
n
xxn
xxn
n
ty σα  (4-27)
where 
2,2/ −ntα  = Appropriate point based on the 2−nT  distribution, and 
0σ   = Estimate from standard deviation function.  
 
 The 95% prediction intervals for unweighted regression model and WLS model 
are shown in Figures 4-10, 4-11, and 4-12. Because 2ˆ iσ  of WLS model increased with 
bus headway, the prediction intervals also become wider as bus headway increases while 
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the unweighted models result in constant prediction intervals. It can be seen that 
unweighted models have the prediction interval that are much larger for low levels of 
bus headways and conversely for high levels.  
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Figure 4-10 Prediction intervals and projected lines for stop A 
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Figure 4-11 Prediction intervals and projected lines for stop B 
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Figure 4-12 Prediction intervals and projected lines for stop C 
 
4.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The models for forecasting the bus dwell time and prediction interval were developed in 
this chapter. A probabilistic model was developed and its related probability 
distributions were defined. A binomial distribution and a Poisson distribution were 
exploited for alighting and boarding passengers, respectively.  
The probabilistic models are based on the linear relations between the number of 
alighting passengers and passenger loads, and the number of boarding passengers and 
bus headways. However, the observed data revealed that the number of alighting 
passengers is not correlated with the passenger loads. Several regression models were 
examined with different combination of independent variables such as bus headway, 
passenger loads on bus, and schedule adherence. The analysis concluded that a 
regression model with one independent variable, bus headway, had the best results. The 
residual analysis of the regression model revealed non-constant variance over bus 
headways, which violated the common assumption underlying regression modeling. The 
weighted least squares method, therefore, was employed in order to consider the non-
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constant variance. Another advantage from WLS method can provide the prediction 
interval that varies according to the bus headway.  
 In Chapter V, a new bus signal priority algorithm will be developed. The 
prediction interval as well as the predicted dwell time from the WLS model will be 
utilized in the improved BSP strategies in order to accommodate the variability in dwell 
time.   
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CHAPTER V 
 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED BSP ALGORITHM 
CONSIDERING DWELL TIME VARIABILITY 
 
 
In Chapter IV, a dwell time prediction model was developed based on weighted least 
squares regression model where the dependent variable was dwell time and the 
independent variable was bus headway. In addition, the prediction intervals, which vary 
according to the level of headway, were also developed. In this chapter, an improved 
BSP algorithm will be developed by modifying the signal logic from an existing BSP 
algorithm to take advantage of integration of the dwell time prediction interval into the 
BSP timing. 
  First, the concepts of the improved BSP algorithm will be introduced, which will 
explicitly address the needs of the required improvements in current BSP algorithm 
discussed in Chapters I and II. The algorithm makes use of the dwell time prediction 
model to obtain a prediction interval for when the bus will arrive at the intersection. The 
improved BSP algorithm will employ the existing priority signal timing methodology 
and incorporate the prediction interval of dwell time into the priority strategies. It is 
hypothesized that by including the prediction interval of dwell time in the BSP timing, 
more buses will arrive at the intersection during the green time and therefore bus delay 
will be improved. The second objective is to reduce the negative impact to the 
performance of the signal operation. The improved BSP algorithm will be designed not 
to disrupt the signal coordination. In addition, to reduce unnecessary delay to non-
priority movements, the improved algorithm utilizes a restoring feature that restores 
unused priority green time back to non-priority phases. It is hypothesized that if this 
strategy is followed, the negative impact of BSP implementation will be reduced.  
As discussed in Chapters III and IV, the test bed was an arterial section of 
Bellaire Boulevard in Houston, Texas. The BSP will be “implemented” on a VISSIM 
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simulation environment at two intersections that have nearside bus stops:  Rookin at 
Bellaire and Hilcroft at Bellaire. Although the improved BSP algorithm is developed 
based on this specific test bed, the methodology developed in this dissertation can be 
applied to any intersection with nearside bus stops. 
 
5.1 OVERVIEW OF THE IMPROVED BSP ALGORITHM 
The variability in dwell time is taken into account by including the prediction interval of 
the dwell time when adjusting the signal timing plan. The basic idea of the improved 
BSP algorithm is to provide a priority phase wide enough to accommodate the prediction 
interval of dwell time at nearside stop. Figure 5-1 illustrates the concept of the improved 
BSP algorithm with the prediction interval and the BSP timing. Once a dwell time and 
its prediction interval are calculated using the dwell time prediction model developed in 
Chapter IV, the improved BSP system determines when in the cycle the bus will arrive 
at the intersection. Based on the predicted time interval of the bus arrival, an appropriate 
BSP strategy is selected so that the priority phase covers the prediction interval of the 
dwell time in order to ensure that the bus can traverse the intersection without stop delay.  
 
 
Note: 
1 The distribution of dwell time is assumed as symmetric shape for the purpose of the illustration.  
Figure 5-1 Concept of the improved BSP algorithm 
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Figure 5-2 illustrates the functional diagram of the improved BSP algorithm. The 
first step in the algorithm is to update the status of the bus detectors every time step 
(assumed 1 second in this dissertation). When the check-out detector is activated, the 
algorithm terminates priority service and restores unused priority green phase back to 
non-priority phases. If the check-in detector is activated, the algorithm assesses the bus 
information (passenger loads) based on pre-defined criteria. If a bus satisfies the criteria, 
the signal priority service is initiated. Once priority service begins, the next step is to 
predict the time interval of the bus arrival in the cycle based on the prediction interval of 
the dwell time and the bus travel time from the check-in detector to the intersection. The 
algorithm then selects the most appropriate strategy for providing priority to the bus, 
given its predicted priority window. Based on the selected priority strategy, the force-off 
point for each phase will be adjusted to provide a green time to an approaching bus 
without disrupting the coordination. At the end of the algorithm, new force-off points are 
sent to the signal controller to implement the bus signal priority strategy. The specific 
logic of each of the shaded steps in Figure 5-2 will be discussed in the following sections. 
 
5.1.1 Assumptions and Constraints 
The following assumptions and constraints were identified as affecting the development 
of the improved BSP algorithm.       
• An optical bus detector is assumed to be the bus detector because intersections in 
the study site have already equipped the optical detection system for emergency 
vehicles. The receiver is mounted over the signal arm and senses any optical signal 
from the emitter mounted on the bus units. Two designated locations for bus 
detection are employed for sensing both the approaching and exiting bus. The 
check-in location is set upstream of the intersection to sense the approaching bus. 
The location is varied by the type of BSP system. The check-out location just past 
the stop line is set to sense when the bus exits the intersection. If the detection 
range is extended up to check-in location, the detector can sense the presence of 
the bus at check-in location once it receives the optical signal from the emitter. 
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When the optical signal is terminated, the detector assumes that the bus has 
reached the check-out location. 
 
 
Figure 5-2 Functional diagram of the improved BSP algorithm 
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• An Automatic Passenger Count (APC) system with a global positioning system 
(GPS) is assumed to be on every bus. An APC system can accurately sense the 
passenger movements through doors and provide the number of passengers on the 
bus to the BSP algorithm.  
• Communication systems are designed so that the passenger loads and signal timing 
information can be available to the various components of the algorithm. It was 
also assumed that communications failures will not exist and that all the 
information provided to the algorithm is correct and accurate.  
• The improved BSP algorithm is developed to work with the signal controllers 
operating in an actuated-coordinated operations mode. This means that the 
coordinated phase (i.e. main street phase) must be activated during each cycle 
while other phases will be skipped if there is no vehicle actuation. However, under 
the priority mode, it was assumed that no phase skipping is allowed regardless of 
vehicle actuation. This assumption was made to reduce the complexities of the 
signal logic needed to implement the priority strategy. 
• Pedestrian phasing requirements including a minimum walk and clearance interval 
are not considered in the development of the improved BSP algorithm. Although 
the pedestrian requirements are ignored for initial development and proof-of-
testing purposes, in practice, they often control the minimum duration of a phase 
when pedestrian calls are placed. Consequently it would be expected that this 
assumption allow more flexible signal timing for providing a priority phase.   
• The minimum phase requirements such as minimum green time, yellow change 
interval, and vehicle clearance time are required to be satisfied for each phase. 
• It is assumed that the phases for the cross streets are not part of the signal 
progression. If the BSP strategy needs to account for the coordination systems for 
both the main street and cross streets simultaneously, the flexibility in adjusting 
signal timing for the priority will be extremely limited. Because the coordination 
system generally operates in the major arterial corridor, the coordination of the 
cross streets is ignored in this dissertation.    
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5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF BSP STRATEGIES 
The current priority strategies (e.s. green extension, early green, and phase insertion) 
will be used to provide green time to the buses. Each current strategy is modified in 
order to include the prediction interval as a constraint in adjusting signal timing plan. 
The fundamentals of traffic signal operations with particular emphasis on actuated-
coordinated operations mode, will be introduced in order to better understand the priority 
strategy logic. 
 
5.2.1 Fundamentals of Traffic Signal Operations 
The purpose of traffic signal control is to reduce or eliminate conflicts at intersections. 
These conflicts exist because an intersection is an area shared among multiple traffic 
streams, and the role of the signal system is to manage the shared usage of the area. 
Signals accomplish this by controlling access to the intersection and allocating usage 
time among the various users. In traffic signal operations, specified combinations of 
movements receive right-of-way simultaneously.  
Any discussion of signal timing usually provides the basic definitions of the 
common terms used to depict the various aspects of timing parameters. Figure 5-3 
illustrates the signal timing intervals in a phase. A ‘cycle’ is the time required for one 
complete sequence of signal indications. A ‘phase’ is the portion of the signal cycle 
allocated to any combination of one or more traffic movements simultaneously receiving 
the right of way during one or more interval. Each phase is divided into ‘intervals,’ 
which are durations in which all signal indications remain unchanged. A phase is 
typically made up of three intervals: green, yellow, and all red. A phase fulfills all its 
intervals before moving to the next phase in the cycle. The order in which the phases are 
arranged is termed the ‘phase sequence.’ The green interval can be further divided into 
multiple subintervals. The first interval is referred to as the ‘minimum green interval’ 
that is the shortest time that a green indication can be displayed to drivers (66). The 
‘maximum green interval’ represents the maximum time that a green indication can be 
displayed to drivers when a call is placed on a competing phase. In actuated control, the 
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maximum green time represents the maximum duration that a green indication can be 
displayed when there is demand on a serviceable opposing approach. The difference 
between the maximum green time and the minimum green time is referred to as the 
‘variable green time’. The MUTCD (66) requires that a vehicle change interval be 
displayed before the signal can service a different movement at an intersection. The 
vehicle change interval consists of two intervals: the yellow change interval and the all-
red clearance interval.  
 
 
  Figure 5-3 Illustration of intervals in a phase 
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intersections. The goal of such strategies is most often to provide progression through 
multiple intersections, allowing vehicles to move through successive signals without 
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traveling at a certain constant speed and departing at the appropriate time can obtain 
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result is achieved by setting each signal at a different ‘offset,’ defined as the time 
difference between the start of the coordinated green interval and a system reference 
time. Coordination timing plan are generally entered as ‘split’ times (as opposed to 
phase time). A split is defined as a segment of the cycle length allocated to each phase or 
interval that may occur in the cycle. Arterial coordination under actuated control 
operates with fixed cycle lengths and offsets for the coordinated green intervals. Unlike 
pretimed signals, the non-coordinated phases (such as those for cross streets or for left 
turns from the arterial) can be skipped or extended based on demand. The coordinated 
phases, however, must always be green at a fixed time for a specified duration each 
cycle in order to maintain the green band for progression. In most traffic signal 
controllers, coordination is achieved by holding the controller in the coordinated phase 
until a specific point in the cycle and by forcing-off non-coordinated phases at 
predetermined points in the cycle as shown in Figure 5-4.  
 
 
Figure 5-4 Phase sequence and force-off points under coordination mode 
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Forcing-off means that a change in phase will occur at a specified time within 
each cycle. The force-off point (referred to as iF ) is the point in the cycle where the 
controller begins the vehicle change or clearance interval. If the specified time in the 
cycle is reached and a given phase is still green, this condition will force the signal to 
change to yellow in preparation for the next phase. In actuated-coordinated control, 
phases can be extended; however, the amount of this extension will be limited because 
coordination may require the next phase to start at a specified time in order to maintain 
the green band for arterial progression.  
For the purposes of this dissertation, the signal timing parameters of the BSP 
strategies will be illustrated based on the coordinated four-phase signal plan. Figure 5-4 
represents a phase sequence and force-off points for each phase. Phase 1φ  is the 
coordinated phase and it services the through movements on the main street. The cross-
street left-turn, the cross street through, and the main street left-turn phases are referred 
to as the non-priority phases, and are presented as 2φ , 3φ , and 4φ  respectively. The 
local cycle time is set to zero at the start of the coordinated phase (main street through 
phase). As discussed previously, the coordinated phase has to begin no later than cycle 
time 0 and continues until its force-off point, 1F . 
 
5.2.2 Development of BSP Strategies 
When a constant bus travel time from the check-in point to the intersection is assumed, 
the width of prediction interval of bus arrival time is identical to that of dwell time. For 
the purposes of this dissertation, the prediction interval in the cycle is referred to as a 
‘priority window.’ It is a time interval in the cycle needed to ensure that a bus arrives 
during a green indication with )1(100 α− % confidence level. The width of the priority 
window is determined by the prediction interval of the dwell time, and the location of 
the priority window in the cycle is dependent on the bus travel time from the check-in 
location to the intersection (including a predicted dwell time at stop). The start point and 
end point of the priority window in the cycle are represented by the symbols ω  and ω′  
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respectively. Three priority strategies will be exploited in order to accommodate the 
priority window in BSP timing. 
 
5.2.2.1 Green extension strategy 
The green extension strategy is utilized to provide a signal priority when the priority 
window can be accommodated by extending the main street green. Figure 5-5 illustrates 
an example of green extension strategy when the predicted window of bus arrival time at 
the intersection starts during the green time for phase 1 but ends during the red time for 
phase 1. The leading and lagging phase sequence, which operates at the intersections in 
test bed, is assumed in the example. It can be seen that the priority window (i.e. 
prediction interval of dwell time) is accommodated by modified green extension strategy 
without disrupting the coordination. 
 
 
Figure 5-5 Example of green extension strategy under eight-phase signal operation 
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The maximum extension of the priority phase depends on the minimum 
requirements for non-priority phase and change interval of the priority phase as shown in 
Figure 5-6a. Note that every phase must be provided where each phase should have the 
minimum green time and change interval (yellow change and all red). As discussed in 
the previous section, the point in the cycle where a phase could begin its termination 
sequence is the force-off point. To hold the green phase until the priority window ends, 
the force-off point of the main street phase with the green extension strategy, extF1 , is set 
at the same point in the cycle to the upper bound of the priority window as shown in 
Figure 5-6b. Therefore the green extension strategy can provide the green time to the bus 
which arrives at the intersection during its prediction interval. The variable green time 
for non-priority phase is determined by the difference between maximum time of green 
extension and new force-off point of the priority phase as shown in Figure 5-6b. The 
maximum amount of time that the coordinated (main street) phase can be extended a 
function of the minimum green time and the change interval for all non-priority phases 
as well as phase length of the main street phase. This relationship can be formulated by a 
mathematical expression, Equation 5-1. 
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where  
extM  = maximum amount that the priority phase ( 1φ ) can be extended  (sec), 
n  = number of phases in the cycle, 
C  = cycle length, 
1G  = green time for phase 1, 
iR  = minimum green time for phase i , and 
iI  = change interval for phase i . 
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The last time in the cycle that the priority green phase can be extended is referred 
to the maximum extension, extZ , and is defined by Equation 5-2. 
 
1FMZ extext +=  (5-2) 
where  
extZ  = last time in the cycle that the priority green phase can be extended. 
  
The maximum extension, extZ , is defined as an upper threshold for selecting the 
green extension strategy. When the end point of the priority window, ω′ , is located 
between extZ  and 1F , a green extension strategy is selected. When extZ=′ω , the main 
street green phase is extended to its maximum extension points and non-priority phases 
are reduced to their minimum phase lengths. In the situations where ω′  locates between 
extZ  and 1F , the main street green is needed to be extended up to ω′  instead of extZ . 
The non-priority phases also have additional variable green time as well as the minimum 
phase length. The amount of the variable green time to be distributed to each non-
priority phase is determined by Equation 5-3.  
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where  
ext
iS  = split of phase i with green extension strategy (sec), 
1F  = force-off point of priority phase 1, 
ω′  = end point (upper bound) of the priority window in the cycle (sec), and 
iw  = weight of phase i. 
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Figure 5-6 Illustration of green extension strategy 
 
A weight, iw , is introduced in order to consider the utilization of the phases in 
assigning variable green times to the non-priority phases. The utilization of the phases 
can be determined by either traffic demand for phases or phase durations (i.e. splits) in 
the normal signal plan. For example, a phase which has larger split in the normal signal 
plan may have greater weight than those with shorter splits. The weight for the phase of 
cross street through movements that have high demand may be greater than those for 
left-turn movements. 
 
5.2.2.2 Early green strategy 
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signal for phase 1 and the bus is due to receive a green in the next cycle, the non-priority 
phases can be shortened to allow the main street to receive a green earlier than normal. 
The amount of time available to start the main street phase early depends on where in the 
cycle the priority request is placed, and the minimum phase requirements for all of the 
non-priority phases. Figure 5-7 illustrates an example for the implementation of early 
green strategy under leading and lagging eight-phase signal operation. 
 
 
Figure 5-7 Example of early green strategy under eight-phase signal operation 
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placed is terminated and its change interval activated, only when the current phase 
fulfills the minimum green time. Therefore the maximum amount of time available to 
start the priority phase early is a function of the number of non-priority phases being 
reduced, the time of priority request in the current phase, and the minimum phase 
requirements. Figures 5-8 and 5-9 illustrate these situations. The maximum amount of 
time available to start the priority phase early is calculated using Equation 5-5. In the 
equation, the time and current phase when the priority request is placed are referred as 
cθ  and k , respectively. The elapsed green time of the current phase, kτ , is another 
constraint in the calculation of the maximum early green time. The algorithm compares 
kτ  and kR , and choose bigger number for calculating grnM . The elapsed green time, kτ , 
is calculated by Equation 5-6.    
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where  
grnM  = 
the maximum time available to service buses by returning early to 
the priority phase (sec), 
k  = current phase in which priority call is requested, nk L1= , 
kτ  = elapsed green time of phase k (sec),  and 
cθ  = time point in the cycle when priority is requested. 
 
 The maximum early green time is seldom used in the implementation of the early 
green strategy unless the start point of the priority window, ω , is equal to the earliest 
start point of the priority phase in the cycle. In most situations, the priority window can 
be accommodated by using a time earlier than the maximum early green time. Similar to 
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the green extension strategy, the splits for the non-priority phases are determined by the 
available time and the number of non-priority phases as shown in Equation 5-7.  
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where  
grn
iS  = split of phase i with early green strategy (sec), and  
)( cθδ  = dummy variable, Cc ≤θ .  
 
A dummy variable, )( cθδ , is introduced in order to take into account the 
situation where the minimum green is fulfilled for the phase which receives the priority 
call. If the elapsed green time of the current phase is less than the minimum green time, 
the current phase will be given the variable green time.  
 Two situations, that the priority request is placed during green time or red time 
period for phase 1, are shown in Figures 5-8 and 5-9, respectively. When the request 
occurs during green time period, the priority phase can start at earliest possible time. The 
split for non-priority phases is a function of the start point of the priority window and the 
maximum early green time. Figure 5-9 illustrates a situation when the request occurs in 
phase 3. Because the time of the priority request is such that the minimum green time of 
phase 3 has already been met, the controller would terminates phase 3 at next time step 
and reduce the phase 4 to its minimum length in order to calculate the maximum early 
green time. The split for phase 4 is determined by the priority window and available time 
for non-priority phase.   
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Figure 5-8 Illustration of early green strategy with priority request during green time 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-9 Illustration of early green strategy with priority request during red time 
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5.2.2.3 Phase insertion strategy 
The phase insertion strategy inserts an additional phase into the normal phase sequence 
specifically for the bus. This strategy is used when a bus is expected to arrive at the 
intersection during the red phase for its approach and the priority window of the bus 
begins and ends within the red phase. Figure 5-10 illustrates an example of phase 
insertion strategy on eight-phase leading and lagging signal operation. The time-space 
diagram for the normal operation represents that the expected bus arrival and its 
prediction interval is located within red time for the bus approach. 
 
 
Figure 5-10 Example of phase insertion strategy under eight-phase signal operation 
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green strategy that can accommodate the priority window. Given that the condition 
shown in Equation 5-11 satisfied, the phase insertion strategy determines where in the 
normal phase sequence the priority phase should be inserted. This is a function of the 
location of the priority window in the cycle and the minimum phase requirements for 
non-priority phases. Figure 5-11 illustrates an example in which an approaching bus is 
predicted to arrive during the red phase and its priority window is located within the red 
phase for the bus approach. The red period outside the priority window in the cycle is the 
available time for non-priority phases. The amount of red period before/after the priority 
window can be represented by Equations 5-9 and 5-10. 
    
( )11 IF +−= ωρ  (5-9) 
( ) ωρ ′−+=′ nn IF  (5-10) 
where  
ρ  = the amount of red period before the priority window (sec),  
ρ′  = the amount of red period after the priority window (sec), and 
nφ  = the last phase in the ring. 
 
The amount of available time for non-priority phases, ρ  and ρ′ , should be 
greater than the amount of time required for all non-priority phases that satisfy the 
minimum phase requirements as shown in Equation 5-11. 
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 If a four-phase signal operation is assumed, the priority phase can be inserted in 
between phase φ 2 and phase φ 3 or between phase φ 3 and phase φ 4. In Figure 5-11, 
two non-priority phases are serviced before the priority phase because the ρ  can hold up 
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to two non-priority phases with the minimum phase requirements. The last non-priority 
phase services after the priority phase because the ρ′  can fit only one minimum phase. 
Therefore, the priority phase is inserted in between phase φ 3 and phase φ 4.  
 
 
Figure 5-11 Illustration of phase insertion strategy 
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period services two non-priority phases.  
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 Once the numbers of phases, aN  and bN , that are serviced before/after the 
priority window are determined, the BSP algorithm calculates the splits of the non-
priority phases. When the bN  is one, the split for phase 2 is equal to the ρ . For the aN , 
the split is equal to busI−′ρ  because the inserted priority phase also requires a phase 
changing interval. When the number of non-priority phases before or after the priority 
phase is two, the phase splits are determined by adding the variable green time to the 
minimum phase length as shown in Equation 5-12.  
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where  
int
iS  = split of non-priority phase i with phase insertion strategy (sec), 
redt  = 
the available time before/after priority window for non-priority 
phases (sec),  
i  = phase number, and  
busI  = change interval for inserted priority phase. 
 
When both red time periods, ρ  and ρ′ , can accommodate only two non-priority 
phases (i.e. one phase for each red time period), the inserted priority phase needs to be 
reduced in order to service all three non-priority phases. The longer red time period 
services two non-priority phases with the minimum length and its associated bound of 
the priority phase is reduced. If either ρ  or ρ′  is less than the minimum phase length, 
the alternative strategy is implemented instead of the phase insertion strategy. When the 
time available for non-priority phase before the priority window is less than a minimum 
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phase length, the green extension strategy is selected to accommodate the priority 
window. When the ρ′  is less than minimum phase length plus the change interval for 
the inserted priority phase, the early green strategy is selected. 
 
5.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF IMPROVED BSP STRATEGIES IN VISSIM 
OPERATIONAL ALGORITHM 
The BSP strategies developed in previous section are based on the premise that if the 
time window of the bus arrival at the intersection is known, the traffic signal timing 
could be adjusted to allow priority service while simultaneously preventing the signal 
from dropping out of coordination. The previous section described how the signal timing 
plan is adjusted in order to accommodate the priority window for each BSP strategy. In 
this section, the operational algorithm for the improved BSP strategies is developed, 
which focuses on the implementation of the improved BSP strategies in the traffic 
simulation model, VISSIM. The operational algorithm are developed using VAP 
programming code (56). 
 The operational algorithm is designed to reduce unnecessary delay to non-
priority movements by restoring the remaining priority green time back to the non-
priority phases once the bus has exited the intersection. In addition, the number of 
priority activations is limited to one per cycle in order to avoid undue delay to non-
priority approaches. The second priority request received by the traffic signal control 
system does not result in any change to the signal indications. Once the priority service 
is initialized, no priority request can alter the priority service until the controller 
completes the priority service. 
The architecture of the algorithm consists of three modules as shown in Figure 5-
12: control module, priority module, and restoring module. The control module decides 
how the algorithm functions at current time step. The major task of this module is to 1) 
monitor the improved BSP system including the bus detectors and the implementation of 
BSP strategies, and 2) determines whether the signal timing parameters needs to be 
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adjusted. The priority module calculates the prediction interval of dwell time, identifies 
priority window, selects the appropriate strategy, and adjusts signal timing parameters. 
The restoring module adjusts the current signal timing parameters to restore the unused 
priority green time back to non-priority phases. In this section, a detailed description of 
the functions in each module provided. 
 
 
Figure 5-12 Architecture of improved BSP operational algorithm 
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BSP mode 
When there is a bus between the check-in and check-out detectors and it is eligible for 
priority service, the controller operates under BSP mode. In BSP mode, the signal timing 
parameters are adjusted to provide the priority phase. The signal timing parameters for 
BSP mode are a function of the BSP strategy selected, the time in the cycle the priority 
request was received, and the width of the priority window.  
 
Restoring mode 
After the successful implementation of any priority strategy, if there is unused priority 
green time, the control mode is switched to the restoring mode. Similar to the BSP mode, 
a new set of signal timing parameters are achieved whenever the control mode is 
switched to the restoring mode. The restoring parameters are a function of the type of 
BSP strategy implemented and the amount of time not used by the priority phase. It 
should be noted that if another bus arrives at the check-in detector while the restoring 
module is active, it will not receive priority treatment.  
 
5.3.1.2 Mode transitions 
Figure 5-13 illustrates the relationship between control modes. The transitions in mode 
status take place when any of the four pre-defined condition are satisfied. The pre-
defined conditions are 1) check-in call, 2) check-out call, 3) completion of the priority 
phase, and 4) completion of the restoring process. Therefore the control module 
continuously monitors the conditions and looks for changes. If no change is detected, the 
controller stays in the current control mode. When an eligible bus is sensed at the check-
in detector, the algorithm switches the control mode from normal mode to BSP mode 
and obtains the new signal timing parameters. Once in BSP mode, the logic can be 
transferred to either the restoring or the normal mode. If the bus fails to pass through the 
intersection during the priority phase, the priority phase fulfills its full length and the 
control mode switches back to normal mode. When the bus passes the check-out detector 
during the priority phase, the logic is transferred to the restoring mode. In the restoring 
mode, the amount of time not used by the priority phase is calculated and the signal 
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timing parameters adjusted. The controller returns to normal mode from restoring mode 
when the traffic signal timing plan identified in the restoring mode are satisfied.  
 When the transition between modes occurs, the control mode is flagged in order 
to indicate that new signal parameter set need to be obtained for activating the control 
mode. For example, when the normal mode switches to the BSP mode, BSP mode is 
flagged and the algorithm calculates the new signal parameters for implementing signal 
priority. The flag is deleted next time step.    
 
 
Figure 5-13 Illustration of the changes in control mode and decision factors 
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assesses the eligibility of the priority request. The eligibility of the bus for the priority is 
determined by assessing pre-defined criteria. The commonly used criteria include the 
schedule adherence, the headways between buses, and the occupancy level of the bus 
(29). In this dissertation the occupancy level, passenger loads, will be used as the 
criterion. If the bus is eligible for the priority, the algorithm considers the bus checked-in. 
Once detected at check-out detector, the bus is identified as checked-out.  
 
 
Figure 5-14 Functional logic of control module 
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Once a check-in detector is activated, the algorithm obtains the ridership 
information (e.g. the number of passenger on the bus) from on-board APC. The 
algorithm compares the passenger loads of the bus with pre-defined criteria. If the 
number of passenger on the bus is over a certain occupancy level (e.g. 20 passenger/bus), 
the bus is consider eligible for priority treatment. 
In Step 2, the control mode for next time step is determined by the logic shown in 
Figure 5-14. The Step 2-1 represents that if the controller is in the normal mode, the 
control mode changes to BSP mode with the bus check-in, otherwise, it stays in the 
normal mode. Because the control mode is switched to the BSP mode, the BSP mode is 
flagged and the algorithm calculates the signal timing parameters for the priority. Step 2-
2 illustrates the case when the current control mode is BSP mode. The normal mode is 
flagged if the controller fulfills the full length of the priority phase. The signal timing 
parameters for the normal mode will be obtained. If a bus passes the intersection during 
priority phase, the restoring mode is flagged otherwise the control mode stays in the BSP 
mode. When the current control mode is the restoring mode at shown in Step 2-3, the 
normal mode will be activated with the flag if the restoring process is completed; 
otherwise, the control mode stays in restoring mode. Through Step 1 and Step 2 in 
Figure 5-14, the control mode for next time step is determined and the algorithm obtains 
the signal parameter set according to the flagged control mode. 
 
5.3.2 Priority Module 
When the control mode is flagged, the priority module is activated. The priority module 
then calculates new signal timing parameters that provide priority to the bus. As shown 
in Figure 5-15, the first step is to obtain a prediction interval of the dwell time. With the 
prediction interval and the bus travel time, the location of the priority window in the 
cycle is calculated. A priority strategy is selected by examining start and end points of 
the priority window. Once an appropriate BSP strategy is decided, a new set of signal 
timing parameters are obtained and returned to the control mode determination module. 
A detailed description for each task is discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 5-15 Functional diagram for the priority module 
 
5.3.2.1 Prediction interval of dwell time (Step 1) 
A prediction interval of dwell time for the approaching bus is calculated using the 
Weighted Least Square (WLS) regression model, discussed in Chapter IV. The WLS 
model provides the prediction of the dwell time as well as its prediction interval that 
varies according to the bus headway. Based on the bus headway that is achieved from 
the bus detector information, a ( ) %1001 ⋅−α  prediction interval is obtained. The WLS 
model provides three statistics: lower bound,( 1L ), upper bound ( 2L ), and an expected 
dwell time ( dtˆ ) for given bus.  
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5.3.2.2  Priority window (Step 2) 
With the statistics obtained in step 1, the priority window is calculated based on the 
assumption of a constant bus travel time from the check-in detector to the bus stop and 
from the bus stop to the intersection. In practice, the bus travel time varies depending on 
the traffic conditions. However, because the bus travel time in this dissertation is a link 
travel time that excludes the intersection delay and the dwell time, the assumption of a 
constant travel time was deemed appropriate. The priority window in the cycle can be 
obtained by adding the bus travel time to both the lower bound and upper bound of the 
prediction interval. If the assumption of the constant bus travel time is valid, the bus 
detected at the check-in detector will arrive at the intersection during the priority 
window with the significance level of ( ) %1001 ⋅−α . The lower bound and upper bound 
of the priority window are obtained from Equations 5-13 and 5-14.   
 
1LTt bc ++=ω ,             CifC >−= ωωω ,  (5-13) 
2LTt bc ++=′ω ,           CifC >′−′=′ ωωω ,  (5-14) 
where  
ct  = current cycle time (sec), 
bT  = bus travel time from check-in detector to stop line (sec), 
1L  = upper bound of the prediction interval for the dwell time (sec), 
2L  = lower bound of  the prediction interval for the dwell time (sec), and 
C  = cycle length (sec). 
 
5.3.2.3 Strategy selection (Step 3) 
The start and end points of the priority window that are calculated in step 2 are examined 
with respect to the background signal timing plan. The algorithm determines the signal 
phases in which the priority window starts and ends. An appropriate BSP strategy is 
selected by examining the phases that contains the start and end points of the priority 
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window as shown in Figure 5-16. When both the start and end points of the priority 
window, ω  and ω′ , locates in red period for the bus approach, there are three possible 
strategies. When the red time period before the priority window, ρ , is less than the 
minimum phase length (see Equation 5-11), the green extension strategy is selected as 
discussed in section 5.2.2.3. Similarly, the early green strategy is selected when the ρ′  
can not satisfy the condition in Equation 5-11; otherwise, the phase insertion strategy is 
selected.  
 
 
Figure 5-16 Logic flow for strategy selection 
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5.3.2.4 New signal timing parameters (Step 4) 
Once an appropriate priority strategy is determined, the signal timing plan is adjusted to 
provide the priority phase. The new signal timing plan is obtained by the logic of 
improved BSP strategies developed in section 5.2. The strategies modify the force-off 
points of the phases and the phase sequence in order to fit the priority window into the 
green phase for the bus approach. In adjusting the signal timing plan, the algorithm 
communicates with the signal controller to archive current signal timing data such as 
minimum green time for each phase, phase sequence, current phase being served, etc. 
Given the signal timing data, the algorithm obtains a new set of signal timing parameters 
tailored for the priority service, and returns them to the control module.      
 
5.3.3 Restoring Module 
The improved BSP algorithm restores the remaining time not used by the priority phase 
back to non-priority phases. If the restoring mode is flagged (i.e. the control mode 
changes from the BSP mode to the restoring mode), the restoring module is initiated in 
order to calculate new set of signal timing parameters that assign unused priority green 
time to non-priority phases. The amount of time to be restored is decided by the 
difference between the force-off point of priority phase and check-out time of the bus as 
shown in Equation 5-15. The non-priority phases that are given the restoring green time 
will be a function of the BSP strategy implemented.  
 
orstM θω −′=  (5-15) 
where  
rstM  = amount of time to be restored (sec), and 
oθ  = time point in the cycle when a bus checks out (sec). 
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5.3.3.1 Green extension strategy  
In this situation, all non-priority phases are eligible for the additional green time because 
the priority phase in the green extension strategy is provided before any non-priority 
phase. However when the bus crosses the check-out detector during a normal green 
period, the restoring process will not be activated because the control mode is switched 
to the normal mode. The restoring module is activated only when the current cycle timer 
is in the extended green period.   
     
5.3.3.2 Early green strategy 
The restoring options are quite limited for this strategy because all non-priority phases 
are implemented before providing the priority phase. The restoring process can be 
performed only when a bus checks out much earlier than the start of main street phase. 
In this case a non-priority phase can be inserted between the end of priority window and 
the start of main street phase. The number of non-priority phases that can be restored is 
determined by the amount of time available. In order to simplify the implementation, the 
cross street through phase is restored whenever the available time for the restoring is 
greater than the minimum phase length as shown in Equation 5-16. The minimum 
requirement includes the minimum green time and change interval for phase 4 as well as 
the change interval for priority phase (i.e. main street phase).  
 
144 )( IIRM rst ++>  (5-16) 
 
5.3.3.3 Phase insertion strategy 
The number of non-priority phases to be restored is a function of the phase sequence 
when the phase insertion strategy is implemented. Because the four-phase signal 
operation was assumed in the development of the phase insertion strategy, one or two 
non-priority phases occur after the priority phase. When one non-priority phase follows 
the priority phase, the available time for the restoring is assigned to this phase. 
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Figure 5-17 illustrates examples of restoring timing plans for the green extension 
strategy, early green strategy, and phase insertion strategy. The amount of green time to 
be restored back to each non-priority phase is a function of the BSP strategy, the amount 
of unused priority green time, and number of non-priority phases to be restored. Similar 
to the BSP strategies discussed in section 5.2.2, a weight is introduced for determining 
the amount of restored time to each phase as shown in Equation 5-17. Because the 
vehicles in the approach with high demand are expected to experience more delay due to 
the signal priority, the phase for the approach with high demand is given higher weight. 
In this dissertation, a weight of 1.5 is given to phases for through movements while the 
phases for turning movements are given a weight of 0.5.     
 
i
rstBSP
i
rst
i wm
M
SS ⋅+=  (5-17) 
where  
rst
iS  = split of phase i in restoring mode (sec), 
BSP
iS  = split of phase i in BSP mode (sec), and 
m  = number of non-priority phases being restored, 11 −≤≤ nm . 
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Figure 5-17 Examples of restoring for different BSP strategies 
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5.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Most current bus signal priority systems have been inefficient at intersections with 
nearside bus stops (5,9,28,29). Because of the variability in dwell time, the bus may fail 
to arrive at the intersection during the priority phase that is timed based on pre-defined 
bus travel time. The failure in the implementation of BSP aggravates the intersection 
delay of both buses and other traffic, which results in severe deterioration in the 
performance of signal operations. 
 In this chapter an improved BSP algorithm was developed to accommodate the 
variability of dwell time. The new prediction model and its prediction interval developed 
in Chapter IV were used as input to the improved BSP algorithm. The basic idea of the 
improved BSP algorithm is to provide a priority phase wide enough to accommodate the 
prediction interval of the bus dwell time. An operational algorithm was designed to 
implement the improved BSP strategy efficiently within the VISSIM simulation 
environment. The unused priority time is restored back to non-priority phases after the 
bus passes through the intersection during the priority phase.  
 The improved BSP strategies and operational algorithm were programmed using 
VAP in VISSIM. The improved BSP algorithm will be evaluated and a sensitivity 
analysis of the major parameters will be conducted using VISSIM simulation model in 
Chapter VII.  
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CHAPTER VI 
 
 
 
CALIBRATION OF THE MICROSCOPIC SIMULATION MODEL 
 
 
The calibration of microscopic simulation models has received widespread attention in 
the transportation and traffic engineering professions because of the increasing use of 
simulation models in operations and planning applications. The ability to accurately and 
efficiently model the traffic flow characteristics, drivers’ behavior, and traffic control 
operation is critical for providing high fidelity simulation results. Because of the 
difficulty in collecting data in the field or lack of readily available procedures, the 
microscopic simulation model has often been used in analyses under default parameter 
values or “best guessed” values. With inappropriate parameters, the simulation model 
may produce unrealistic results  
Calibration is the process of adjusting the value of model parameters based on 
observed data so that the model can realistically represent specific components of the 
system being modeled. Historically, calibration of traffic micro-simulation model has 
been considered to be a simple and non-automated procedure because of the lack of 
available data and the cost of iterative manual process. With recent growth in 
computational resources and ITS data, automated calibration methodologies for traffic 
microscopic simulation models have been proposed (67,68,69,70,71,72). The automated 
calibration procedures focused on finding the model parameters for an accurate 
representation of network performance through the use of optimization theory. These 
performance measures are utilized in determining how accurately the simulation model 
represents the real traffic system by comparing simulated performance measures to 
observed performance measures. An average travel time or total traffic volume have 
frequently been employed as performance measures (59,60,67,72). The calibration 
methodologies select the parameters that produce an average travel time that is closest to 
the observed average travel time. This selection is taken to be efficient if the difference 
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between variations (or dispersions) of two sample populations, that is the simulated and 
observed travel times, are minimized.  
In this dissertation, the statistical testing procedure for testing the equality of two 
populations will be incorporated into the automated calibration methodology. A genetic 
algorithm (GA) automated calibration procedure is utilized to sample parameters from a 
specified range of values. Wilcoxon rank-sum test and Moses’ test are introduced to test 
whether the median values and the dispersion of simulated travel times are statistically 
equal to those of the observed travel times. The use of statistical test to the automated 
calibration is a major contribution to this field. 
 
6.1 STATISTICALLY BASED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION  
For the stable traffic condition such as traffic flow on the freeway section during off 
peak period, the single performance measure, such as average travel time or total traffic 
volume could be an adequate performance measure because the variability of travel time 
may be expected to be small. For an urban arterial section like the study site in this 
dissertation, however, a relatively large variability in travel time was expected because 
the test bed is a signalized arterial which operates under a coordinated control system. 
The observed travel times in the study site showed a bimodal distribution as shown in 
Figure 6-1. Travel time data was collected on October 16, 2003 during the AM peak 
period (7:30 AM ~ 8:30 AM). The average travel time was 164 seconds and the standard 
deviation was 54seconds. The vehicles in the first peak represent those which receive a 
green signal while those in the second peak represent vehicles that are stopped by a red 
signal. The average travel time in the first peak (i.e. travel time less than 160seconds) 
was 125 and their standard deviation was 18. In contrast, the average travel time in the 
second peak (i.e. travel time greater than 160seconds) was 214 and their standard 
deviation was 42. Intuitively, the vehicles in the first peak would have a smaller standard 
deviation than those in the second peak because the vehicles in the progression band 
tend to travel at a similar speed in order to stay in the progression band.  
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Figure 6-1 Observed travel time distribution for arterial section with signalized 
intersections 
 
When the traffic conditions in a test bed have large variability and a highly non-
normal distribution an aggregated performance measure, such as mean travel time, may 
not be the most appropriate measure of effectiveness. If the aggregated performance 
measure is used in the calibration process there is a danger that inappropriate parameter 
sets may be selected. To avoid this situation a statistically based approach, which is 
based on a more disaggregate form of the observed travel time, is used. Specifically, the 
“closeness” of the observed travel time distribution to that of the simulated travel time 
distribution is chosen as the objective function.   
A conceptualization of the calibration process is shown in Figure 6-2. Note that 
because the process is statistically based there may be numerous parameter sets (or none) 
that match the observed data. When this occurs an alternative selection technique for 
identifying the “best” parameter set is required as will be discussed later.   
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There are numerous statistical methods for testing whether two samples are 
drawn from the same population (73). The more popular of these techniques focuses on 
testing the equality of the means or variance of the different distributions. The most 
popular methods are the student t-test for testing means and the F-test for testing 
variances.  However, these tests do not examine the distribution of the metric which may 
be rather restrictive for many transportation applications.  In this study the metric of 
interest is the travel time on a signalized arterial street and, for this situation, modeling 
the distribution of travel times would be important.   
In these situations nonparametric or distribution-free methods for testing the 
difference between two sample populations are required. These techniques do not 
require a priori assumptions about the distribution of the underlying population other 
than that it is continuous. Two nonparametric tests are used to test the difference 
between two populations in this paper as will be discussed in the following sections.  
 
 
Figure 6-2 Conceptualization of disaggregated performance measure in calibration 
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6.2 AUTOMATED CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
The proposed automated calibration method employs a GA algorithm and nonparametric 
statistical testing methods. In this section, the fundamentals of the GA algorithm are 
introduced and the nonparametric statistical test procedures are presented. Finally, each 
step of the calibration procedure is explained briefly. 
 
6.2.1 Genetic Algorithm Process 
A GA is a problem-solving algorithm that emulates biological evolutionary theories to 
solve problems of the field of optimization. In transportation engineering, GAs have 
been employed in optimizing traffic signal timing and calibrating traffic simulation 
models (59,67,68,69,70). While the detailed theory behind the GA can be found in the 
literature (74,75), a basic understanding of the GA methodology and logic is presented 
here to aid in comprehension of the simulation and calibration results, including the 
steps followed for this research.  
The calibration parameters are encoded as strings of chromosomes that are 
uniquely mapped to each of the parameters. Then, the GA generates potential parameter 
sets until it satisfies certain stopping criteria. In each generation, the GA performs at 
least the following three operations: reproduction, crossover, and mutation. 
Reproduction starts with assigning a probability of being selected to each chromosome. 
The probabilities are calculated based on the fitness values obtained by a predetermined 
fitness function that evaluates the performance of the chromosome. The chromosomes 
with higher fitness value are more likely to be selected during reproduction than those 
with lower fitness value. After reproduction, the crossover operations are performed to 
create new offspring chromosomes from the parent chromosomes by exchanging genes. 
In essence, the chromosomes being selected in reproduction phase have a higher 
probability of sending their genes to the next generation. After crossover is finished, the 
mutation operation is performed to ensure that fresh solutions are considered. This 
process is relatively straightforward in that a particular location on the chromosome is 
identified and the value of the binary cell at that location is flipped. In both crossover 
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and mutation operations, each chromosome has the same chance of being selected for 
each operation and the probabilities of the operations are pre-defined.  
Following the process of reproduction, crossover, and mutation, a newly derived 
population is generated and another new competition takes place where the weak 
candidates are discarded and only the strong survive. This entire process is continued 
until the stopping rules are met.    
 
6.2.2 Statistical Test Procedures 
Numerous statistical methods for testing whether two samples are drawn from the same 
population have been developed. These focus on testing equality of population means or 
variance. The most well known methods are the student t-test for testing means and the 
F-test for testing variances and these tests are based on the assumption of normally 
distributed random variables. However, this rather restrictive assumption is not always 
reasonable in applications that include travel time distribution, which is the case in this 
dissertation. 
Nonparametric or distribution-free methods for testing the difference between 
two sample populations are available, which require no assumptions about the 
distribution of the underlying population other than it is continuous. Two nonparametric 
tests are performed consecutively to test the difference between two populations with 
respect to distributional parameters such as central tendency and dispersion. At first the 
Moses’ distribution free rank-like test is utilized for testing the equality of dispersion 
(76). This test is a good alternative when the medians are unknown. Wilcoxon rank-sum 
test is subsequently performed in order to check the equality of location for two 
populations if the underlying distributions of the populations have equal dispersion. The 
Wilconxon test assumes that the distributions of two populations have the same shape 
and spread and differ only in their locations. The procedures for these tests are briefly 
summarized as follows: 
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6.2.2.1 Moses’ distribution free rank-like test 
This test constructs subsamples which are used to estimate dispersions that are similar to 
variance estimates, but are in fact just sums of squares. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test is 
used to compare the dispersions in the two groups. 
 
Step 1: select a positive integer 2≥k , and randomly divide the X  and Y  
observations into m′ and n′ subgroups of size k  
 
Step 2: for mi ′= ,,1 L , define i  th subgroup of  X consisting of k  observations 
by iki XX ,,1 L   
 for ni ′= ,,1 L , define  i  th subgroup of  Y consisting of k  observations 
by iki YY ,,1 L  
 
Step 3:  define mi CC ′,,L by: 
 
miXXC
k
s
iisi ′=−= ∑
=
,...,1)(
1
2  (6-1) 
∑
=
−=
k
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isi XkX
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1  (6-2) 
  define ni DD ′,,L by: 
 
niXXD
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s
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=
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1
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∑
=
−=
k
s
isi XkX
1
1  (6-4) 
 
Step 4: use Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test on the C and D values. 
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6.2.2.2 Wilcoxon rank-sum test 
This test is the most widely used method for testing equality of location for two 
populations when the underlying distributions are nonnormal. 
 
Step 1:  define continuous random variables, mXX L,1  and nYY L,1 , nm ≤  
 
Step 2: nm +  observations are pooled to form a single sample with the group 
identity of each observation retained. 
 
Step 3: the observation are ordered smallest to largest and ranked from 1 to 
nmN +=  
 
Step 4: obtain the test statistic mW , sum of the ranks associated with the 
observations that originally constituted the smaller sample ( X values). 
 when the sample size m  or  n  exceed the table values, a large sample 
normal approximation is used: 
 
( )
m
mm
W
WEWW
Var
* −=  (6-5) 
( ) ( )
2
1++= nmnWE m  (6-6) 
( )
12
1Var ++= nmmnWm  (6-7) 
  
Step 5: compare the test statistics with critical values in Wilcoxon rank-sum table 
(or standard normal table for large sample approximation).  
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6.2.3 Calibration Procedure  
Figure 6-3 provides an overview of the calibration procedure including the GA used in 
this dissertation. It may be seen that the procedure is essentially iterative in that a series 
of candidates are identified, simulation results of the candidates evaluated, and then a 
new population of candidates is generated. Based on the statistical test for the 
microscopic simulation output, parent chromosomes are identified and stored in the pool 
of accepted chromosomes. The process is repeated until a stopping criterion is met. As 
can be seen in Figure 6-3, there are five steps in the procedure, and each step is 
explained in the following subsections. 
 
Step 1: Initialize the GA parameters and a significant level for statistical test 
The first step in the calibration procedure is the initialization of the GA parameters 
including the population size ( P ), mutation probability ( mP ), and the probability of 
crossover ( cP ). In addition, the maximum number of accepted chromosomes ( tN ) and 
the significance level (α ) are identified along with a scheme of statistical tests. The 
parameters of microscopic simulation model that are to be calibrated are identified and 
represented in the format of binary strings. In this step, an initial population of parent 
chromosomes ( P ) are created utilizing a random process. 
 
Step 2: Operation of microscopic simulation model 
Following initialization, the microscopic traffic simulation model is run with the input 
file where the parameters generated in the format of binary stings are translated into the 
appropriate format. The simulation is repeated for each of the N  chromosomes. The 
number of iteration N  is defined by the number of chromosomes that are created by the 
initialization or crossover/mutation operations. Note that N  is constantly changing 
based on the number of offspring chromosomes. 
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Figure 6-3 Overview of calibration procedure 
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Step 3: Evaluate model output and select parameter set 
The evaluation of the model output and selection of the parameter set are some of 
components of this procedure that distinguish it from conventional calibration methods. 
The model output for each candidate (i.e. chromosome) is evaluated through the 
statistical tests for equality of the populations. As discussed previously, two descriptive 
statistics, median and dispersion, are tested using nonparametric testing methods. Moses’ 
test is performed first to test the equality of dispersions, because the testing methods for 
equality of medians require a distributional assumption of same dispersions in two 
populations. Once the test of dispersions concludes, that is the two populations have 
statistically equal dispersion, the medians of two populations are tested using Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test. The chromosomes that are accepted by both tests are stored in the pool of 
accepted solutions that are used in forming the new set of parent chromosomes. Any 
candidate that is rejected by either test is discarded. The tests are repeated for each of the 
N  chromosomes.          
 
Step 4: Check stopping rules 
After selecting parent chromosomes, the stopping rules established for the analysis are 
checked. In this dissertation, a maximum number of chromosomes is identified a priori. 
However, other stopping rules such as a maximum number of iterations can be used in 
conjunction with a maximum accepted chromosome value. If stopping rules are not met, 
the algorithm proceeds to Step 5 to generate offspring chromosomes.  
 
Step 5: Perform crossover and mutation operations 
Based on the probability of selection ( mP , cP ), crossover and mutation operations are 
performed to generate new offspring chromosomes from the parent chromosomes that 
were selected in Step 3. The total number of offspring created in this step is the sum of 
operation results from crossover ( 1O ) and mutation ( 2O ). Following the generation of 
offspring, the algorithm proceeds to Step 2 to simulate the offspring chromosomes and 
the process continues. 
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 At the end of the procedure, a number of parameter sets that are significant are 
reported as a result. These parameter sets produce the performance measures that are not 
statistically different. This result also allow additional analysis for selecting the 
significant parameters or defining the range of each parameter.   
  
6.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED PROCEDURE   
6.3.1 VISSIM Background 
VISSIM, a German acronym for Traffic In Towns: SIMulation, is a microscopic, time-
step and behavior based simulation model that has the ability to evaluate vehicular traffic, 
transit operations, and pedestrians. The traffic flow model in VISSIM is a discrete, 
stochastic, time step based microscopic model, with driver-vehicle-units as single 
entities. The model contains a psycho-physical car following model for longitudinal 
vehicle movement and a rule-based algorithm for lateral movements (77,78).   
 
6.3.1.1 Car-following model of VISSIM 
The psycho-physical driver behavior model developed by Wiedemann (77) is employed 
in order to capture both the physical and human components of traffic simulations. The 
basic concept of the psycho-physical car following model is that the driver of a faster 
moving vehicle is sensitive to a slower moving vehicle in front. The following driver 
perceives changes in distance and speed difference and reacts accordingly (79,80). 
Changes are only perceived if the physical impulse exceeds a certain minimum value, 
referred to as the threshold. In this case, the physical impulse is the observed size of 
vehicle in front. Perception of a change depends on how fast the image of the front 
vehicle changes, which is a function of difference in speed and distance.  
Once the perception threshold for the realization of a difference of speed is 
exceeded, the following driver will chose to decelerate until he can no longer perceive 
any relative speed, and the threshold is not then re-exceeded. Because the driver cannot 
exactly determine the speed of the vehicle in front, the speed will fall below speed of the 
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front vehicle until driver starts to slightly accelerate again after reaching another 
perception threshold. This results in an iterative process of acceleration and deceleration. 
Besides the thresholds in the context of the difference of speeds, other thresholds were 
introduced to describe the distance between vehicles. The individual properties of these 
thresholds were first combined into a fully working simulation model by Wiedemann 
(77). The perception thresholds of the psycho-physical car-following model and their 
definitions can be found elsewhere (77,80)  
 
6.3.1.2 Lane changing model 
VISSIM uses a model of human lane changing behavior, which represents human 
decisional process concerning lane changing. Since vehicle movements are based on 
human decisions that are influenced by a perception of surrounding vehicles, the lane 
changing model has been defined in strong relation to the car following model (77,80).  
On multi-lane links, a hierarchical set of rules is used to model lane changes. A 
driver tries to change lane if he is hindered by a slow leading vehicle. First, the driver 
checks whether he can improve his present situation by changing lanes. If so, he checks 
the possibility of finding acceptable gaps on neighboring lanes without generating a 
dangerous situation. For this maneuver, a driver takes into consideration up to six other 
vehicles. Lane changes are divided into four types of changes from a slower to a faster 
lane and two types of changes from a faster to a slower lane. Each type of lane change 
has a different set of parameters and rules.  
 
6.3.2 VISSIM Calibration Parameters 
VISSIM includes a variety of controllable parameters that allow users to calibrate the 
model to match existing traffic conditions. The VISSIM calibration parameters can be 
summarized into two general categories: 1) driver behavior parameters and 2) vehicle 
performance parameters. The base calibration parameters for VISSIM that have been 
considered in this dissertation are the driver behavior parameters, specifically the car-
following parameters and the lane changing parameters. There are described as follows:   
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6.3.2.1 Number of observed preceding vehicles 
The number of observed preceding vehicles affects how well vehicles in the network can 
anticipate other vehicles’ movements and react accordingly. The default value in 
VISSIM is two vehicles. The simulation will run slower with higher values because of 
additional calculations for the car following behaviors of each driver. 
 
6.3.2.2 Look ahead distance 
The look ahead distance defines the distance that a vehicle can see forward in order to 
react to other vehicles either in front or to the side of it within the same link. Minimum 
and maximum values for this parameter can be entered in VISSIM. The default values in 
VISSIM are 0 and 250 meters, respectively. 
 
6.3.2.3 Average standstill distance (AX) 
Average standstill distance defines the average desired distance between stopped cars 
and also between cars and stop lines. The default value in VISSIM is 2.0 meters. With 
fixed vehicle length, this parameter determines the average length of roadway occupied 
by each queue position.  
 
6.3.2.4 Additive and multiplicative part of desired safety distance (BX_Add, BX_Mult) 
The additive part and multiplicative part of desired safety distance affects the 
computation of desired minimum following distance at low speed differences. The 
desired minimum following distance consists of the distance AX, safety distance BX, 
and the speed term as shown in Equations 6-8 and 6-9.  
BX_Add and BX_Mult are both calibration parameters for the desired safety 
distance which can be adjusted by the field studies about car following behaviors. Note 
that the saturation flow rate is determined by these parameters because it is a function of 
the desired safety distance.  
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BXAXABX +=  (6-8) 
vRNDMultBXAddBXBX i ⋅⋅+= )1__(  (6-9) 
where 
ABX  = desired minimum following distance, 
AX  = desired distance for standing vehicle 
BX  = desired safety distance, 
AddBX _  = calibration parameter defining the range of variation, 
MultBX _  = calibration parameter defining the range of variation, 
iRND1  = random number for vehicle i  from distribution )15.0,5.0(N , 
v  = speed of front vehicle for following process speed of following vehicle for free flow driving 
    
6.3.2.5 Lane change distance 
The lane change distance defines the distance at which vehicles will begin to attempt to 
change lanes. This parameter is used with the emergency stopping distance to model 
lane change behavior in order for cars to follow their route. The default value for this 
parameter in VISSIM is 200.0 meters. Acceptable values should be selected to ensure a 
vehicle has a reasonable distance to make a lane change before it reaches intersection.   
The calibration parameters are outlined in Table 6-1 and the minimum and 
maximum allowable values utilized in the calibration procedure are also provided. 
 
Table 6-1 VISSIM calibration parameters 
Parameter 
(Pi ) 
Description Units Default value Min Value Max Value
P1 Number of Observed Preceding Vehicles Vehicle 2 0 4 
P2 Look Ahead Distance Meter 250 0 400 
P3 Average Standstill Distance (AX) Meter 2 1 4 
P4 Additive part of desired safety distance N/A 2 1 10 
P5 Multiplicative part of desired safety distance N/A 3 1 10 
P6 Lane Change Distance meter 200 50 300 
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6.3.3 Analysis of Results 
The proposed calibration procedure was performed to “fine tune” the microscopic 
simulation model to match existing traffic condition of the test bed. In particular, the 
travel time on the links in terms of median and dispersion were the closer performance 
measures. The accepted chromosomes of 100 were resulted with a 0.05 significance 
level. Table 6-2 shows a part of the accepted parameter sets with test statistics. It can be 
seen that accepted parameter sets always have low travel time Mean Absolute Error 
Ratio (MAER), which ranges from 0.002 (0.2%) to 0.062 (6.2%) while default 
parameter set results in a MAER of 21.5%. Because the accepted parameter sets produce 
simulated travel time distributions that are not statistically different from the observed 
travel time distribution, the difference between the means of the distributions is expected 
to be quite small.  
 
Table 6-2 Summary of accepted parameter sets 
Calibrated Parameters Mose’s Test Wilcoxon Test 
No. 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 p-value p-value 
MAER 
(error) 
1 1 130 2 5 5 260 0.749 0.481 0.003 
2 2 70 1 7 3 280 0.784 0.704 0.002 
3 2 240 4 4 4 270 0.837 0.292 0.043 
4 3 90 2 5 4 140 0.157 0.481 0.040 
5 4 190 2 5 3 100 0.337 0.088 0.062 
M  M  M  M  M  M  M  M  M  M  
99  2 330 1 5 7 120 0.411 0.677 0.018 
100 3 330 1 5 5 80 0.749 0.915 0.006 
 
It is important to point out that MAERs in the 10th column in Table 6-2 does not 
represent any superiority or inferiority among accepted parameter sets. Any parameter 
set that has passed the statistical tests is considered as one of the solution sets for 
parameter calibration regardless of its MAER. The parameter sets that produce lower 
MAER than accepted sets can be rejected when they fail in testing equality of 
dispersions but pass Wilcoxon test for equal medians successfully. Figure 6-4 illustrates 
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the two travel time distributions resulting from the calibration process. The frequency 
histogram in Figure 6-4 (a) was drawn from results of the rejected parameter set with 1% 
of MAER. An example of an accepted parameter set with 1% of MAER is shown in 
Figure 6-4 (b). Although the rejected parameter set produces a same MAER, the shape 
of distribution is different from observed travel time distribution in Figure 6.1. However, 
the accepted parameter set results in bimodal distribution similar to the observed 
distribution.  
 
            
      (a)       (b) 
 Figure 6-4  (a) Rejected set with 1%  MAER  and (b) accepted set with 1%  MAER 
 
A proposed calibration procedure where the statistical tests are incorporated can 
avoid faulty selections that may be caused when MAER is solely employed as a 
performance measure. As discussed previously, low MAER can not always guarantee 
the most “fit” parameter set. 
 Once parameter sets that have equal distribution with observed data have been 
determined, the “best” parameter set may need to be selected in order to utilize the 
microscopic simulation model for the operation and planning applications. One might 
select the best solution among accepted parameter sets based on MAER or P-values. For 
the purposes of this dissertation, the parameter set that has lowest difference in bus travel 
times between stops has been selected because the simulation model is utilized in the 
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performance evaluation of the bus signal priority system. Each of the accepted parameter 
sets is coded into VISSIM input files and then the simulations are performed. MAER of 
the average bus travel time for each simulation run is recorded and then compared. The 
optimum parameter set was chosen by Equation 6-10. 
 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ −= ∑
=
S
k
ikikbus OE
1
* minP  (6-10)
where 
*
busP  = optimum parameter set for buses, 
ikE  = estimated bus travel time on link k for parameter set i, SkIi ...1,...1 ==  
ikO  = observed estimated bus travel time on link k for parameter set i,  
I  = number of accepted parameter set, ( 100=I ), and 
S  = number of the link between stops,  ( 3=S , in this study). 
 
Table 6-3 shows a part of results for parameter selection for bus travel time. The 
MAER for passenger car travel time and bus travel time are compared in the table. The 
bus travel time MAER ranges from 0.155 to 0.35, which shows a 40% improvement in 
MAER comparing with that of default parameter set. The parameter set with lowest 
MAER for bus travel time was selected for this dissertation and it is shown on the first 
row in Table 6-3. The results indicate that MAER for passenger vehicles improves from 
0.215 (value with default parameters) to 0.004, after employing the selected parameter 
set. The selected parameters are not substantially different from default parameter values 
except the additive part and multiplic part of desired safety distance, P4 and P5. As 
shown in Equation 6-9, the desired safety distance that affects the saturation flow is an 
additive function of these two parameters. Therefore, the sum of these two parameters 
can represent the sensitivity of the drivers to the distance from the vehicle in front.  The 
sum of these parameters is 9 while the default setting is 4. The sum of these two 
parameters for the accepted parameter sets ranges between 8 and 12. It can be concluded 
that the value of each parameter which is selected lies within reasonable range.   
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Table 6-3 Summary of bus and car MAER from accepted parameter set 
Calibrated Parameters 
No. 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
Car MAER Bus MAER 
60 2 300 1 8 1 270 0.004 0.155 
31 0 210 3 5 3 80 0.004 0.161 
43 1 90 1 6 6 280 0.062 0.167 
M  M  M  M  M  M  M  M  M  
55 1 140 2 5 5 260 0.010 0.307 
46 1 270 2 4 7 290 0.055 0.350 
 
 
6.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS  
Recent advances in computational technology along with the development of 
microscopic simulation models such as VISSIM have led to increasing attention being 
focused for the calibration and validation of simulation models. The automated 
calibration procedures focus on finding the model parameters for an accurate 
representation of network performance through the use of optimization theory. In the 
evaluation of each candidate parameter set, aggregated measures, such as average travel 
time and total traffic volume are conventionally utilized. In this chapter, faulty selections 
that could potentially occur with aggregated measure, have been described. In order to 
utilize disaggregated measures, statistical tests that evaluate the equality of two 
populations (i.e. simulated and observed travel times) using individual vehicle 
information are integrated into the GA-based calibration procedure.   
 For the test bed, the proposed calibration procedure was successful in exploring 
the travel time distributions that are a bimodal mixture of two distributions produced due 
to the effects of signal progression. The travel time MAER was significantly improved 
for all accepted parameter sets that produce travel time distributions which are 
statistically equal to the observed distribution. Finally, the parameter set which yields 
lowest bus travel time MAER was chosen for simulation run in order to evaluate the 
performance of BSP systems.  
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CHAPTER VII 
 
 
 
EVALUATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
A new model for predicting bus dwell time and an improved bus signal priority 
algorithm were developed in Chapters IV and V. The predicted dwell time and its 
prediction interval were incorporated into an improved BSP algorithm as discussed in 
Chapter V. In Chapter VI, the traffic simulation model for the study site was calibrated. 
In this chapter two simulation studies will be conducted as parts of the evaluation of the 
performance of the improved BSP algorithm. The first simulation study compares the 
performance of the improved BSP algorithm with other BSP algorithms. The second 
study focuses on sensitivity analysis of the parameters, such as traffic demand, bus 
headways, and significance levels of the prediction interval.   
 
7.1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
7.1.1 Simulation Design  
As discussed in Chapter III, four signal operations were tested: Normal operation 
without BSP, basic BSP, BSP with consideration of constant dwell time, and the 
improved BSP algorithm where user updated predicted dwell time and prediction 
intervals. All signal operation algorithms were coded using VAP in VISSIM. The 
detailed information for the algorithms can be found in Chapters III and V. For the 
purposes of this dissertation, these signal operation scenarios1 are referred as Normal, 
BSP0, BSP1, and BSP2 scenario, respectively. Because it was hypothesized that the 
BSP2 scenario can reduce the bus delay at the intersection without significant 
deterioration in the performance of signal operation, the other scenarios were developed 
for the purpose of comparing measure of effectiveness (MOE).  
                                                 
1 Throughout this chapter the term of ‘scenario’ refers to the signal operation algorithm. 
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 The study site consists of three signalized intersections and three bus stops 
including two nearside stops. The BSP scenarios were implemented at two intersections 
with nearside bus stops because the primary objective of this study is to develop a BSP 
algorithm for the intersections with nearside stops. In addition, the priority service was 
provided to the buses on the eastbound approaches for initial development and proof-of-
testing purposes. During the morning peak period, which is the base period of this study, 
the eastbound approaches were congested with traffic commuting towards the downtown 
of Houston. Therefore, the reduction in the bus delay because of the BSP 
implementation was expected to be greater on the eastbound approaches than those on 
westbound approaches. Among the three bus routes operating at the study site, route #2 
was selected as an eligible bus route for priority treatment because only route #2 services 
all bus stops. 
Each BSP scenario requires a different setting of the bus detector. Figure 7-1 
illustrates the simulation network in VISSIM. Detector settings for BSP operations and 
stop locations have also been depicted. The normal actuated scenario without BSP logic 
requires no bus detector. The BSP0 requires a check-in detector near the intersection 
because the priority process is initiated upon the detection of a bus. The check-in 
detector was set at a location 200 meters upstream of the intersection. The ‘PT calling 
detector’ was set at the same location for communicating with the signal controller. Note 
that PT (public transport) calling detector in VISSIM only senses transit vehicles that 
send out PT information. When buses are detected at a check-in detector the PT 
information, which would be passenger loads in this study, is sent to the signal controller 
for the assessment of the eligibility of priority requests. For BSP1 and BSP2, the check-
in detectors were set 350 meters upstream from the intersections because these scenarios 
require a longer preparation period. For example, in these latter scenarios the phase splits 
and sequences are adjusted for providing the priority phase. Like the BSP0 scenario the 
PT calling detectors were installed at same location at the check-in detectors. The check-
out detectors for the restoring feature of BSP2 were installed at the intersections of 
Rookin at Bellaire (intersection B) and Hilcroft at Bellaire (intersection C). When buses 
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are sensed at check-out detectors, a check-out call is sent to the signal controller. Once 
the controller receives the check-out call the restoring process is initiated.  
 
 
Figure 7-1 Detector settings and stop locations on simulation network 
 
As discussed in Chapter III, the simulation study was performed with four levels 
of bus headways because the VISSIM model cannot emulate the realistic variations in 
dwell time according to the change in the headway level. The dwell time distribution for 
each of the headway levels was obtained from the observed data and subsequently was 
input into VISSIM. The four headway levels that were employed are 2~5 minutes, 5~8 
minutes, and 8~11 minutes, and 11~14 minutes. Note that headway levels exceeding 14 
minutes were not considered because the scheduled headway during the morning peak 
period was 6 minutes and the number of observation was not enough to derive the 
cumulative distribution. In this simulation study, the buses were generated at constant 
bus headway and therefore a distribution needed to be imposed by other methods. As 
shown in Figure 7-1, a dummy stop was created on the dummy link. The dwell time was 
selected randomly from the normal distribution with a mean value of 90 seconds and a 
standard deviation of 30 seconds, in which the actual departure time at the dummy stop 
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would be normally distributed between 0 and 3 minutes. Therefore, the buses arrived at 
the simulated test section in the desired manner. A detailed procedure can be found in 
section 3.4.1 in this dissertation. 
The improved BSP algorithm, BSP2 scenario, was developed with respect to two 
objectives. The primary objective was to improve the bus operations at the intersection. 
The impact of the BSP scenarios on the bus operations were assessed by measures of 
effectiveness related to bus delay. The second objective was to minimize the negative 
impacts of bus priority on the intersection performance and these impacts were evaluated 
on the basis of MOEs related to the intersection delay for non-transit vehicles. Table 7-1 
gives a summary of the measures of effectiveness used to assess the impact of each 
scenario on bus, main street, and cross-street traffic operations. 
 
Table 7-1 Summary of measure of effectiveness used in the assessment of BSP scenarios 
Impacts on Measure of effectiveness Units Notes 
average control delay per bus on the main street seconds per bus MOE1
average travel time of buses on the main street seconds MOE2
Bus 
operation 
bus arrival rate during green phase percentage MOE3
average control delay per vehicle on non-priority 
approaches 
seconds per vehicle MOE4Non-transit 
Vehicles average control delay per vehicle for the 
intersection 
seconds per vehicle 
(including buses) 
MOE5
 
The Highway Capacity Manual (35) defines the control delay as the portion of 
the total delay attributed to traffic signal operation for signalized intersections. The 
control delay includes initial deceleration delay, queue move-up time, stopped delay, and 
final acceleration delay. A more detailed discussion of each measure is presented in the 
following sections. 
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7.1.1.1 Average control delay per bus on the main street (MOE1) 
The average control delay per bus represents the bus delay experienced at the 
intersection. It is computed for every bus traversing the intersection by subtracting the 
theoretical travel time from the real travel time. The theoretical travel is the time that 
would be reached if there were no other vehicles and no signal controls. It is output 
directly by VISSIM. The improved BSP system was judged to be effective if significant 
reduction in bus delay is found in the comparison with the normal operation and other 
BSP operations.    
 
7.1.1.2 Average travel time of buses on the main street (MOE2) 
The average travel time of buses on the eastbound main street was the primary measure 
of effectiveness in assessing the impacts of using BSP scenarios on bus traffic. The 
measure was computed by averaging the travel time of all buses from the intersection of 
Bintiff and Bellaire to the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire for each simulation run. In 
VISSIM the average travel time including waiting or dwell times is determined by the 
difference between the times that a bus enters and exits the travel time section. This 
measure is obtained directly from VISSIM output. Because each scenario was examined 
under the same traffic conditions, any significant difference in the average bus travel 
time was attributed to the BSP implementation. The improved BSP algorithm was 
judged to be effective if the average travel time of buses was statistically less than that 
for other BSP scenarios. 
 
7.1.1.3 Bus arrival rate during green phase (MOE3)  
The bus arrival rate during the green phase was used to measure whether the BSP 
scenarios provide the priority phase in a timely manner. The successful implementation 
of the signal priority depends on the BSP scenario’s capability of anticipating the bus 
arrival time and providing a green indication when buses reach the intersection. Because 
the improved BSP algorithm explicitly considers the variability in dwell time, these 
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measures were good representations of the improvement in performance resulting from 
the improved BSP algorithm. The bus arrival rate during green phase (i.e. success rate of 
priority) was obtained by counting the buses that pass through the intersection without 
stopping and the total number of priority services granted during the simulation run as 
shown in Equation 7-1. The bus arrival time at the intersection was obtained from a log 
VISSIM file that records bus identification code, position (i.e. location on the link), and 
the waiting time. The signal timing data was also provided directly from a VISSIM 
output file. 
 
s
p
N
M
MOE =3  (7-1) 
{ }'iip satisfiesibusM ωκ <=   
where  
sN  = the total number of buses generated during simulation run, 
pM  = the number of buses arrived during their associated priority phase, 
iκ  = arrival time of bus i at the intersection, and  
'
iω  = the end point of the priority window for bus i. 
 
7.1.1.4 Average control delay per vehicle for the intersection (MOE4) 
In addition to the impacts on bus operations, the average control delay for the 
intersection was used to evaluate the intersection-wide impact of BSP scenarios. 
Average control delay was computed by dividing the total amount of delay experienced 
by all the vehicles (buses and cars) at the intersection by the total number of vehicles 
entering the intersection. It is computed in VISSIM and is obtained directly from 
VISSIM output file that contains delay data for all approaches of the network, 
independently of the vehicle types. This measure was intended to give a global view of 
how scenario impacts traffic operations at the intersection. The improved BSP algorithm 
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was judged to be effective if implementing the signal priority did not significantly 
increase the average control delay for the intersection.  
 
7.1.1.5 Average control delay per vehicle on non-priority approaches (MOE5) 
The delay experienced by non-priority movements were also used to gauge the 
effectiveness of the improved BSP algorithm. The non-priority movements for the test 
bed consisted of all approaches on the cross street and the left turn approaches on the 
main street. The algorithm was considered to be effective if it did not significantly 
increase the delay for any of these movements. The average control delay experienced 
by non-priority movements when the improved BSP algorithm was implemented were 
compared with those when the other scenarios were implemented. A significant increase 
in control delay was assumed to imply that the improved BSP algorithm had a 
detrimental impact on the non-priority movements.    
All scenarios were simulated under the same traffic conditions such as traffic 
demand, bus headway, and dwell times. Each simulation was repeated 10 times with a 
different random seed in order to account for the stochastic nature of traffic simulation 
model. The MOEs from each of the scenarios were averaged and compared in order to 
evaluate the performance of the scenarios. A statistical testing method was employed in 
comparing the MOEs. The testing method used in this study will be introduced in the 
next section.     
 
7.1.2 Statistical Testing 
The goal of the statistical testing was to determine whether the difference in the 
measures-of-effectiveness between the different scenarios were statistically significant. 
Duncan’s multiple range test was used to test the different hypothesis (62). The null 
hypothesis was that there is no difference between the measure-of-effectiveness between 
one scenario and another. The null ( 0H ) and alternative ( 0H ) hypotheses are as follows: 
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jiH µµ =:0  
jiaH µµ ≠:  
(7-2) 
 
The Duncan’s multiple range test uses multiple critical points for testing whether 
the sample means (e.g. MOEs) are significantly different. The critical point varies 
according to the span of the means in the ordered set of means. The detailed procedure 
of the test is explained as follows: 
 
Step 1:  Linearly order the k sample means ( 4=k  in this study). 
 
Step 2: Find the value of the least significant “studentized range,” pr  (critical 
point), for each kp ,,3,2 K= . This value is given in Duncan’s table (62) 
for α  levels of .1, .01 or .05. In this table r  denotes the number of 
degrees of freedom associated with EMS , the mean square error in the 
original analysis of variance. The EMS  is obtained by Equation 7-3. 
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(7-3) 
where 
EMS  = error mean squares, 
ESS  = error sum of squares, 
iY   sample mean for the i th scenarios, 
n   sample size ( 10 in this dissertation), and 
N  = total number of all responses. 
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Step 3: For each kp ,,3,2 K=  find the shortest or least significant range, pSSR . 
This value is given by Equation 7-4. 
  
 
n
MSrSSR Epp =  (7-4) 
 
Step 4: Consider any subset of p adjacent sample means. Let ji YY −  denote the 
range of the means in this subgroup. The population means, of span p, iµ  
and jµ  are considered to be different if  
  pji SSRYY >−  (7-5) 
 
Step 5: Perform ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
2
k
 comparisons and summarize the results of all comparisons. 
   
Duncan’s multiple range test was performed on all 5 MOEs for all 4 scenarios. 
All tests were performed at a 0.05 significance level. 
  
7.2 EVALUATION OF THE IMPROVED BSP ALGORITHM 
The performance of the improved BSP algorithm was evaluated in this section. The 
evaluations were performed by comparing the MOEs of between the scenarios. This 
simulation study focused on measuring the improvement in the performance of the 
scenario by the BSP implementations under the current traffic conditions. The AM peak 
demand was the basis of the simulations. The bus headway level of 5~8 minutes was 
chosen for generating buses and associated dwell time distribution because the scheduled 
bus headway during AM peak period was 6 minutes. The improved BSP algorithm will 
be evaluated at various headway levels in the next section. The statistical tests were used 
to test whether or not the improved BSP algorithm improves MOEs over other scenarios.  
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7.2.1 Impacts on Bus Operations 
7.2.1.1 Average control delay per bus at the main street approach (MOE1) 
The results for MOE1 for the different scenarios are shown in Table 7-2. These 
intersection control delays of buses were computed from each simulation run for the 
intersections of Rookin and Bellaire, Hilcroft and Bellaire. As discussed previously, 
each simulation scenario was replicated 10 times with different random seed numbers in 
order to represent the stochastic nature of traffic simulation model.  
 
Table 7-2 Average control delay per bus on the main street approach, MOE1 (sec/bus) 
Intersection Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Simulation Run 
Number1 Normal
2 BSP03 BSP14 BSP25 Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 
1 28.0 17.6 13.3 12.5 58.4 66.6 31.9 22.6 
2 24.6 19.3 17.3 15.6 85.0 36.0 47.4 17.7 
3 28.5 23.7 16.3 13.5 81.0 55.9 45.0 21.4 
4 27.0 22.2 15.7 9.9 64.7 49.8 43.0 28.2 
5 22.6 15.2 17.7 15.4 65.6 52.9 27.9 23.4 
6 18.9 16.4 13.9 15.0 56.9 42.5 25.0 48.7 
7 30.7 23.7 18.4 16.9 44.8 46.7 47.0 37.7 
8 29.5 14.6 15.6 17.3 51.4 57.7 42.2 34.0 
9 24.1 13.1 13.9 15.2 50.6 36.6 24.4 18.8 
10 21.2 23.2 15.0 16.7 78.7 58.8 46.2 26.5 
Mean 25.5 18.9 15.7 14.8 63.7 50.3 38.0 27.9 
S.D. 3.9 4.1 1.7 2.3 13.9 10.0 9.6 9.7 
C.V. 15.1% 21.6% 11.0% 15.4% 21.8% 19.8% 25.1% 34.7%
- -25.9% -38.4% -41.9% - -21.0% -40.3% -56.2%
- - -16.9% -21.7% - - -24.5% -44.6%
Percentage 
Reduction 
In Mean6 - - - -5.8% - - - -26.6%
Note: 
1 Simulation was repeated with different random seed. 
2 Normal actuated scenario 
3 BSP with green extension and early green (no consideration of dwell time) 
4 BSP with consideration of fixed dwell time in calculating bus travel time 
5 BSP using updated bus dwell time and prediction interval  
6 percentage change in MOE for given scenario in comparison to Normal, BSP0, and BSP1 scenario 
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 From Table 7-2, it can be seen that all BSP scenarios had lowered MOE1 than 
the Normal scenario. The BSP2 scenario had lowest value of MOE1 than any other 
scenario at both the intersections. The BSP2 scenario had a 10.7 seconds and 35.8 
seconds reduction in MOE1 at the intersections of Rookin and Bellaire, Hilcroft and 
Bellaire, respectively. This represents a 41.9 and 56.2 percent reduction in MOE1 as 
compared to the base case. 
It can be seen that the standard deviation (S.D.) over the 10 runs varied from 1.7 
to 13.9. The coefficient of variance (C.V.) also varied from 11% to 34.7%. This 
illustrates the importance of using multiple runs in traffic simulation models because a 
single run may lead to spurious results. 
 Tables 7-3 and 7-4 show the results of the Duncan test comparing MOE1 
between the scenarios at both intersections. A 95 percent confidence level was used in 
the Duncan tests. From the results of the statistical test, two important observations can 
be made about the different scenarios.  
The first was that the BSP scenarios all performed better than the Normal 
scenario with respect to MOE1. In addition, the BSP1 and BSP2 scenarios had 
statistically significant improvements in MOE1 in comparing to the basic BSP scenario 
(BSP0).  
The second observation from the Duncan’s tests was that the bus delays for the 
BSP1 and BSP2 scenarios at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire were not 
significantly different from each other as shown in Table 7-3. Although the BSP2 
resulted in slightly better performance, the difference was not statistically significant. 
This result can be attributed to two factors; 1) the amount of the variability in dwell time 
at nearside stop was small (about 11seconds) at the given headway level (5~8 minutes), 
and 2) queues from the traffic signal seldom prevent buses from reaching the nearside 
bus stop because the green time for the main street approach at the intersection of 
Rookin and Bellaire was long enough to avoid the excessive standing queues. In contrast, 
the difference between MOE1 for the BSP1 and BSP2 scenarios at the intersection of 
Hilcroft and Bellaire were found to be significantly different. This was attributed to the 
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greater congestion at this intersection. For example, with BSP1 scenario, the total bus 
stop time due to the queue at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire was 12.7 seconds 
while this value for the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire was 77.6 seconds. As would 
be expected the BSP2 scenario performs better under congested conditions where there 
is more variability in traffic conditions. 
   
Table 7-3 Results of Duncan test between scenarios (average control delay per bus, MOE1, 
at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire) 
Operation Comparison Mean (sec/veh) 
Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 1 Operation 2
Test Statistic Critical 
Value 
Result 
BSP2 Normal 14.8 25.5 10.71 3.101 Reject H0
1 
BSP2 BSP0 14.8 18.9 4.10 3.006 Reject H0 
BSP2 BSP1 14.8 15.7 0.91 2.859 Accept H0
2 
BSP1 Normal 15.7 25.5 9.80 3.006 Reject H0 
BSP1 BSP0 15.7 18.9 3.19 2.859 Reject H0 
BSP0 Normal 18.9 25.5 6.61 2.859 Reject H0 
Note: 
1 Statistically significant difference between two means at 0.05 level of significance, 21 µµ ≠ . 
2 No statistically significant difference between two means, 21 µµ = . 
 
Table 7-4 Results of Duncan test between scenarios (average control delay per bus, MOE1, 
at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire) 
Operation Comparison Mean (sec/veh) 
Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 1 Operation 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
BSP2 Normal 27.9 63.7 35.81 10.770 Reject H0
BSP2 BSP0 27.9 50.4 22.45 10.438 Reject H0
BSP2 BSP1 27.9 38.0 10.10 9.930 Reject H0
BSP1 Normal 38.0 63.7 25.71 10.438 Reject H0
BSP1 BSP0 38.0 50.4 12.35 9.930 Reject H0
BSP0 Normal 50.3 63.7 13.36 9.930 Reject H0
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7.2.1.2 Average bus travel time on the main street (MOE2) 
The results for the comparison of the scenarios under AM peak demand were shown in 
Table 7-5. This table presents the average bus travel times on the eastbound main street 
for the buses (MOE2) from each simulation run. The BSP scenarios reduced the MOE2 
from 8% to 21.1%. The BSP2 scenario resulted in the largest reduction in MOE2 (21.1 
percent), and the BSP1 scenario had the second largest reduction (15.6 percent). 
  
Table 7-5 Average bus travel time on the eastbound main street, MOE2 
Simulation Run 
Number 
Normal 
(seconds) 
BSP0 
(seconds) 
BSP1 
(seconds) 
BSP2 
(seconds) 
1 214.5 218.8 175.7 176.6 
2 247.5 191.6 197.7 163.1 
3 247.3 211.1 188.9 161.3 
4 223.2 208.1 190.7 160.8 
5 219.8 200.9 177.3 167.0 
6 204.0 193.2 164.6 190.9 
7 198.6 196.1 203.0 187.5 
8 212.1 204.6 186.2 182.1 
9 202.1 177.2 175.3 167.4 
10 228.1 209.7 194.2 173.8 
Mean 219.72 201.13 185.36 173.05 
S.D. 17.3 12.0 11.9 10.9 
C.V. 7.9% 6.0% 6.4% 6.3% 
- -8.5% -15.6% -21.1% 
- - -7.8% -14.0% 
Percentage 
Reduction 
In Mean1 - - - -6.6% 
Note: 
1 percentage change in MOE for given scenario in comparison to Normal, BSP0, and BSP1 scenario 
 
The results of the Duncan tests for MOE2 are summarized in Table 7-6. The 
results indicated that the reductions in bus travel time shown in Table 7-5 for each 
scenario are statistically significant. In addition, the differences in average travel time 
for each of the BSP scenarios are also statistically significant. It was concluded that for 
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this test bed the implementation of any BSP scenario can improve MOE2, and the BSP2 
scenario improves MOE2 more than any other BSP scenarios. 
    
Table 7-6 Results of Duncan test between scenarios (bus travel time on eastbound main 
street, MOE2) 
Operation Comparison Mean 
Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 1 Operation 2
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
BSP2 Normal 173.3 219.7 46.37 13.208 Reject H0 
BSP2 BSP0 173.3 201.1 27.78 12.801 Reject H0 
BSP2 BSP1 173.3 185.3 12.31 12.178 Reject H0 
BSP1 Normal 185.3 219.7 34.36 12.801 Reject H0 
BSP1 BSP0 185.3 201.1 15.77 12.178 Reject H0 
BSP0 Normal 201.1 219.7 18.59 12.178 Reject H0 
 
7.2.1.3 Bus arrival rate during green phase (MOE3) 
The rate of bus arrivals during green time (MOE3) are shown in Table 7-7 for each 
scenario. The MOE3 values were improved in comparison to the Normal scenario for all 
BSP scenarios at both intersections. Note that the largest improvement (102.8%) in 
MOE3 was found at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire with the BSP2 scenario. It 
is hypothesized that because the BSP2 scenario provided the priority green time 
centering on the anticipated bus arrival time, more buses were able to reach the 
intersection during green time despite the variability in dwell time. At the intersection of 
Rookin and Bellaire, the BSP2 scenario showed better performance than the other BSP 
scenarios, however the difference were not as large.  
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Table 7-7 Bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3 
Intersection Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Simulation 
Run 
Number 
Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 
1 0.44 0.89 1.00 1.00 0.44 0.33 0.78 0.89 
2 0.56 0.89 0.89 1.00 0.33 0.67 0.44 1.00 
3 0.78 0.78 1.00 1.00 0.44 0.44 0.33 1.00 
4 0.89 0.89 1.00 1.00 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.67 
5 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.22 0.67 0.78 1.00 
6 0.89 0.78 1.00 1.00 0.33 0.78 0.44 0.67 
7 0.44 0.78 1.00 0.89 0.67 0.56 0.56 0.78 
8 0.44 0.89 0.89 1.00 0.56 0.78 0.89 0.89 
9 0.78 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.44 0.67 0.56 0.89 
10 0.78 0.67 0.89 1.00 0.33 0.56 0.56 0.78 
Mean 0.689 0.844 0.956 0.978 0.422 0.589 0.578 0.856 
S.D. 0.19 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.13 
C.V. 28.2% 11.1% 6.0% 4.8% 29.9% 25.2% 31.1% 15.1% 
- 22.6% 38.7% 41.9% - 39.5% 36.8% 102.6% 
- - 13.2% 15.8% - - -1.9% 45.3% 
Percentage 
Reduction 
In Mean1 - - - 2.3% - - - 48.1% 
 Note: 
 1 percentage change in MOE for given scenario in comparison to Normal, BSP0, and BSP1 scenario 
 
Tables 7-8 and 7-9 show the result of the Duncan tests for MOE3 for the 
intersections of Rookin and Bellaire, Hilcroft and Bellaire, respectively. It can be seen in 
Table 7-8 that the improvements in MOE3 by BSP scenarios in comparison to Normal 
scenario all were statistically significant. In addition, the BSP2 scenario resulted in 
better MOE3 values than Normal or BSP0 scenarios, and the improvements were 
significant. However, the difference between BSP2 and BSP1 was not statistically 
significant. As discussed in Section 7.2.1.1, the BSP1 scenario resulted in comparable 
intersection performances with the BSP2 scenario under the given traffic conditions. 
However, the BSP2 scenario had statistically better MOE3 values than any other 
scenario at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire. This was attributed to the greater 
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congestion. Interestingly, the BSP1 and BSP0 scenarios had statistically similar results. 
This indicates that having better travel time estimates does not necessarily lead to better 
bus performance. That is, it is important to consider both the mean and variability in 
traffic operations.  
  
Table 7-8 Results of Duncan test between scenarios (bus arrival rate during green phase, 
MOE3, at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire) 
Operation Comparison Mean 
Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 1 Operation 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
BSP2 Normal 0.978 0.689 0.289 0.112 Reject H0 
BSP2 BSP0 0.978 0.844 0.133 0.109 Reject H0 
BSP2 BSP1 0.978 0.956 0.022 0.104 Accept H0 
BSP1 Normal 0.956 0.689 0.267 0.109 Reject H0 
BSP1 BSP0 0.956 0.844 0.111 0.104 Reject H0 
BSP0 Normal 0.844 0.689 0.156 0.104 Reject H0 
 
Table 7-9 Results of Duncan test between scenarios (bus arrival rate during green phase, 
MOE3, at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire) 
Operation Comparison Mean 
Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 1 Operation 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
BSP2 Normal 0.856 0.422 0.433 0.145 Reject H0 
BSP2 BSP0 0.856 0.589 0.267 0.141 Reject H0 
BSP2 BSP1 0.856 0.578 0.278 0.134 Reject H0 
BSP1 Normal 0.578 0.422 0.156 0.141 Reject H0 
BSP1 BSP0 0.578 0.589 0.011 0.134 Accept H0 
BSP0 Normal 0.589 0.422 0.167 0.134 Reject H0 
 
7.2.2 Impacts on Non-transit Vehicles 
7.2.2.1 Average control delay per vehicle on the non-priority approaches (MOE4) 
The average control delays per vehicle on non-priority approaches (MOE4) results are 
summarized in Table 7-10. The table shows the comparison between MOE4 for each of 
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the scenarios. As would be expected the implementation of any BSP scenario increases 
MOE4. For the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire these increases are relatively small 
and ranged from 1.5 to 12.5 percent. However, for the more congested intersection of  
Hilcroft and Bellaire, the increase was considerably larger and ranged from 25.4 to 29.9 
percent.  
 
Table 7-10 Average control delay per vehicle on non-priority approaches, MOE4 (sec/veh) 
Intersection Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Simulation 
Run 
Number 
Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 
1 26.1 28.2 28.3 27.1 44.8 52.7 53.7 66.1 
2 26.9 30.1 26.5 24.5 44.4 73.2 60.7 62.3 
3 25.7 27.4 27.6 27.5 51.8 54.7 50.4 61.8 
4 23.9 27.1 24.8 26.4 45.6 52.5 56.3 63.9 
5 27.1 29.6 28.8 27.7 48.4 79.9 60.2 53.9 
6 24.5 29.5 27.4 26.4 46.9 67.5 65.7 51.8 
7 26.6 29.2 26.8 26.5 44.0 52.0 55.9 60.2 
8 24.9 31.0 28.7 24.0 45.7 71.2 49.3 52.7 
9 26.4 30.0 25.7 26.6 45.9 53.3 64.0 69.0 
10 26.3 28.7 25.8 25.7 50.9 51.4 71.1 59.1 
Average 25.84 29.08 27.04 26.24 46.84 60.84 58.73 60.08 
S.D. 1.07 1.23 1.36 1.20 2.70 10.88 6.94 5.78 
C.V. 4.1% 4.2% 5.0% 4.6% 5.8% 17.9% 11.8% 9.6% 
- 12.5% 4.6% 1.5% - 29.9% 25.4% 28.3% 
- - -7.0% -9.8% - - -3.5% -1.2% 
Percentage 
Reduction 
In Mean1 
- - - -3.0% - - - 2.3% 
Note: 
1 percentage change in MOE for given scenario in comparison to Normal, BSP0, and BSP1 scenario 
 
The results of the Duncan tests for the intersections are shown in Tables 7-11 and 
7-12. It can be seen that only BSP2 scenario had statistically same MOE4 as the Normal 
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scenario at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire. Increases in MOE4 by other BSP 
scenarios were statistically significant. From the Table 7-12, it can be seen that all BSP 
scenarios significantly increased the MOE4 at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire. 
However, the differences in MOE4 between the BSP scenarios were not statistically 
different. It indicates that all BSP scenarios at the intersection Hilcroft and Bellaire have 
similar effect on the vehicles on non-priority approaches. 
  
Table 7-11 Results of Duncan test between scenarios (average control delay per vehicle on 
non-priority approaches, MOE4, at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire) 
Operation Comparison Mean 
Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 1 Operation 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
BSP2 Normal 26.24 25.84 0.40 1.109 Accept H0 
BSP2 BSP0 26.24 29.08 2.84 1.166 Reject H0 
BSP2 BSP1 26.24 27.04 0.80 1.109 Accept H0 
BSP1 Normal 27.04 25.84 1.20 1.166 Reject H0 
BSP1 BSP0 27.04 29.37 2.04 1.109 Reject H0 
BSP0 Normal 29.37 27.34 3.24 1.203 Reject H0 
 
Table 7-12 Results of Duncan test between scenarios (average control delay per vehicle on 
non-priority approaches, MOE4, at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire) 
Operation Comparison Mean 
Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 1 Operation 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
BSP2 Normal 60.08 46.84 13.24 6.872 Reject H0 
BSP2 BSP0 60.08 60.84 0.76 6.538 Accept H0 
BSP2 BSP1 60.08 58.73 1.35 6.538 Accept H0 
BSP1 Normal 58.73 46.84 11.89 6.538 Reject H0 
BSP1 BSP0 58.73 60.84 2.11 6.872 Accept H0 
BSP0 Normal 60.84 46.84 14.00 7.091 Reject H0 
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7.2.2.2 Average control delay per vehicle for the intersection (MOE5) 
Average control delay per vehicle for the intersection (MOE5) was another measure of 
effectiveness used to determine the overall impact of BSP scenarios on traffic operations 
at the intersection. The MOE5 results for the scenarios are shown in Table 7-13. From 
the table, it can be seen that the amount of increase in the MOE5 by BSP scenarios was 
not considerably large in either of the two intersections. Note that at the intersection of 
Hilcroft and Bellaire the BSP2 scenario reduced MOE5 by 0.2 percent (0.4 second). 
These results can be attributed to the higher demands on the main street approaches. The 
implementation of signal priority means that additional green time is given to the phases 
for the main street approach, which benefits the vehicles on the main streets. The 
reduction in delay on the main street traffic negated the increase in delay at the non-
priority approaches.    
The results of the Duncan tests for the intersections are shown in Tables 7-14 and 
7-15. From the results for the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire (see Table 7-14), it was 
found that all BSP scenarios increased MOE5 as compared to the Normal scenario, and 
the differences were statistically significant. However, the MOE5 between BSP 
scenarios was not statistically different, which means that any of the three BSP scenarios 
would have the same effect on MOE5 at this intersection.  
It was noted that MOE5 for all scenarios at the intersection of Hilcroft and 
Bellaire were not significantly different. Implementing any BSP scenario did not result 
any significant increase in MOE5. It was concluded that under current traffic conditions, 
the BSP2 scenario can improve the bus operations without any significant impact upon 
the performance of scenario. This is important because when traffic conditions are 
congested the BSP2 scenario improved bus operations but did not affect on other 
vehicles’ delay.      
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Table 7-13 Average control delay per vehicle at the intersections, MOE5 
Intersection Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Simulation 
Run 
Number 
Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 
1 14.6 14.7 14.9 16.2 37.6 37.9 40.0 41.2 
2 15.2 15.8 15.9 15.9 43.2 46.8 41.9 42.6 
3 14.7 15.1 15.1 15.1 44.9 42.2 37.1 40.6 
4 15.5 16.4 14.9 15.5 39.6 37.0 41.1 41.6 
5 15.0 15.8 15.0 15.2 39.1 52.0 40.7 38.0 
6 13.5 16.0 15.9 15.7 36.8 48.4 40.2 35.8 
7 14.1 16.0 15.1 15.3 38.9 39.8 40.3 40.2 
8 14.2 15.6 14.6 14.7 39.4 52.1 36.5 38.3 
9 14.7 15.7 16.2 16.1 38.3 36.4 41.2 42.8 
10 14.0 15.1 15.4 15.7 43.6 40.8 46.3 39.6 
Mean 14.55 15.62 15.30 15.54 40.14 43.34 40.53 40.07 
S.D. 0.61 0.51 0.53 0.47 2.76  6.03 2.68 2.20 
C.V. 4.2% 3.3% 3.5% 3.0% 6.9% 13.9%  6.6% 5.5% 
-  7.4% 5.2% 6.8% -  8.0%  1.0% -0.2% 
- - -2.0 -0.5% - - -6.5% -7.5% 
Percentage 
Reduction 
In Mean1 
- - -  1.6% - - - -1.1% 
Note: 
1 percentage change in MOE for given scenario in comparison to Normal, BSP0, and BSP1 scenario 
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Table 7-14 Results of Duncan test between scenarios (average control delay per vehicle, 
MOE5, at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire) 
Operation Comparison Mean 
Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 1 Operation 2
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
BSP2 Normal 15.54 14.55 0.99 0.508 Reject H0 
BSP2 BSP0 15.54 15.62 0.08 0.483 Accept H0
BSP2 BSP1 15.54 15.3 0.24 0.483 Accept H0
BSP1 Normal 15.3 14.55 0.75 0.483 Reject H0 
BSP1 BSP0 15.3 15.62 0.32 0.508 Accept H0
BSP0 Normal 15.62 14.55 1.07 0.524 Reject H0 
 
Table 7-15 Results of Duncan test between scenarios (average control delay per vehicle, 
MOE5, at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire) 
Operation Comparison Mean 
Operation 1 Operation 2 Operation 1 Operation 2
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
BSP2 Normal 40.07 40.14 0.07 3.399 Accept H0
BSP2 BSP0 40.07 43.34 3.27 3.687 Accept H0
BSP2 BSP1 40.07 40.53 0.46 3.573 Accept H0
BSP1 Normal 40.53 40.14 0.39 3.399 Accept H0
BSP1 BSP0 40.53 43.34 2.81 3.399 Accept H0
BSP0 Normal 43.34 40.14 3.20 3.573 Accept H0
 
7.2.2.3 Average person delay for the intersection  
As a part of intersection delay analysis, the average person delay for the intersection was 
evaluated for the Normal and BSP2 scenarios. The BSP system is generally known to be 
effective in improving the person delay while the vehicle delay may increases by the 
implementation of BSP strategy. The five levels of passenger loads were considered in 
this analysis. Table 7-16 shows the average vehicle delay and the average person delay 
for each intersection. It can be seen that the person delays by the BSP2 scenario have 
smaller variation than those by the Normal scenario for the both intersections. It is 
because the bus delay has been reduced by the BSP implementations. Note that at the 
intersection of Rookin and Bellaire the person delays for BSP2 are less than those for 
Normal at the passenger loads of 40 and 50 while the vehicle delays are adverse. Figure 
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7-2 emphasizes these results. The person delays by the Normal and BSP2 scenarios are 
same at the passenger loads of 35. If the passenger loads are greater than 35, the BSP2 
scenario performs better than the Normal scenario in terms of average person delay at 
the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire. For the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire, the 
BSP2 scenario results in lower average person delay at all levels of passenger loads.   
 
Table 7-16 Comparison of average person delay at the intersections  
Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Normal BSP2 Normal BSP2 Passenger 
loads Vehicle 
delay 
Person 
delay 
Vehicle 
delay 
Person 
delay 
Vehicle 
delay 
Person 
delay 
Vehicle 
delay 
Person 
delay 
10 15.9 16.3 17.2 17.3 41.7 42.0 40.1 40.1 
20 15.9 16.8 17.2 17.4 41.7 42.4 40.1 40.1 
30 15.9 17.3 17.2 17.5 41.7 42.7 40.1 40.0 
40 15.9 17.7 17.2 17.5 41.7 43.0 40.1 40.0 
50 15.9 18.1 17.2 17.6 41.7 43.3 40.1 39.9 
 
 
 
Figure 7-2 Average person delays at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire    
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7.2.3 Summary of Findings 
The MOE1, average control delay per bus, have been lowered by all BSP scenarios 
compared to the Normal scenario. The BSP2 scenario had lowest value of MOE1 than 
any other scenario at both the intersections.  
The average bus travel times on the eastbound main street for the buses, MOE2, 
was reduced by all BSP scenarios from 8% to 21.1%. The BSP2 scenario resulted in the 
largest reduction in MOE2 (21.1 percent), and the BSP1 scenario had the second largest 
reduction (15.6 percent). 
The MOE3, rate of bus arrivals during green time, was improved in comparison 
to the Normal scenario for all BSP scenarios at both intersections. Note that the largest 
improvement (102.8%) in MOE3 was found at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire 
with the BSP2 scenario.  
The implementation of any BSP scenario increases MOE4, the average control 
delays per vehicle on non-priority approaches. For the intersection of Rookin and 
Bellaire these increases are relatively small and ranged from 1.5 to 12.5 percent. 
However, for the more congested intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire, the increases 
were considerably larger and ranged from 25.4 to 29.9 percent.  
Average control delay per vehicle for the intersection, MOE5, was not 
considerably increased by any BSP scenario in either of the two intersections. Note that 
at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire the BSP2 scenario reduced MOE5 by 0.2 
percent (0.4 second). The average person delays by the BSP2 scenario were less than 
those by the Normal scenario when the passenger loads is greater than 35, while the 
vehicle delays by BSP2 were greater.  
It was concluded that BSP scenarios improved bus operations without a severe 
deterioration in intersection performance. In particular, the BSP2 scenario showed 
greater benefit than any other BSP scenarios under congested traffic conditions, and had 
no significant impact on other traffic.  
The summary of Duncan test for each MOE used in this section is shown in 
Table 7-16.  The improvements in MOE1, MOE2, and MOE3 by the BSP2 scenario 
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were statistically significant compared to the Normal scenario. For MOE4 and MOE5, 
the BSP2 scenario had statistically similar increases to the Normal scenario or other BSP 
scenarios. 
 
Table 7-17 A summary of statistical test results for all MOEs used   
MOE Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
MOE1 BSP2≥1BPS1>2BSP0>Normal BSP2>BPS1>BSP0>Normal 
MOE2 BSP2>BPS1>BSP0>Normal 
MOE3 BSP2≥BPS1>BSP0>Normal BSP2>BPS1≥BSP0>Normal 
MOE4 BSP0>BPS1≥BSP2≥Normal 
BPS1>Normal 
BSP0≥BPS2≥BSP1>Normal 
BSP0≥BSP1 
MOE5 BSP0≥BPS2≥BSP1>Normal 
BPS0≥BSP1 
BSP0≥BPS1≥ Normal≥BSP2 
BSP0≥BSP2 
Note: 
1 no statistical difference between two scenarios, and  
2 statistical difference between two scenarios.  
 
7.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
In this section, the performance of the improved BSP algorithm was analyzed under 
various simulation scenarios that include five levels of significance for the prediction 
interval, four headway levels for buses, and seven traffic demand levels. This simulation 
study focused on the assessments of changes in the MOEs with the improved BSP 
algorithm according to various simulation parameters. Unlike the evaluation of the BSP2 
scenario in section 7.2, the comparisons between BSP scenarios were not performed 
because the purpose of this simulation study was to determine whether the performances 
of the BSP2 scenario differ with traffic parameters (or algorithm parameters). The 
evaluations were performed based on two or three MOEs, instead of the five MOEs that 
were used in section 7.2, which best suited the particular analysis. The MOEs for each of 
the analysis were selected in order to better represent the impacts of the changes in the 
parameters on the performance of the BSP2 scenario. The statistical tests were 
performed to determine whether there is a significant difference in the MOEs of the 
BSP2 algorithm when implemented under different conditions.       
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7.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis of Prediction Interval 
The inclusion of the prediction interval of the dwell time into the BSP logic was a 
feature of the BSP2 scenario. For a given dwell time distributions, the length of the 
prediction interval was determined by the significance level used in the calculation of the 
interval in the weighted least squares regression model (as discussed in Chapter IV). The 
significance level α  varied from 0.3 to 0.01, equivalent to 70% ~ 99% prediction 
intervals. Low significant levels resulted in wide prediction intervals. The BSP2 scenario 
was evaluated at various significance levels to determine how the level of significance 
affects the performance of the bus and non-transit vehicles. A headway level of 5~8 
minutes and AM peak period demand were used as current traffic conditions. Three 
MOEs were selected for assessing the impact of the BSP2 scenario. For bus operations, 
the average bus travel time (MOE2) and arrival rate during green phase (MOE3) were 
selected. The average control delay for the intersection (MOE5) was selected for the 
impact of BSP operations on general traffic.  
The simulation was repeated 10 times for each significance level. The average 
width of the prediction interval is listed for each significance level in Table 7-18. The 
stop B near the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire has shorter intervals because average 
dwell time was lower than that of stop C near the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire. 
 
   Table 7-18 Width of the prediction interval for each significance level (second) 
Significance Levels of Prediction Interval 
Stop (Intersection) 
0.30 (70%) 0.20 (80%) 0.10 (90%) 0.05 (95%) 0.01 (99%)
Stop B (Rookin and Bellaire) 7.2 8.9 11.5 13.7 18.1 
Stop C (Hilcroft and Bellaire) 12.0 14.9 19.2 23.0 30.3 
 
7.3.1.1 Average bus travel time (MOE2) 
The results for average bus travel times along the eastbound main street for each of the 
significant levels are shown in Table 7-19. The values in the table are averages of 10 
simulation runs. It can be seen that as the significance value decreased so to did MOE2. 
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This would be expected because a lower significance level means larger prediction 
interval and priority phase. Consequently the buses were provided with more priority 
green time and therefore the buses have a greater probability of reaching the intersection 
during the green phase. The MOE2 was reduced with lowering significant level, but as 
shown in Figure 7-3, the amount of reduction was not noticeable. The MOE2 with 
Normal scenario was presented for reference purposes.     
 
Table 7-19 Average bus travel time on the eastbound main street, MOE2   
Significance Levels of Prediction Interval 
 Normal 
0.30 (70%) 0.20 (80%) 0.10 (90%) 0.05 (95%) 0.01 (99%)
Average Bus 
Travel Time (sec) 
219.72 177.6 176.5 173.4 173.4 172.7 
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Figure 7-3 Changes in average bus travel time, MOE2, with significance levels 
 
The Duncan test results are summarized in Table 7-20. The values of MOE2 for 
each significance level were compared with each other. None of the pair-wise 
comparison resulted in the rejection of the null hypothesis that the means were the same. 
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Therefore it was concluded that while the significance level of the prediction interval in 
BSP2 scenario affected the average bus travel time, there was no evidence found that 
these differences were statistically significant.  
 
Table 7-20 Results of Duncan test between average bus travel times, MOE2, under various 
significance levels  
Significance Level Comparison Mean 
Significance 
Level 1 
Significance 
Level 2 
Significance 
Level 1 
Significance 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
0.30 0.20 177.61 176.45 1.160 8.557 Accept H0
0.30 0.10 177.61 173.36 4.250 9.001 Accept H0
0.30 0.05 177.61 173.40 4.260 9.295 Accept H0
0.30 0.01 177.61 172.65 4.960 9.506 Accept H0
0.20 0.10 176.45 173.36 3.090 8.557 Accept H0
0.20 0.05 176.45 173.35 3.100 9.001 Accept H0
0.20 0.01 176.45 172.65 3.800 9.295 Accept H0
0.10 0.05 173.36 173.35 0.010 8.557 Accept H0
0.10 0.01 173.36 172.65 0.710 9.001 Accept H0
0.05 0.01 173.35 172.65 0.700 8.557 Accept H0
 
7.3.1.2 Bus arrival rate during green phase (MOE3) 
Table 7-21 shows the MOE3 results. It can be seen that MOE3 at the intersection of 
Hilcroft and Bellaire increased as the significance level increased. Note that no such 
pattern was found at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire. It should also be noted that 
the range of values is relatively small. For example, the range for the intersection of 
Rookin and Bellaire was 0.92 to 0.98 while for the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire it 
was 0.79 to 0.91. As discussed previously, because the queues that prohibit the buses 
from reaching the stop were frequently built at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire, a 
longer prediction interval was beneficial to clearing the queues before buses arrive at the 
nearside stop. Figure 7-4 shows the changes in MOE3 according to the significance 
levels for both intersections.  
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Table 7-21 Bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, under various significance levels 
Significance Level of Prediction Interval  Intersection 
0.30 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.01 
Rookin and Bellaire 0.92 0.97 0.98 0.94 0.94 Bus Arrival Rate 
during Green 
Phase Hilcroft and Bellaire 0.79 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.91 
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Figure 7-4 Changes in bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, with 
significance levels 
 
The results of the Duncan test for MOE3 were summarized in Tables 7-22 and 7-
23 for both intersections. From the Table 7-21, it can be seen that the differences in 
MOE3 by different significance levels were not statistically significant the intersection 
of Rookin and Bellaire. The results of the test at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire 
in Table 7-23 indicate that the BSP2 scenario was mostly insensitive to the changes in 
level of significance of the prediction interval. A statistical difference was shown 
between significance levels of 0.3 and 0.01. These two significance levels represent the 
widest difference in the significance levels. Therefore, it was concluded that, from a 
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practical perspective, the MOE3 results from the BSP2 scenario were not sensitive to the 
level of the significance.      
 
Table 7-22 Results of Duncan test between bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, 
under various significance levels at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire  
Significance Level 
Comparison Mean 
Significance 
Level 1 
Significance 
Level 2 
Significance 
Level 1 
Significance 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
0.30 0.20 0.92 0.97 0.044 0.060 Accept H0
0.30 0.10 0.92 0.98 0.056 0.062 Accept H0
0.30 0.05 0.92 0.90 0.022 0.056 Accept H0
0.30 0.01 0.92 0.94 0.022 0.058 Accept H0
0.20 0.10 0.97 0.98 0.011 0.056 Accept H0
0.20 0.05 0.97 0.94 0.022 0.058 Accept H0
0.20 0.01 0.97 0.94 0.022 0.056 Accept H0
0.10 0.05 0.98 0.94 0.033 0.060 Accept H0
0.10 0.01 0.98 0.94 0.033 0.058 Accept H0
0.05 0.01 0.94 0.94 0.000 0.056 Accept H0
 
Table 7-23 Results of Duncan test between bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, 
under various significant levels at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Significance Level 
Comparison 
Mean 
 
Significance 
Level 1 
Significance 
Level 2 
Significance 
Level 1 
Significance 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
0.30 0.20 0.79 0.84 0.056 0.090 Accept H0
0.30 0.10 0.79 0.86 0.067 0.095 Accept H0
0.30 0.05 0.79 0.90 0.089 0.098 Accept H0
0.30 0.01 0.79 0.91 0.122 0.100 Reject H0 
0.20 0.10 0.84 0.86 0.011 0.090 Accept H0
0.20 0.05 0.84 0.88 0.033 0.095 Accept H0
0.20 0.01 0.84 0.91 0.067 0.098 Accept H0
0.10 0.05 0.86 0.88 0.022 0.090 Accept H0
0.10 0.01 0.86 0.91 0.056 0.095 Accept H0
0.05 0.01 0.88 0.91 0.033 0.090 Accept H0
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7.3.1.3 Average control delay per vehicle for the intersection (MOE5) 
It was shown that the significance level did not have a statistically significant effect 
upon the bus operations. The MOE5, average control delay per vehicle for the 
intersection, represents the impacts by the significance level to non-transit vehicles and 
the results are shown in Table 7-24. It can be seen that the MOE5 for the intersection of 
Rookin and Bellaire did not change by more than 0.5 second. The difference in MOE5 at 
the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire was also not considerable (less than 1.5 seconds). 
Figure 7-5 represents the changes in MOE5 according to the different significance levels.     
 
Table 7-24 Average control delay per vehicle for the intersection, MOE5, under various 
levels of significance 
Significance Level of Prediction Interval 
 Intersection 
0.30 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.01 
Rookin and Bellaire 15.6 15.5 15.5 15.3 15.7 Average Control 
Delay per Vehicle
for Intersection Hilcroft and Bellaire 41.3 40.9 40.1 40.5 39.9 
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Figure 7-5 Changes in average control delay per vehicle at the intersections, MOE5, with 
significance levels 
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The results of Duncan tests are shown in Tables 7-25 and 7-26. It can be seen 
that the significance level did not have any significant impact on MOE5 for either 
intersection. In conclusion, the MOE5 was not sensitive to the significance level, in 
other words, widening the prediction interval in the BSP2 scenario did not cause any 
significant increase in intersection control delay per vehicle. 
 
Table 7-25 Results of Duncan test between average control delay per vehicle, MOE5, under 
various Significance levels at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire  
Significance Level Comparison Mean 
Significance 
Level 1 
Significance 
Level 2 
Significance 
Level 1 
Significance 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
0.30 0.20 15.64 15.52 0.120 0.501 Accept H0
0.30 0.10 15.64 15.54 0.100 0.476 Accept H0
0.30 0.05 15.64 15.30 0.340 0.517 Accept H0
0.30 0.01 15.64 15.78 0.140 0.476 Accept H0
0.20 0.10 15.52 15.54 0.020 0.476 Accept H0
0.20 0.05 15.52 15.30 0.220 0.476 Accept H0
0.20 0.01 15.52 15.78 0.260 0.517 Accept H0
0.10 0.05 15.54 15.30 0.240 0.501 Accept H0
0.10 0.01 15.54 15.78 0.240 0.501 Accept H0
0.05 0.01 15.30 15.78 0.480 0.529 Accept H0
 
Table 7-26 Results of Duncan test between average control delay per vehicle, MOE5, under 
various significance levels at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire  
Significance Level Comparison Mean 
Significance 
Level 1 
Significance 
Level 2 
Significance
Level 1 
Significance 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
0.30 0.20 41.29 40.85 0.440 2.671 Accept H0
0.30 0.10 41.29 40.07 1.220 2.901 Accept H0
0.30 0.05 41.29 40.50 0.780 2.810 Accept H0
0.30 0.01 41.29 39.90 1.390 2.967 Accept H0
0.20 0.10 40.85 40.07 0.780 2.810 Accept H0
0.20 0.05 40.85 40.51 0.340 2.671 Accept H0
0.20 0.01 40.85 39.90 0.950 2.901 Accept H0
0.10 0.05 40.07 40.51 0.440 2.671 Accept H0
0.10 0.01 40.07 39.90 0.170 2.671 Accept H0
0.05 0.01 40.51 39.90 0.610 2.810 Accept H0
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7.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Bus Headway 
A sensitivity analysis of the BSP2 scenario to the value of bus headways were conducted 
next. As discussed previously in Chapter III, four levels of bus headway were utilized in 
this study: 2~5 minutes, 5~8 minutes, 8~11 minutes, and 11~14 minutes. The effects of 
bus headway were evaluated only for the bus operations.  The MOEs used in measuring 
the effects of the bus headways on the bus operations were the average control delay per 
bus (MOE1) and bus arrival rate during green phase (MOE3). The average control delay 
for the intersection (MOE5) was selected for the impact of BSP operations on general 
traffic. Each of the headway levels were simulated under AM peak traffic demand and 
90% prediction interval.    
 
7.3.2.1 Average control delay per bus at intersection (MOE1) 
When the headway increases (i.e. the bus is behind schedule), the dwell time, as well as 
its variability, also increases. Intuitively, this will reduce the performance of the BSP2 
scenario. The average control delay that was experienced by each bus was summarized, 
for each intersection, in Table 7-27. The MOE1 for other scenarios were shown for 
reference purposes. It can be seen that the MOE1 for the BSP2 scenario increased as the 
headway levels varied between 5~8 and 11~14 minutes for both intersections. The 
pattern of increase in the MOE1 was more noticeable at the intersection of Hilcroft and 
Bellaire where the main street bus approach experienced greater traffic congestion. At 
headway levels of 2~5 and 5~8 minutes, the changes in MOE1 by the BSP2 scenario 
were relatively small. Figure 7-6 illustrates the changing patterns of MOE1 at both 
intersections.    
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Table 7-27 Average control delay per bus, MOE1, at the intersections with various 
headway levels  
Intersection Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Headway 
Levels 
(minutes) 
Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 
2~5 25.2 20.3 15.5 14.8 77.0 52.9 37.6 28.2 
5~8 30.6 18.9 15.7 14.7 60.8 50.4 38.0 27.9 
8~11 30.7 18.6 17.4 15.8 65.1 53.4 50.1 33.1 
11~14 31.4 20.4 19.6 17.8 65.2 58.8 55.6 45.5 
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Figure 7-6 Changes in average control delay per bus, MOE1, at the intersections with 
headway levels 
 
Tables 7-28 and 7-29 show the Duncan test results for various bus headway 
levels used in the sensitivity analysis. It can be seen that the MOE1 for different 
headway levels did not show any significant difference at the intersection of Rookin and 
Bellaire. At the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire the headway level of 11~14 resulted 
in significantly different MOE1 from other headway levels. However, any significant 
difference in MOE1 was not found between headway levels of 2~5, 5~8, and 8~11 
minutes. It was concluded that the MOE1 for the BSP2 scenario was not affected by the 
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bus headways at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire. In addition, a longer headway 
level that produces a wider prediction interval resulted in a significant increase in MOE1 
under congested traffic conditions.   
 
Table 7-28 Results of Duncan test between average control delay per bus, MOE1, under 
various headway levels at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire  
Headway Level 
Comparison Mean 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
11~14 8~11 17.75 15.82 1.930 2.959 Accept H0 
11~14 5~8 17.75 14.72 3.030 3.209 Accept H0 
11~14 2~5 17.75 14.80 2.950 2.959 Accept H0 
8~11 5~8 15.82 14.72 1.100 3.110 Accept H0 
8~11 2~5 15.82 14.80 1.020 2.959 Accept H0 
5~8 2~5 14.72 14.80 0.080 2.959 Accept H0 
 
Table 7-29 Results of Duncan test between average control delay per bus, MOE1, under 
various headway levels at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Headway Level 
Comparison Mean 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
11~14 8~11 45.52 33.09 12.430 12.285 Reject H0 
11~14 5~8 45.52 27.90 17.620 13.324 Reject H0 
11~14 2~5 45.52 28.20 17.350 12.914 Reject H0 
8~11 5~8 33.09 27.90 5.190 12.914 Accept H0 
8~11 2~5 33.09 28.17 4.920 12.285 Accept H0 
5~8 2~5 27.90 28.17 0.270 12.285 Accept H0 
 
7.3.2.2 Bus arrival rate during green phase (MOE3) 
The MOE3 for different headway levels are summarized for each intersection in Table 7-
30. Note that the differences in MOE3 for different headway levels were relatively small 
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at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire. It can be seen that the reduction in MOE3 
with the headway level of 11~14 minutes at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire was 
noticeable while other headway levels resulted in similar values of MOE3. In addition 
the BSP2 scenario always resulted in significantly better performance than any other 
BSP scenario at the both intersections. Figure 7-7 illustrates the changes in MOE3 
according to the headway levels.  
   
Table 7-30 Bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, under various headway levels 
Intersection Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Headway 
Levels 
(minutes) 
Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 
2~5 0.74 0.86 0.93 0.97 0.37 0.66 0.66 0.83 
5~8 0.67 0.86 0.96 0.98 0.40 0.59 0.58 0.86 
8~11 0.60 0.88 0.93 0.98 0.40 0.55 0.58 0.83 
11~14 0.56 0.78 0.90 0.94 0.30 0.38 0.44 0.70 
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Figure 7-7 Changes in bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, with headway levels  
 
The results of Duncan tests for the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire are shown 
in Table 7-31. There was no statistical difference in the MOE3 between headway levels 
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found. Table 7-32 shows the results of the Duncan tests for the intersection of Hilcroft 
and Bellaire. It can be seen that no headway level results in a significant reduction in 
MOE3. While there was a comparative large reduction in MOE3 for the 11~14 level this 
was not shown to be statistically significant. Because of the relative large variation in 
MOE3 among the simulation replicates, the critical values in the test are much greater 
than those in Table 7-32. This variation was also caused by the traffic congestion that 
was experienced by the bus in the main street at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire. 
  
Table 7-31 Results of Duncan test between bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, 
under various headway levels at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire  
Headway Level 
Comparison 
Mean 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
11~14 8~11 0.94 0.98 0.043 0.063 Accept H0 
11~14 5~8 0.94 0.98 0.038 0.061 Accept H0 
11~14 2~5 0.94 0.97 0.029 0.058 Accept H0 
8~11 5~8 0.98 0.98 0.006 0.058 Accept H0 
8~11 2~5 0.98 0.97 0.014 0.061 Accept H0 
5~8 2~5 0.98 0.97 0.009 0.058 Accept H0 
 
Table 7-32 Results of Duncan test between bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, 
under various headway levels at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire  
Headway Level 
Comparison Mean 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
11~14 8~11 0.70 0.83 0.133 0.152 Accept H0 
11~14 5~8 0.70 0.86 0.156 0.164 Accept H0 
11~14 2~5 0.70 0.83 0.134 0.159 Accept H0 
8~11 5~8 0.83 0.86 0.022 0.159 Accept H0 
8~11 2~5 0.83 0.83 0.001 0.152 Accept H0 
5~8 2~5 0.86 0.83 0.021 0.152 Accept H0 
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7.3.2.3 Average control delay per vehicle for the intersection (MOE5) 
The results of the MOE5 for different headway levels are shown in Table 7-33, for each 
intersection. Because changing the bus headway may affect the delay to non-transit 
vehicles, the percentage change to the Normal scenario is used as an alternative measure 
for MOE5. This can separate the delay change by the BSP2 scenario from the changes 
by the headway level. It can be seen that the percentage changes in MOE5 for the both 
intersections are relatively small and have narrow range of variations. In particular, the 
percentage changes for the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire ranges from -0.2 to 1.4 
percent. This result was attributed to the congestion on the main street approaches, and 
consequently the delay reduction of the vehicles on the main street approaches negates 
the delay increase on non-priority approaches. Figure 7-8 shows the change pattern of 
the MOE5 for each intersection.  
The Duncan test results for the percentage change in MOE5 are summarized in 
Tables 7-34 and 7-35, for each intersection. It can be seen that any headway level did not 
change significantly the percentage change for either intersection. This result allows the 
conclusion that the headway level has no significant impact on average control delay per 
vehicle at both intersections. In addition the effect of the headway level diminishes at 
congested traffic conditions, such as the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire. 
 
Table 7-33 Average control delay per vehicle at the intersections, MOE5, under various 
headway levels 
Intersection Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Headway 
Levels Normal BSP2 
Percentage 
Change to 
Normal 
Normal BSP2 
Percentage 
Change to 
Normal 
2~5 14.7 15.9 8.7% 42.7 43.3 1.4% 
5~8 14.6 15.5 6.8% 40.1 40.1 -0.2% 
8~11 14.7 16.1 9.1% 40.2 40.4 0.6% 
11~14 14.6 16.0 10.0% 38.5 38.7 0.4% 
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Figure 7-8 Changes in average control delay per vehicle at the intersections, MOE5, with 
headway levels  
   
Table 7-34 Results of Duncan test for percentage change in MOE5 under various headway 
levels at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire  
Headway Level 
Comparison 
Mean 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
11~14 8~11 10.01 9.10 0.910 5.487 Accept H0 
11~14 5~8 10.01 6.80 3.210 5.951 Accept H0 
11~14 2~5 10.01 8.70 1.357 5.768 Accept H0 
8~11 5~8 9.10 6.80 2.299 5.768 Accept H0 
8~11 2~5 9.10 8.66 0.446 5.487 Accept H0 
5~8 2~5 6.80 8.66 1.853 5.487 Accept H0 
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Table 7-35 Results of Duncan test for percentage change in MOE5 under various headway 
levels at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire  
Headway Level 
Comparison Mean 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Headway 
Level 1 
Headway 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
11~14 8~11 -0.17 0.60 0.772 11.227 Accept H0 
11~14 5~8 -0.17 0.39 0.564 10.680 Accept H0 
11~14 2~5 -0.17 1.40 1.555 11.584 Accept H0 
8~11 5~8 0.60 0.39 0.208 10.680 Accept H0 
8~11 2~5 0.60 1.38 0.783 10.680 Accept H0 
5~8 2~5 0.39 1.38 0.991 11.227 Accept H0 
 
 
7.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Demand 
The effect of the increase in demand was tested by running seven demand scenarios. 
These are 70% (degree of saturation = 0.60 for eastbound main street), 80% (0.69), 90% 
(0.77), 100% (0.86), 110% (0.94), 120% (1.02), 130% (1.11) of the AM peak-hour 
demand. The MOE3, bus arrival rate during green phase, was employed to measure the 
impacts of demand levels on the bus operations. This MOE3 measures the effectiveness 
of BSP implementation by counting the buses that pass through the intersection during 
their priority phases. The MOE5, average control delay per vehicle for the intersection, 
was used for measuring impacts on the non-transit vehicles by demand levels.Each of 
the levels of demand was simulated under a headway of 5~8 minutes and a prediction 
interval of 90%. 
 
7.3.3.1 Bus arrival rate during green phase (MOE3) 
The bus arrival rates during green phase under various demand level scenarios were 
summarized by intersection in Table 7-36. It can be seen that for demand levels less than 
100 percent the MOE3 results are approximately same. However, when the demand 
level was 110% the MOE3 started to decrease. For the intersection of Rookin and 
Bellaire, the MOE3 dropped at the demand level of 130%. Note that the relative drop at 
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the 130% demand level was large for both intersections. This was because a spillback 
occurred on the eastbound main street for a demand level of 120%.  
Figure 7-9 shows the changes in MOE3 as a function of demand levels at both 
intersections. The MOE3 for the Normal scenario is shown for reference purposes. It can 
be seen that the improvements of the BSP2 over the Normal scenario diminish at the 
120% and 130% demand levels at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire. Because the 
signal operation at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire favored the main street 
movements, MOE3 was always higher at this intersection than that at the intersection of 
Hilcroft and Bellaire. The changes in MOE3 between levels of demand 120% and 130% 
are clearly noticeable as shown in Figure 7-9. 
 
Table 7-36 Average bus arrival rate during green phase for various demand levels 
Intersection Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Demand 
Level 
Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 Normal BSP0 BSP1 BSP2 
70% 0.71 0.91 0.94 0.93 0.46 0.63 0.68 0.86 
80% 0.66 0.79 0.93 0.98 0.49 0.69 0.70 0.83 
90% 0.76 0.87 0.94 0.98 0.40 0.69 0.70 0.88 
100% 0.73 0.88 0.97 0.97 0.32 0.58 0.57 0.83 
110% 0.76 0.82 0.94 0.97 0.32 0.54 0.60 0.75 
120% 0.70 0.84 0.91 0.92 0.25 0.29 0.36 0.50 
130% 0.41 0.51 0.53 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.11 
 
 
The results of Duncan tests are shown in Tables 7-37 and 7-38, for each 
intersection. Note that the MOE3 at 130% demand level is statistically different from 
other demand levels at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire. At the intersection of 
Hilcroft and Bellaire, the MOE3 at demand levels of 120% and 130% is statistically 
different from other levels of demand. No significant difference was found at levels of 
demand less than 110% for either intersection. It can be concluded that the MOE3 for 
BSP2 scenario is significantly decreased under congested traffic conditions, such as 
120% (1.03) and 130% (1.11) demand levels. In addition, the impacts on the bus 
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operations by the demand level are statistically same at 100% or less demand levels for 
the both intersections on the test bed. 
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Figure 7-9 Changes in bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, with demand levels 
 
Table 7-37 Results of Duncan test between bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, 
under various demand levels at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire  
Demand Level 
Comparison 
Mean 
Demand 
Level 1 
Demand 
Level 2 
Demand 
Level 1 
Demand 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
70% 80% 0.93 0.98 0.044 0.147 Accept H0 
80% 90% 0.98 0.98 0.000 0.147 Accept H0 
90% 100% 0.98 0.97 0.011 0.147 Accept H0 
100% 110% 0.97 0.97 0.000 0.147 Accept H0 
110% 120% 0.97 0.97 0.044 0.147 Accept H0 
120% 130% 0.92 0.69 0.233 0.147 Reject H0 
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Table 7-38 Results of Duncan test between bus arrival rate during green phase, MOE3, 
under various demand levels at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire  
Demand Level 
Comparison Mean 
Demand 
Level 1 
Demand 
Level 2 
Demand 
Level 1 
Demand 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value Result 
70% 80% 0.86 0.83 0.030 0.139 Accept H0 
80% 90% 0.83 0.88 0.048 0.139 Accept H0 
90% 100% 0.88 0.83 0.048 0.139 Accept H0 
100% 110% 0.83 0.75 0.075 0.139 Accept H0 
110% 120% 0.75 0.50 0.254 0.139 Reject H0 
120% 130% 0.50 0.11 0.391 0.139 Reject H0 
 
7.3.3.2 Average control delay per vehicle for the intersection (MOE5) 
The MOE5 results for different demand levels are shown in Table 7-39, for each 
intersection. As the demand level increases, the MOE5 also increases regardless of BSP 
implementation. Therefore, it is hard to capture the impacts of the demand levels on non-
transit vehicles directly from the MOE5. The percentage change to the Normal scenario 
is used as an alternative measure for MOE5. It can be seen that the percentage increases 
in MOE5 at the 100% or less demand levels are relatively small for the both 
intersections. However, the BSP2 scenario has less delay than the Normal scenario at 
110% or greater demand levels. These results are attributed to spillbacks occurred along 
eastbound of the main street and subsequently the considerable increase in delay. The 
simulation results indicated that the implementation of all BSP scenarios improved all 
delay measures for buses and non-transit vehicles when spillbacks occur. Because the 
BSP operations assigned more green time to the main street approach, a considerable 
amount of spillback was eliminated by implementing BSP scenario. This was an 
incidental result at the particular traffic conditions. It cannot be considered as the general 
performance of the BSP scenario. Figure 7-10 shows the change pattern of the MOE5 for 
each intersection. Note that the changes in MOE5 at the 100 % or less demand levels are 
relatively small. 
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Table 7-39 Average control delay per vehicle at the intersections, MOE5, for various 
demand levels 
Intersection Rookin and Bellaire Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Demand Level Normal BSP2 
Percentage 
Change to 
Normal 
Normal BSP2 
Percentage 
Change to 
Normal 
70% 14.0 14.2 1.6% 31.7 31.8 0.4% 
80% 14.7 15.2 3.3% 32.4 33.6 3.6% 
90% 14.7 15.2 3.1% 34.7 35.5 2.2% 
100% 15.0 15.4 3.1% 37.1 40.0 7.8% 
110% 16.4 16.2 -1.5% 45.5 48.1 5.8% 
120% 28.7 17.9 -37.7% 72.0 67.5 -6.3% 
130% 50.2 28.7 -42.9% 85.3 80.9 -5.1% 
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Figure 7-10 Changes in average control delay per vehicle for the intersection, MOE5, with 
demand levels 
 
The results of the Duncan tests for various demand level are shown in Tables 7-
40 and 7-41. It can be seen that the percentage change in MOE5 do not show any 
significant difference at any demand level at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire. It 
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means that there is no statistical evidence that the demand level has significant impact on 
MOE5. For the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire it can be seen that the demand levels 
of 120% and 130% had statistically significant difference in the percentage change from 
other demand levels. However, these results are attributed to the specific traffic 
conditions of the test bed. From the analysis of the percentage change in MOE5, it can 
be concluded that the BSP2 scenario does not cause any statistically significant increase 
in MOE5 at all demand levels for the both intersections.  
 
Table 7-40 Results of Duncan test for percentage changes in MOE5 under various demand 
levels at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire  
Demand Level 
Comparison 
Mean 
Demand 
Level 1 
Demand 
Level 2 
Demand 
Level 1 
Demand 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
70% 80% 0.44 3.58 3.134 16.942 Accept H0 
80% 90% 3.58 2.22 1.358 16.105 Accept H0 
90% 100% 2.22 7.84 5.626 17.494 Accept H0 
100% 110% 7.84 5.80 2.039 16.105 Accept H0 
110% 120% 5.80 -6.27 12.072 18.058 Accept H0 
120% 130% -6.27 -5.14 1.131 16.105 Accept H0 
 
Table 7-41 Results of Duncan test for percentage changes in MOE5 under various demand 
levels at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire  
Demand Level 
Comparison 
Mean 
Demand 
Level 1 
Demand 
Level 2 
Demand 
Level 1 
Demand 
Level 2 
Test 
Statistic 
Critical 
Value 
Result 
70% 80% 1.64 3.27 1.623 23.733 Accept H0 
80% 90% 3.27 3.07 0.195 21.848 Accept H0 
90% 100% 3.07 3.1 0.012 21.848 Accept H0 
100% 110% 3.1 -1.52 4.582 22.984 Accept H0 
110% 120% -1.52 -37.73 36.206 21.848 Reject H0 
120% 130% -37.73 -42.89 5.159 21.848 Accept H0 
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7.3.4 Summary of Findings 
The BSP2 scenario showed similar performances regardless of the significance levels of 
the prediction interval. At the level of significance 0.01 (99% prediction interval), the 
bus travel time reduced by 3% from the significance level of 0.3 (70% prediction 
interval). The change in bus arrival rate during green phase was not significant at any 
significance level except a pair of significant level of 0.01 and 0.3. The intersection 
delay per vehicle was not sensitive to the significance level of the prediction interval. It 
was concluded that the performance of the BSP2 scenario is not sensitive to the change 
in the significance level of the prediction interval. Regardless of the level of significance, 
the BSP2 scenario always performed better than other BSP scenarios. 
When the performances of the BSP2 scenario were evaluated for various bus 
headway levels, it was observed that the 11~14 minutes level resulted in the largest bus 
delays and lowest bus arrival rate during the green phase. The headway level didn’t have 
significant impacts on the bus delay at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire. However 
at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire the 11~14 minutes level had significantly 
different bus delay from other headway levels. The bus arrival rates during green phase 
were lowest at the headway level of 11~14 minutes at both intersections, that is, 0.94 and 
0.70, respectively. It was also found that the headway level has no significant impact on 
the BSP2 performance in terms of overall intersection delay.  
When the level of traffic demand varied from 70% to 130% of the AM peak 
demand, the bus arrival rates during green phase decreased significantly in congested 
traffic conditions. At the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire the rate dropped to 0.69 at 
130% demand level which is significantly different from other demand levels. At the 
intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire the rate decreased significantly at the demand levels 
higher than 110%. The rates dropped to 0.5 at 120% and 0.11 at 130% levels of demand. 
The average intersection delay was reduced by the BSP2 scenario at the 120% and 130% 
demand levels at the both intersections. These results are attributed to spillbacks 
occurred along eastbound of the main street and subsequently the considerable increase 
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in delay. Because the BSP operations assigned more green time to the main street 
approach, a considerable amount of spillback and delay was eliminated by implementing 
BSP scenario. This was an incidental result at the particular traffic conditions. It cannot 
be considered as the general performance of the BSP scenario. It was concluded, from a 
practical prospect, that the BSP2 scenario does not perform well in congested traffic 
conditions, specifically with saturation rate over 1.0.   
 
7.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It was found that all the MOEs used in the evaluation were improved with the BSP2 
scenario. In addition, the BSP2 scenario performed better than other BSP scenarios. 
There was no significant evidence for rejecting the hypothesis of that the BSP2 scenario 
can improve the bus operations without significant impact on non-transit vehicles. In 
particular the impacts on other vehicles were minimized when the traffic conditions on 
the main street are congested. At the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire, the BSP2 
scenario reduced the bus intersection delay by 56 percent without any increase in the 
intersection delay.   
The BSP2 scenario resulted in similar MOEs for all significance levels of the 
prediction interval. It was concluded that the width of prediction interval is not important 
to the performance of the BSP2 scenario. Incorporating the prediction interval into the 
BSP strategy is essential to the improvements in BSP operations. It was also found that 
the headway level has no significant impact on the BSP2 performance. The sensitivity 
analysis of demand level indicated that the performance of the BSP2 scenario 
significantly decreases under congested traffic conditions, specifically oversaturated 
conditions. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
In this dissertation, the development and evaluation of the improved bus signal priority 
algorithm for providing priority at traffic signals to buses traveling on arterial streets. An 
algorithm was developed to overcome inefficient operations of existing bus priority 
system when the intersection includes nearside bus stops. This section contains a 
summary of the results and the conclusions from the evaluation of the algorithm. 
Recommendations for future research and enhancements of the algorithm are also 
provided.  
 
8.1 SUMMARY 
8.1.1 Bus Dwell Time Prediction 
A probabilistic model and the Weighted Least Squares (WLS) regression model were 
developed to predict the bus dwell time at specific bus stop. Although the probabilistic 
model showed the strength in representing the determinants of dwell time as random 
variables, the observed data did not support the model assumption of the linear 
correlation between the number of alighting passengers and the passenger loads. The 
determinants of the bus dwell time were analyzed in order to measure the significance of 
each determinant to the dwell time. The analysis concluded that the bus headway is most 
significant determinant and a regression model with the bus headway has the best results. 
The residual analysis of the regression model also revealed non-constant variance over 
bus headways, which violated the common assumption underlying regression modeling. 
The weighted least squares method, therefore, was employed in order to consider the 
non-constant variance. Another advantage from WLS method can provide the prediction 
interval that varies according to the bus headway. 
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8.1.2 The Improved Bus Signal Priority Algorithm 
Because of the variability in dwell time, most current bus signal priority systems have 
been inefficient at intersections with nearside bus stops. In this dissertation an improved 
BSP algorithm was developed to incorporate the variability of dwell time into BSP 
signal timing plan. The new prediction model and its prediction interval developed in 
this dissertation were used as input to the improved BSP algorithm. The basic idea of the 
improved BSP algorithm is to provide a priority phase wide enough to accommodate the 
prediction interval of the bus dwell time. An operational algorithm was designed to 
implement the improved BSP strategy efficiently within the VISSIM simulation 
environment. The unused priority time is restored back to non-priority phases after the 
bus passes through the intersection during the priority phase.  
 
8.2 CONCLUSIONS 
On the test bed, the implementation of the improved BSP algorithm is found to be 
beneficial in reducing bus delay, providing buses with average travel time savings of up 
to 21% over the normal case of no priority implementation. Impacts on other traffic are 
insignificant at the intersection of Rookin St. and Bellaire Blvd. where the traffic 
conditions are less congested. However, at the congested intersection of Hilcroft Ave. 
and Bellaire Blvd., the vehicles on non-priority approaches experience an increase in 
delay of 28%. Other BSP algorithms resulted in similar increases in delay. The most 
significant benefit from implementing the improved BSP algorithm is the improvement 
of the mobility of the bus at the intersection and it is measured by the bus arrival rate 
during green time. This benefit is significant, providing increase of up to 100 % for 
current traffic conditions.  
The improved BSP algorithm is found to be most beneficial in congested 
conditions, where queues at signals cause significant delay in the absence of priority. 
Under less congested conditions, signal delay may not be large enough to justify the 
priority implementation.  
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The simulation for sensitivity analysis demonstrates that the benefit obtained 
from the improved BSP algorithm can be affected by factors such as traffic demands, 
bus headways, and significance levels of the prediction interval. When the traffic 
demand increases, the bus arrival rates during green phase decreased significantly in 
congested traffic conditions. The decrease is more evident at the intersection of Hilcroft 
and Bellaire where the traffic experiences the congestion. At the intersection of Rookin 
and Bellaire, less congested condition, the rate does not change until the 130% demand 
level where the rate dropped to 0.69 from 0.97. The average intersection delay rather 
decreases by the BSP2 scenario at the 120% and 130% demand levels at the both 
intersections. These results are attributed to spillbacks occurred along eastbound of the 
main street and subsequently the considerable increase in delay. The BSP 
implementation eliminates a considerable amount of spillback and delay. These results 
are very site- and condition- specific. Therefore, it may not necessary apply in other 
conditions or sites. It was concluded, from a practical prospect, that the BSP2 scenario 
does not perform well in congested traffic conditions, specifically with saturation rate 
over 1.0.   
When the performances of the BSP2 scenario were evaluated for various bus 
headway levels, it was observed that the headway level does not have significant impacts 
on the bus delay at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire. However at the intersection 
of Hilcroft and Bellaire the 11~14 minutes level had significantly different bus delay 
from other headway levels. The bus arrival rates during green phase were not affected by 
the headway level. It was also found that the headway level has no significant impact on 
the BSP2 performance in terms of overall intersection delay.  
It was noted that the BSP2 scenario showed similar performances regardless of 
the significance levels of the prediction interval. The bus arrival rate during green phase 
was not significantly affected by the significance level. The intersection delay per 
vehicle was also not sensitive to the significance level of the prediction interval. It was 
concluded that the performance of the BSP2 scenario is not sensitive to the change in the 
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significance level of the prediction interval. Incorporating the prediction interval into the 
BSP strategy is essential to the benefit from BSP operations. 
Conclusions from the sensitivity analysis are that the benefit to bus operations 
from BSP2 algorithm is significantly diminished under congested traffic conditions and 
large bus headway situations. However, the benefit is not affected by the width of the 
prediction interval. 
 
8.3 FUTURE RESEARCH 
Further sensitivity analyses are required to evaluate the optimum location for advancing 
bus detector. Longer distance provides flexibility in adjusting signal timing but large 
error is generally expected in the arrival time prediction. It is also required to evaluate 
how the underlying signal setting, such as cycle length and splits, affects the benefit of 
the improved BSP algorithm. Because the proposed algorithm utilizes the priority 
window within the main street green time, the effectiveness of the algorithm will be 
limited by the cycle length and splits.  
An evaluation of longer bus corridors would allow studies about the recovery of 
schedule adherence and the bus behavior such as bus bunching. The network including 
multiple bus routes would also allow the modeling of simultaneous priority calls on 
conflicting signal groups.  
This dissertation is based on the results of the simulations for evaluating the 
effects of the improved bus signal priority algorithm. Although the study was designed 
to be applicable into conventional traffic controller, such as ATC 2070 controller, which 
is currently used in the study site, field studies need to be performed to guarantee the 
benefits of the improved BSP algorithm.  
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GLOSSARY 
 
 
 
Alighting time: 
The time required for a passenger to leave a transit vehicle, expressed as time per 
passenger or total time for all passengers. 
All-red clearance interval: 
An optional interval immediately following the yellow change interval during which all 
signals display a red indication. 
AM peak period: 
The period in the morning when additional services are provided to handle higher 
passenger volumes. The period begins when normal scheduled headways are reduced. 
Boarding time: 
The time for a passenger to board a transit vehicle, expressed as time per passenger or 
total time for all passengers. 
BSP0: 
The basic BSP logic that utilizes a check-in detector for sensing approaching buses 
upstream from the stop line. The green extension and early green strategies are used to 
provide the signal priority. 
BSP1: 
The BSP logic with consideration of average dwell time. This BSP logic incorporates 
the dwell time into the BSP timing plan through the addition of average dwell time in 
the calculation of the bus travel time from the check-in detector to the stop line. 
BSP2: 
The improved BSP logic developed in this dissertation. The prediction interval of dwell 
time is accommodated in adjusting BSP signal timing plan. 
BSP mode: 
A type of the controller mode proposed in this dissertation. The BSP mode is activated, 
when there is a bus between the check-in and check-out detectors and it is eligible for 
priority service. 
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Bus: 
A transit mode comprised of rubber tired passenger vehicles operating on fixed routes 
and schedules over roadways. Vehicles are powered by diesel, gasoline, battery or 
alternative fuel engines contained within the vehicle. 
Bus change interval: 
The yellow plus all-red interval that is used to clear traffic using the priority phase.  
Bus stop: 
The buildings and shelters with all attached fixtures used as transit passenger station 
facilities. Additional passenger services are frequently available in these stations, (e.g. 
ticket/token/pass sales, transit malls, transfer facilities, intermodal terminals, deports, 
terminals and high occupancy vehicle facilities). This covers major terminals, wayside 
stations, passenger shelters, benches and stop signs along a route. 
Calibration: 
The process of tuning model parameters with real-world data to ensure that the model 
realistically represents the traffic environment. The objective is to minimize the 
discrepancy between model result and measurements or observations. 
Check-in: 
Check-in is accomplished when BSP eligible bus is entering in the detection zone or 
detected at the check-in detector.   
Check-out: 
Check-out is accomplished when BSP eligible bus is exiting from the detection zone or 
detected at the check-out detector. 
Clearance time: 
The time loss at a transit stop, not including passenger dwell times. This parameter can 
be the minimum time between one transit vehicle leaving a stop and the following 
vehicle entering and can include any delay waiting for a sufficient gap in traffic to allow 
the transit vehicle to reenter the travel lane. 
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Control delay: 
The component of delay that results when a control signal causes a lane group to reduce 
speed or to stop; it is measured by comparison with the uncontrolled condition. 
Coordination: 
The operation of controller units in a manner to provide a relationship between specific 
green indications at adjacent intersections in accordance with a time schedule to permit 
continuous operation of groups of vehicles along the street at a planned speed. 
Coordination phase: 
The phase in which coordination is provided. The coordinated phase is usually the main 
street green phase. 
Cycle: 
A complete sequence of signal indications. 
Detection zone: 
A section of the approach that transit vehicles are detected typically using onboard 
detector equipment. The detection zone consists of the check-in point and the check-out 
point.  
Dwell time: 
The time a transit unit (vehicle or train) spends at a station or a stop to serve passengers 
at the busiest door, plus the time required to open and close the doors. 
Force-off point: 
The point in the cycle where the controller begins terminating (i.e. begin timing the 
vehicle change interval) a phase. 
Headway 
The time interval between vehicles moving in the same direction on a particular route. 
Interval: 
A period of time in which all traffic signal indications remain constant. 
Maximum green interval: 
The maximum time that a green indication can be displayed to drivers. 
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Minimum green interval: 
The shortest time that a green indication can be displayed to drivers. 
Non-priority phase:  
A phase in the background cycle plan that cannot be used to move buses. For the 
purpose of this dissertation, there phases include the cross-street left-turn phase, the 
cross-street through phase, and the main street left-turn phase.  
Normal: 
The current coordinated-actuated signal logic operating in the test bed. 
Normal mode: 
A type of the controller mode proposed in this dissertation. The controller operates 
under normal mode (e.g. default signal timing parameters) when there is no bus on the 
approach of interest.  
Offset: 
The difference, in seconds, between the start of green time at the two signalized 
intersections of a diamond interchange for through traffic on the internal link or the time 
between the start of individual green times and a specified time datum in a system of 
signalized intersections. 
Passenger service time: 
The time required for a passenger to board or alight from a transit vehicle, in seconds 
per passenger. 
PDF (probability density function): 
A function used to calculate probabilities and to specify the probability distribution of a 
continuous random variable. 
Phase: 
The part of the signal cycle allocated to any combination of traffic movements receiving 
the right-of-way simultaneously during one or more intervals. 
Phase sequence: 
The order in which the phases are arranged in the cycle. 
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PMF (probability mass function): 
A function that provides probabilities for the values in the range of a discrete random 
variable.  
Prediction interval: 
The interval between a set of upper and lower limits associated with a predicted value 
designed to show on a probability basis the range of error associated with the prediction. 
Priority phase: 
The green interval of the priority phase. 
Priority window: 
The prediction interval of bus arrival time at the intersection. It is a time interval in the 
cycle needed to ensure that a bus arrives during a green indication with )1(100 α− % 
confidence level.  
PT calling detector: 
The PT (public transport) calling detector provided in VISSIM only senses transit 
vehicles that send out PT information. When buses are detected at a check-in detector 
the PT information, which would be passenger loads in this study, is sent to the signal 
controller for the assessment of the eligibility of priority requests. 
Public transportation: 
As defined in the Federal Transit Act, transportation by bus or rail, or other conveyance, 
either publicly or privately owned, providing to the public general or special service 
(but not including school buses or charter or sightseeing service) on a regular and 
continuing basis. Public transportation is also synonymous with the terms mass 
transportation and transit. 
Restoring mode: 
A type of the controller mode proposed in this dissertation. The control mode is 
switched to the restoring mode, after the successful implementation of any priority 
strategy, if there is unused priority green time. 
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Split: 
A segment of the cycle length allocated to each phase or interval that may occur in a 
cycle. 
Variable green time: 
The difference between the maximum green time and the minimum green time for a 
phase. 
Vehicle change interval:  
The yellow plus all-red interval that occurs between phases of a traffic signal to provide 
for clearance of the intersection before conflicting movements are released. 
Yellow change interval: 
The first interval following the green interval in which the signal indication for the 
phase is yellow. 
Zone detector: 
The zone detectors sense the presence of transit vehicles at a designated zone on the 
approach to an intersection. Typically these system only know that a vehicle is 
somewhere on the approach. 
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NOTATION 
 
 
 
A  = number of passenger alighting (p), 
a  = departure time of previous bus, 
ABX  = desired minimum following distance, 
AX  = desired distance for standing vehicle, 
B  = number of passenger arrivals during preceding headway  (p), 
b  = arrival time of current bus, 
BX  = desired safety distance, 
AddBX _  = calibration parameter defining the range of variation, 
MultBX _  = calibration parameter defining the range of variation, 
C  = cycle length, 
ikd  = absolute deviation of the residual i in group k , 
kd  = sample mean of the ikd  in group k , 
ikE  = 
estimated bus travel time on link k for parameter set i, 
SkIi ...1,...1 == , 
ke~  = median of the residuals in group k , 
ike  = residual i  in group k , 
iF  = force-off point of phase i, 
iG  = green time for phase i , 
h  = bus headway (min), 
I  = number of accepted parameter set, ( 100=I ), 
busI  = change interval for inserted priority phase, 
iI  = change interval for phase i , 
i  = phase number, 
k  = current phase in which priority call is requested, nk L1= , 
L  = total number of passengers on the bus, 
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1L  = lower bound of the prediction interval for the dwell time (sec), 
2L  = upper bound of  the prediction interval for the dwell time (sec), 
l  = passenger loads (p), 
extM  = 
maximum amount of time that the priority phase ( 1φ ) can be 
extended  (sec), 
grnM  = 
the maximum time available to service buses by returning early to 
the priority phase (sec), 
pM  = the number of buses arrived during their associated priority phase, 
rstM  = amount of time to be restored (sec),  
m  = number of non-priority phases being restored, 11 −≤≤ nm , 
EMS  = error mean squares, 
N  = total number of all responses, 
aN  = alighting passengers per bus (p), 
bN  = boarding passengers per bus (p),  
kN  = number of observed bus at stop k, 
sN  = the total number of buses generated during simulation run, 
n  = sample size, 21 nnn += , 
ikO  = observed estimated bus travel time on link k for parameter set i, 
p  = probability of alighting for a randomly chosen passenger on bus, 
aP  = alighting passengers through busiest door during peak 15 min (p), 
bP  = boarding passengers through busiest door during peak 15 min (p), 
kp  = alighting probability at stop k, 
*
busP  = optimum parameter set for buses, 
iR  = minimum green time for phase i ,  
r  = number of success,  
iRND1  = random number for vehicle i  from distribution )15.0,5.0(N , 
S  = number of the link between stops,  ( 3=S , in this study), 
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BSP
iS  = split of phase i in BSP mode (sec),  
ext
iS  = split of phase i with green extension strategy (sec), 
grn
iS  = split of phase i with early green strategy (sec),  
int
iS  = split of non-priority phase i with phase insertion strategy (sec), 
rst
iS  = split of phase i in restoring mode (sec), 
ESS  = error sum of squares, 
2s  = pooled variance, 
bT  = total bus travel time from check-in detector to stop line (sec), 
at  = marginal passenger alighting time (sec/p), 
bt  = marginal passenger boarding time (sec/p), 
ct  = current cycle time (sec), 
dt  = bus dwell time (sec), 
oct  = door opening and closing time (sec), 
redt  = 
the available time before/after priority window for non-priority 
phases (sec), 
2,2/ −ntα  = appropriate point based on the 2−nT  distribution,  
*
Lt  = test statistic for the modified Levene test, 
v  = speed of front vehicle for following process, speed of following vehicle for free flow driving, 
iw  = weight of phase i, 
X  = number of passenger arrival, 
1iX  = schedule adherence (sec), 
2iX  = passenger loads (person), 
3iX  = bus headway (minutes),  
iY  = bus dwell time of i th bus (sec), 
iY   sample mean for the i th scenarios, 
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extZ  = last time in the cycle that the priority green phase can be extended, 
β  = parameter, 
)( cθδ  = dummy variable, Cc ≤θ , 
ϕ  = correlation coefficient,  11 <<− ϕ , 
iε  = random error, ),0( 2σN , 
θ  = time point in the cycle when priority is requested, 
cθ  = time point in the cycle when priority is requested, 
oθ  = time point in the cycle when a bus checks out (sec), 
iκ  = arrival time of bus i at the intersection,  
)(tλ  = passenger arrival intensity (p/sec), for stationary arrival )( abm −= λ , 
µ  = sample mean, 
ρ  = the amount of red period before the priority window (sec), 
ρ′  = the amount of red period after the priority window (sec),  
0σ  = estimate from standard deviation function, 
kτ  = elapsed green time of phase k (sec),  
iφ  = signal phase i, 
nφ  = the last phase in the ring, 
ω  = start point of the priority window in the cycle, and 
ω′  = end point of the priority window in the cycle. 
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Table A-1 Signal control variables at the intersection of Bintiff and Bellaire 
Movement 
WB LT 
 
EB TH 
 
SB TH 
 
EB LT 
 
WB TH 
 
NB TH 
 
Phase φ 1 φ 2 φ 4 φ 5 φ 6 φ 8 
Minimum Green 5 25 10 5 25 10 
Passage time 2.5 3.0 2.5 2.5 3.0 2.5 
Yellow Change 3.6 3.6 3.2 3.6 3.6 3.2 
Red Clearance 1.2 1.2 2.8 1.2 1.2 2.8 
Split 1 15 80 25 25 70 25 
Minimum Recall 2  ×   ×  
Hold 3  ×   ×  
Variable Yield 4  ×   ×  
Note: 
Cycle length : 120 
Offset value : 115 
Variable yield : 10 
(Variable yield defines the size of the permissive window during which the coordinated phases 
may terminate.) 
1 Coordination splits include the yellow and all red intervals  
2 Continuous phase call (phase can not be skipped) 
3 hold until minimum split 
4 with hold defines coordinated phase 
Note: all values in table are expressed in seconds. 
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Table A-2 Signal control variables at the intersection of Rookin and Bellaire 
Movement 
WB LT 
 
EB TH 
 
SB TH 
 
EB LT 
 
WB TH 
 
NB TH 
 
Phase φ 1 φ 2 φ 4 φ 5 φ 6 φ 8 
Minimum Green 10 25 10 10 25 10 
Passage time 2.5 3.0 2.5 2.5 3.0 2.5 
Yellow Change 3.6 3.6 3.2 3.6 3.6 3.2 
Red Clearance 1.2 1.2 2.7 1.2 1.2 2.7 
Split 1 20 67 33 20 67 33 
Minimum Recall 2  ×   ×  
Hold 3  ×   ×  
Variable Yield 4  ×   ×  
Note: 
Cycle length : 120 
Offset value : 45 
Variable yield : 10 
(Variable yield defines the size of the permissive window during which the coordinated phases 
may terminate.) 
1 Coordination splits include the yellow and all red intervals  
2 Continuous phase call (phase can not be skipped) 
3 hold until minimum split 
4 with hold defines coordinated phase 
Note: all values in table are expressed in seconds. 
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Table A-3 Signal control variables at the intersection of Hilcroft and Bellaire 
Movement 
WB LT 
 
EB TH NB LT SB TH EB LT 
 
WB TH 
 
SB LT 
 
NB TH 
Phase φ 1 φ 2 φ 3 φ 4 φ 5 φ 6 φ 7 φ 8 
Minimum Green 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
Maximum Green 26 80 15 28 18 80 16 28 
Passage time 0.5 3.0 0.5 2.5 0.5 3.0 0.5 2.5 
Yellow Change 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 
Red Clearance 1.7 1.7 2.2 2.2 1.7 1.7 2.2 2.2 
Split 1 27 41 22 28 30 40 19 31 
Minimum Recall 2  ×    ×   
Hold 3  ×    ×   
Variable Yield 4  ×    ×   
Note: 
Cycle length : 120 
Offset value : 75 
Variable yield : 10 
(Variable yield defines the size of the permissive window during which the coordinated 
phases may terminate.) 
1 Coordination splits include the yellow and all red intervals  
2 Continuous phase call (phase can not be skipped) 
3 hold until minimum split 
4 with hold defines coordinated phase 
Note: all values in table are expressed in seconds. 
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AVERAGE DWELL TIME AT THE NEARSIDE BUS STOPS   
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In the BSP1 algorithm, dwell time will be incorporated in BSP timing plan through 
adding an average dwell time in calculating bus arrival time at the stop line (i.e. bus 
travel time from check-in detector to stop line). Once a bus has been detected at check-in 
detector, the algorithm assesses whether a priority service is granted through evaluating 
pre-defined criteria (i.e. number of passengers on the bus). If the bus satisfies the 
criterion, an adequate priority is implemented depending on when in the cycle the bus 
arrives at the intersection. The strategies used to provide priority include green extension, 
early green, and phase insertion strategy. Based on the bus arrival time in the cycle, 
multiple strategies possibly can be used to service the bus. The algorithm examines 
which strategy can accommodate the approaching bus with a minimum change in the 
background signal plan. The traffic signal cycle can be divided into regions that define 
where the different strategies can be used to service arriving buses. In order to simplify 
the strategy selection procedure, the regions were defined not to overlap each others. At 
any specific time point in the cycle, only one strategy is available to be implemented. 
Figure B-1 shows the periods of each of the strategies in a four-phase traffic signal.  
 
 
Figure B-1 Periods in the cycle for selecting different priority strategies 
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Each region for strategy selection determined as follows. 
Green extension strategy 
When a bus is expected to arrive at the intersection just after the end of the green time on 
the main-street, the normal end points of the main-street green is extended. The lower 
bound of the green extension strategy is the normal force-off point for the main-street 
phase. Buses predicted to arrive before this time in the cycle are serviced during the 
normal main-street phase so no priority service is required. The amount of extended 
green is determined by the variable green time in phase 2 as shown in Figure B-2a. The 
other non-priority phases (i.e. phase 3 and 4) are not reduced to minimize the change of 
phase durations. Therefore, the upper bound for the green extension strategy is defined 
by Equation B-1. 
 
122 IRF −−=π  (B-1) 
 
Phase Insertion_A strategy 
If any bus is expected to arrive at the stop line during the mid of red phase for its 
approach, a special bus phase is provided between non-priority phases. A special bus 
phase between phase 2 and 3 (referred here  phase insertion_A strategy) is provided 
when a bus is predicted to arrive after the upper bound of the green extension strategy 
but no later than the force-off point of phase 3. A range for phase insertion_A strategy 
was illustrated in Figure B-2b. The lower bound for phase insertion_A strategy was the 
same point in the cycle to the upper bound of the green extension strategy. The upper 
bound was determined by the variable green time in phase 3. This point can be obtained 
by subtracting minimum green time from force-off point of phase 3.  
 
Phase Insertion_B strategy 
The range for phase insertion between phase 3 and 4 (phase insertion_B) starts at the end 
of phase 3 that fulfills only its minimum green and change interval. Therefore the lower 
bound can be obtained by adding minimum requirement of phase 3 and change interval 
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of phase 2 to force-off point of phase 2. The upper bound was the lower bound for the 
early green strategy. 
 
Early green strategy 
The lower bound of the early green strategy is immediately after phase 4 has provided its 
minimum green time and change interval. This point in the cycle can be obtained by 
adding minimum requirement of phase 4 and change interval of phase 3 to force-off 
point of phase 3. 
 
 
Figure B-2 Determination of Bounds for Implementing Each Priority Strategy 
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BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION                  
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 Let the random variable X denote the number of passenger arrivals with parameter r  
and p . 
xr pp
r
rx
prxXP )1(
1
1
],[ −⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
−+==  (C-1) 
p
pr )1( −=µ  (C-2) 
2
2 )1(
p
prs −=  (C-3) 
where 
X  = number of passenger arrival, 
r  = number of success, and 
p  = probability of success. 
µ  = sample mean 
2s  = sample variance 
 
From Equation C-3, the parameters p  can be derived as follows: 
 
2s
p µ=  (C-4) 
 
The parameter r can be defined from Equation C-2 and C-4. 
 
µ
µ
−= 2
2
s
r  (C-5) 
 
With headway of 5 minutes, one can expect that the number of passengers 
waiting for bus is equal to the mean. For the situation where the headway is not greater 
or less than 5 minutes, the expectation of number of passengers can also be obtained 
from the negative binomial distribution. 
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 Let 1X  and 2X  are Negative Binomial random variables with parameters 1p , 
1r and 2p , 2r . As shown Equation C-4, parameter p indicates the relationship between 
mean and variance. If this relationship is assumed constant for each data set, the random 
variables can be written as follows: 
 
1X  ~ ),.(. 1 prBN  
2X ~ ),.(. 2 prBN  
(C-6) 
 
The expectation of random variable 21 XX +  can be expressed through the 
Moment Generation Function (MGF). Let 21 XX +  be a negative binomial random 
variable. The MGF of negative binomial random variable X is shown in Equation C-7.   
 
( ) rtrttXX qepeeEtm )1( )()( −==  (C-7) 
 
Then, MGF for 21 XX +  is given by 
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It can be concluded that 21 XX +  is a negative binomial random variable with 
parameters 21 rr +  and p . 
 
21 XX + ~ ),.(. 21 prrBN +  (C-10) 
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The expectation of random 21 XX +  can be estimated from means of random variables 
1X  and 2X  as follows: 
 
2121
)1()1()1()( 2121 XXXX p
pr
p
pr
p
prr µµµ +=−+−=−+=+  (C-11) 
 
Like Poisson distribution, the number of passengers waiting bus at stop with t∆ headway 
can be simplified as follows: 
 
) bus of  timearrival1 bus of  timedeparture(stopat   waitingpassengers v - v −⋅= µ (C-12) 
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            Figure D-1 Predicted and observed dwell time at stop B 
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            Figure D-2 Predicted and observed dwell time at stop C 
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            Figure D-3 Relationship between passenger alighting and passenger loads at stop B 
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           Figure D-4 Relationship between passenger alighting and passenger loads at stop C 
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       Figure D-5 Relationship between passenger boarding and bus headway at stop B 
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        Figure D-6 Relationship between passenger boarding and bus headway at stop C 
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            Figure D-7 Estimated regression line at stop B 
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            Figure D-8 Estimated regression line at stop C 
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            Figure D-9 Residual plot of the regression model for stop B 
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            Figure D-10 Residual plot of the regression model for stop C 
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            Figure D-11 Absolute residual plot and regression line for stop B 
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            Figure D-12 Absolute residual plot and regression line for stop C 
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WLS regression function for stop B was obtained: 
 
hY 681.0051.3ˆ +=  (D-1) 
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            Figure D-13 Estimated weighted and unweighted lines for stop B 
 
WLS regression function for stop C was obtained: 
 
hY 54.1808.5ˆ +=  (D-2) 
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            Figure D-14 Estimated weighted and unweighted lines for stop C 
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